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PRKFACK.

This Gazetteer has been compiled on the basis of

the Statistical Account of Hazaribagh, which was

prepared about 1875 under the supervision of Sir

William Hunter. It follows closely the form of the

corresponding volume on Manbhum which Avas written

by Mr. H. Coupland, i.c.s., and much of its matter has

been suggested by the gazetteers of Manbhum and Gaya.

In addition to published books, which have been indicat*

ed in the appropriate places, valuable original contribu-

tions have been received on special subjects from the

Eev. S. L. Thompson (Botany), Mr. L. L. Fermor (Gener-

al Geology), Mr. Thomas H. Ward (Giridih Coalfield),

Mr. G. C. Lathbury (Bokaro Colliery), Dr. A. Jowett

(Karanpura Valley), Mr. E. Lane (Mica), Mr. C. J. B.

Wight Boycott (Emigration), the Rev. J. C. Forrester

(Anglican Mission), the Rev. J. A. Dyer (U. F. Church

of Scotland Mission), and Babu Bisheshvar Mukharji

(Agriculture). The statistics of the recent years have been

compiled by Babu J. C. Datta, Deputy Magistrate and

Collector of Hazariba2:h.

Extracts from or references to the Settlement Report

of Ilazaribagh appear throughout the book, and I take

this opportunity of acknowledging my great indebtedness

to its author, Mr. J. D. Sifton, i.c.s., late Settlement

Officer of Chota Nagpur.

E. LISTER.

The loth Juhj 1917.
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GAZETTEER
OF THE

HAZARIBAGH DISTRICT.

CHAPTER I.

PHYSICAL ASPECTS.

DbsciiiptIOX.The district of Ilazaribagh forms the nortli-easteni portion

of the Chota Nagpur Division and lies between 23^ 25' and 24^

48' north latitude, and 84^ 2'y and Sii" a8' east longitude. ,
Its

area has not been determined with precision : in the recent

traverse survey it has been estimated at 7,000 square miles
;

but the summation of fields in the cadastral survey shows a total

of 6,987 square miles. The population in 1911 was 1,288,609.

The principal town and administrative headquarters is Hazari-

bagh, which is situated towards the west of the higher plateau

at an elevation of about 2,000 feet.

The town and district take their name from the mango grove Origin of

at Hazari, one of the villages which make up the town of

Hazfiribagh. The local vernacular spelling, omitting the final

'h^, follows the Hindi form of the word which means grove.

This village of Hazari was on the military road from Calcutta

to Benares, which was made about 1782 and coincided at this

stage with an earlier road between Kendi and Makundganj. It

still possesses the remains of a fine mango grove and it is a

reasonable conjecture that it was the utual Imlting place for

travellers, and so obtained a pre-eminence over the neighbouring
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Boundaries.

Natubal
Divisions
AND Sca.VBUT.

The lower

plateau.

villages. The selection of the locality about 1780 as the head-

quarters of the Ramgarh Battalion and its adoption in 1834

as the centre of a new civil administrative unit which included

both Ramgarh and Kharagdiha, and could not with propriety

bear the name of either, appear to be the sole reasons for the

application of its name to the entire district.

The adjoining districts are, on the north Gaya and Monghyr,

on the east the Santa! Parganas and Manbhum, on the south

IlanchI, and on the west Palamau and Gaya. On the east

there are no natural divisions for the greater part of the boundary.

On the north the face of the lower Hazaribagh plateau coincides

roughly with the border. On the west the boundary is physically

capricious, except where the Morhar river Is followed. To the

south the crest of the Ranchi plateau is utilized irregularly, and

in places the Damodar and Subarnarekha rivers. Two villages

which are included in the criminal and revenue jurisdiction of

Gaya are entirely isolated in Hazaribagh, and similarly Harni

and Pathra lie wholly in Gaya but are administratively a part

of Hazaribagh.

The following description of the general aspect is borrowed

largely from a report by Major Sconce who was Deputy Superin-

tendent of Revenue Survey about fifty years ago.

The district forms part of the chain of high land, sometimes

a range of hills, sometimes a high cultivated plateau, which

extends across the continent of India south of the Narbada

river on the west, and south of the Son river on the east.

This chain has nearly reached its eastern extremity in Hazari-

bagh, the rivers begin to take an easterly course, and the general

level of the country begins to lower. The district cannot

therefore be considered entirely an elevated plateau, nor does

it contain any extensive range of high hills : but both features

are met with ; and viewing the elevated face of the district

from the plains of Bihar on the north it may well te considered

to form a part of the extensive highland chain. This elevated

northern face, not scarped, but most clearly defined, has the

appearance of a range of hills uniform in height ; but in

reality it is the edge of a plateau elevated about 800 feet

from the level of the Gaya plain. Eastward this northern edge

"?»
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forms a well-defined water-shed between tli€ heads ot the tribu-

taries of the rivers of Gaya and those of the Barakar river,

which traverses Haziiribagh district in an easterly direction.

The slope of this plateau to the east is uniform and gentle, and

is continued past the river, which bears to tlie south-east, into

the Santal Parganas, and finally disappears in the lower plains

of Bengal, The western boundary of the plateau is formed by

the deep bed of the Lilajan river. The southern boundary

consists of the face of the higher plateau as far as its eastern

extremity, where for some distance a low and undistinguished

water-shed runs eastward to the western spurs of Parasnath.

The drainage to the south of this low line passes by the Jamun'a

river to the Damodar. The plateau so contained has a general

elevation of about 1,300 feet.

The higher plateau, on which the station of Iia;.aribagh is
'^,'^° ^'fe—

built, is about forty miles east by west and fifteen miles north

by south, with an average height of 2,000 feet. Its north-eastern

and southern faces are mostly abrupt ; but to the west it nar-

rows and descends slowly in the neighbourhood of Simaria and

Jabra, where it curves to the south and connects with the Ranchi

jolateau through Tori pargana. «

The third great subdivision is the Damodar basin, which com- The Pamodar

mences from the ridge ju:t described. The essential constituent "•'=*!"•

of this basin is a trough between the Ranchi anl Hazari-

bagh plateaus, resulting from enormous fractures: at their

present edges, which caused the land between to sink to a great

depth and incidentally preserved from complete denudation the

measures of the Karanpura, Ramgarh, and Bokaro coalfields.

This trough is not continuous, lor it is interrupted where the

Karanpura Valley to the west is separated fronx ^Mandu to the

east by a lofty spur from the higher platcaa which terminates

by the bank of the Damodar in Aswa Pahar. The northern

boundar}^ of the Damodar valley is steep as f;u* as the

south-eastern (Corner of the higher plateau, where the Konar

river carries away most of its drainage and has modified its

abruptness. The lower bisin of the Konar river falls somewhat

steeply from the water-shed which sc^parates it from the .Tamunia,

and in consequence this part of the district is rough and largely

uncultivated. To the east the latter river descends from its
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Scenery of the
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higher level in a wicie eastward curve ; and so its journey to

the Damodar is easy and gentle, and its basin forms a gradual

slope to the south-east. On the south of the trough the Damo-

dar river keej)s close to the edge of the Ranch! plateau till it has

passed Ram garb, after which a turn to the north-east leaves on

the right hand a wide and level valley, on which the Subarnarekha

river begins to intrude south of Gola, till the Singhpur hills

divert it abruptly to the south. Further to the east the Damodar

basin passes tamely into Manbhum.

The scenery varies in each of the three main divisions. On
the higher plateau the country is open and cultivation fairly

extensive. The surface is never level, but the undulatioKS

are usually gentle. Near the headquarters station a few rocky

liills break the skyline, and in the distance appear the summits

of the cliffs which skirt the edges of the plateau. It is at the

end of the rains, in late October and November, that the land-

scape is most attractive. The rice in the terraced valleys is

turning into yellow, and the grazed uplands are still tingtd with

green. Interspersed are great blotches of vale gold where fields

of surguja fringe the rice lands or penetrate the glades of the

sal woods ; and the distant horizon is broken by the misty violet

hills. The days are lazily warm and the nights cool. By
December the rice crops are harvested, and the grass is withered;

only the sal trees and gardens of primrose-coloured rape break

the drab monotony from which there is no relief till the rains

in June bring back the herbage.

<

On the lower plateau, the scenery is tame when one has passed

beyond the dominance of the steep cliffs of the descent. The

surface is still undulating, but the jungle is rarely better than

scrub, and the grazing lands are barren ; and scattered rocky

ridges disclose the severity of the denudation to which this

ancient land surface has been exposed. From one of these at

Simradhab on the Dhmwar road an extensive prospect of the

liarakar basia clearly reveals its character. The land is seen

inclining gently eastward with the river^s course ; but north

and south and west it rises slowly as though to a shallow

saucer's rira. On the south-east and south the horizon is shut

in bv the masses of Parasnalh and the buttresses of the higher
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plateau, but iu other directions a few isolated peaks alone inter-

rupt the sky line. In the middle distance village sites are

indicated by their scanty screen of jack and mango trees :

and near at hand the terraces of the rice fields are seen

in sharp relief. The absence of water is the most striking

feature in the scene.

The most interesting portion of the Damodar basin is the
fj^^^^^ ^"^^

Karanpura valley, of which a descripticn is given in Chapter Valley.

II. The northern side of the valley, after leaving Karanpura,

is broken forest country, with a scanty population of aborij^inals

until the level basin of the Jamunia is reached. The south is

much more fertile, containing some of the best rice land in the

district ; and is still decently clad with jxmgle, while the

proximity of the Ranchi plateau breaks the monotony of the

landscape.

The higher plateau may be regarded as the most important Hills.

hill in the system of tlie district. The western portion consti- plateau,

tutes a broad water-shed between the Damodar drainage on the

south and the Lilajan and Mohani rivers on the north. The

highest hills on this side are called after the villages of Kasiatu,
*

Hesatu and Iludua, and rise fronting the south 600 feet above

the general level of the plateau. Further cast along the southern

face a long spur projects right up to the Damodar river, where

it ends in Aswa Pahar (2,1G5). This spur as stated above

serves to isolate Karanpura pargana from the rest of the Damodai*

Vallev. From the south-eastern corner of the plateau Jilinga

(" long ") Hill runs down to the Bokaro river. It is 3,057

feet high and has a very extensive base and rounded face, on

which there used to be a tea garden. JNIahabar Jarimo (2,18.^))

and Barsot (-2,120) stand iu isolation to the east ; and on the

north-west edge of the plateau Sendraili (2,216) and Mahuda

(2,409) are the most prominent features. Isolated on the plateau

in the neighbourhood of Hazaribagh station arc four hills, of

which the highest (Chendwar) rises to 2,816 feet.

In Karanpura there are two conspicuous masses of sandstone

hills. South of Taudwa and near the Palaiuau l)order Satpahri Satpalirl,

(2,24)1) is roughly triangular iu shape. Eastward stretches
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Lugu Hill.

Parasuath
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MahudI Hill, rising to 2,437 feet, of which the last 800 are

a bold scarp of sheer sandstone, and from the north side a

detached crescent forms a striking outwork. An abandoned

garden on its undulating summit recalls the early experiments

in the cultivation of tea. Further down the Damodar valley,

away to the east of Mandu the great sandstone mass of Lugu
compels attention by the boldness of its outline. On all sides

it has an exceedingly abrupt scarp, modified only on the south-

east, where the stream which drains its summit has made a less

impracticable path. On the north it falls almost sheer in a

Bwoop of 2,200 feet to the bed of the Bokaro river, which sepa-

rates it from the opposing cliff of Jilinga. Its greatest height

is 3,203 feet. Inaccessible and covered with thick forests of sal

trees, it is the appropriate scene of sombre legends of the

neighbouring tribes. A demon has his dwelling in great

caves in its summit, and girls, venturing alone on the hill,

re-appear after the lap^e of many years crazy and unable to

reveal the secrets of their imprisonment. If however they are

seen from the west modified by the distance Lugu and Jilinga

with the steep wooded cliffs of the plateau suggest the

curve of a beautiful sea-coast indented by deep and tranquil

bays. On the south of the Damodar river the ground rites

sharply to the level of the Ranchi plateau, of which

the highest station on the bolder is Baragai or Marang Burn

(3,445). Seen from the north the edge of this plateau has the

appearance of a range of hills, in whose shadow are many

secluded valleys of peaceful beauty. Further to the east,

where the, river has turned northwards and left a wide plain

on the right hand, a triangle of hills rises east of Gola to 2,083

feet. Thence to the east the valley extends without interruption

to Manbhum. As one proceeds north Mards to the conspicuous

block of Parasnath immediately north of the Damodar a stretch

of wooded country is crossed which rises up to the water-shed

of the Jamunia. Though of no great height th^ hills (for they

appear to be hills when seen from the south) are a formidable

obstacle to communications all the way from the junction of

the Konar and Damodar rivers to the border of Manbhum,

In the east of the district, on the border of Manbhum, the great

mass of Parasnath (4,481) overhangs the Grand Trunk Road fox
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many miles. The physical character of this«hill; of which a des-

cription has been given by Sir William Hooker in his Journal, is

a central narrow ridge, with many rocky peaks, irregular in shape

but taking the general configuration of a crescent, with its ends

pointing to the north-east and north-north-west. In these direc-

tions the principal spurs of the hill extend, and they are of the

same rocky character as the central ridge. On the south-west

there are no spurs, and the greatest continuous rise occurs. To
the north and west the spurs are very extensive and of a part

with the Parasnath upheaval ; and high country of a broken

rocky character stretches to the Barakar river. To the south-

east there is one spur of importance which forms the boundary

with Manbhum.

Across the Barakar river no hills of magnitude are met

with till one reaches the northern edge of the lower plateau.

Thence is seen to the north a confused tract of rocky hills and

«teep ravines, through which the Sakri aud its tributaries have

worn out their gradually widening valleys. To the east and on

the borders of Monghyr Ghoranji hill (1,984) is prominent, and

northward the Satpahri hill (1,806) lies on the border, rising

1,200 feet above the plain of Monghyr. North of the Sakri basin

the most prominent hills are Rheowa (l/'73) on the Gaya border

and Bhandeswar (1,759) a rocky peak about three miles north-east

of Gawan. South of the river is Mahabar (2,210), a very Mahsbar

prominent landmark, lying south of Satgawan, and the highest

point of a ridge stretching far into Gaya. From Mahabar

south-westward the edge of the lower plateau continues to form

the district border with Gaya, marked by the Heights of

Maramoko (2,050), Durbasha (2,209) in the Kodarma forest,

Lohabar (1,788) overlooking Danua Ghat on the Grand Trunk

Road, and Kuluha (1,575) near Hunterganj, now a resort of

Hindu pilgrims. Throughout its length it is a mass of broken

ravines, untit for cultivation, and important mainly by reason

of its deposits of* mica. At Kuluha the valley of the Lilajan

is reached, westward of which is the confused mass of spurs

and ranges that make up the Kunda country and attach them-

selves to the western extremity of the higher plateau. In the

neighbourhood of Kodarma Nero (1,737) and_Banda (1,853} bear

witness to the denudation of the lower plateau.

Hill.
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Rn-ETis.

The Daniodar
water-shed.

The Damodar
Eiver.

The oTifslandirg^ feature of the drainage of the district is the

water-bhed which separates the basin of the Damodar from that

of the streams which flow north to join the Ganges. Withia

that basin the distribution between the Damodar and its tributary

the Barakar is of great importance. The main water-shed

starts on the western boundary south-west of Simaria on the

northern side of Kasiatu hill, whence it runs north and east

along the higher plateau, passing about seven miles north-west

of the town of ITazaribagh. Thence it curves beyond Itkhori

and meets the edge of the lower plateau, with which it coincides

till the eastern boundary of the district is reached. The drainage

north and west of this line finds its way into the Ganges, through

the districts of Gaja and Monghyr. After the Ganges water-

shed leaves the district the Barakar has a common water-shed on

the east with the Ajay and its tributaries. The term basin is

peculiarly applicable to the country drained by the northern

feeders of the Barakar. The elevated lip follows a crescent-

like line of great regularity for nearly 100 miles, and the wind-

ings of the river are markedly regular, so few are the disturbing

features which break the uniformity of the gradient. The

Damodar and its tributaries drain about 4,510 out of the 7,000

square miles in the district.

The source of the Damodar or Deonad is in Palamau, twenty-

five miles from the boundary of Hazaribagh. After a course of

ninety miles in the district it traverses iManbhum. Bankura

Burdwan and Hooghly till it joins the river iHooghly below

Calcutta. Near its entrance into the district, where it is joined

by the Garhi, its bed is 1,326 feet above sea level. At Ramgarh

in thirty-eight miles it has fallen to 1,030 feet, and at the

junction with the Konar after a further course of thirty-five

miles the elevation is 713 feet. So far the fall averages about 8*9

feet per mile; but for the remaining twenty miles to its junction

with the Jamunia; when it is 582 feet above sea level, the fall

is 6*5 feet only. For the greater part of its ^course it passes

through a eparsely-peopled forest country, and the quiet

solitudes of its long sandy reaches are very pleasant. Near

Eajabei-a, where it prepares to leave the district, it has worn

for itself a rocky bed, where save in times of heavy rain it

sleeps in a chain of deep and placid pools. Everywhere fordable
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Tributaries.

Koi.ar river.

in the dry season it Is liable to severe flood's in the rains, whicli

frequently cause great damage in the lower districts.

The fii-st tributary from Ilazaribjigh Is the Garbi or Tandwa

river, which rises near Kasiatu hill and drains the area included

in Taudwa j)'dice-station. Next comes the Ilaharo, on the east

of the Mahudi hill, bearing the drainage of the eastern Karan-

piara valley. Tlien follows Naikari from the south, the Maiamarha

fiom the north and Bhera from the south. At Jaridih comes

the Konfir from the north which, with its tributary- the Siwani,

drains the greater portion of the higher i)lafeau, and then

descending through desolate and barren wastes of scrub and

jungle passes Gumia to receive the waters of the Bokaro-

fihortly before its union with the Damodar. The Bokaro also Bokaro river,

rises on the plateau south of Hazaribagh town but quickly

escapes to skirt the southern face and to pas? in a narrow and

beautiful valley between Jillnga and Lugu hills. Below the junc-

tion with the Konar the Khanjo comes from the south : and tho

last imjiortant affluent is the Jamunia, which rises near Bishun-

garh, and after running near the Grand Trunk Road from Bagodnr

past Dumri turns south to form the boundary with Manbhum.

Descending from its source in the higher plateau the Barakar Barakar.

flows northward till it reaches the neighbourhood of the Grand

Trunk Road, which crosses It by a new iron bridge (1914) two

miles west of Barhl. Thence it flows cast by south with a moder-

ate fall in a succession of regular windings, passing north of the

Parasnath range until it leaves the district thirty-two miles

before its junction with the Damotlar. From the north its main

tributaries are the Leruja, Gokhana, Akta, Kisko, Bareto, Arga

and UsrI, of which the hvo last are of considerable size. From
the south the Barahkatha river is the only large stream. Its basin

of 2,050 square miles is comparatively level ; and after heavy rain

the river remains in flood for a long time. As it i.-^ unbridi^ed

below Barhi (save for a railway bridge at Parsabad) it is a serious

obstacle to communications.

The Sakri river drains an area of 810 square miles, which it Sakri.

has carved out of the northern face of the lower plateau. Seen
from above on the Jamdar road in the cold weather the nearer

view is of st'^ep ridges clothed by forest, narrt)wiug till they sink

below in a wide level plain which bears thick crops of rahar,
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Wuli:uii

Lilnjan,

General
churnctcr"

istics.

sugarcane and oiI-se(?(ls. Through the middle runs a wide river

of sand, and on the far side the valleys narrow rapidly, and climb

Bteejily till they merge in the dark hills. To the west is seen the

mouth of a similar plain from Pihra, and beyond is the great mass

of Mahabar hill overhanging Satgawan. As it passes to the

nor(h-west the river of sand widens, and on its level surface

trickles of water wander in apparent aimlessness. In reality

they are jealously enticed to one or other bank, to be lifted for

the watering of the crops. In times of flood the absence of a

definite channel brings disaster ; for the waters spread over the

nearer fields and ruin them by the deposit of their enormous

burden of sand.
"

The Mohani rises about twelve miles from Hazaribagh and

drains the west of the upper plateau. Thence, running north past

Itkhori, it descends to the Gaya pbin and crosses the Grand

Trunk Road about two miles from the foot of the Danua pass.

Near Itkhori it intersects the Chatra-Chauparan road with its

wide and sandy channel, which still remains unbridgcd.

The Lilajan begins its journey north of Simaria iii brokea

country and flows through a deep and rocky channel until it

reaches the neighbourhood of Jori. There the hills begin to

recede and the stream flows sluggishly over a wide sandy

bed. From this point to the Gaya border beyond Hunterganj

the valley resembles on a minor scale that of the Sakri described

above. Six miles south of Gaya town it unites with the

Mohani to form the Phalgu and ultimately discharges into the

Ganges,

The rivers of Hazaribagh are alike in that they are fed by

the surface precipitation of rain water. This is for the most part

promptly discharged by the water-courses, and very little sinks

below the surface ; and though springs are numerous there is

no single one which yields a copious supply of water. The

river basins are for the most part steep, and frequently rooky ;

and rainfall is succeeded by sudden floods of4)rief duration.

At other times a scanty stream trickles over the river's rocky

channel or is lost beneath a deep bed of gravel and sand. Navi-

gation is impossible, fisheries valueless and irrigation impiactic-

able except on the lower courses of the Saiiri and Lilajan, who^e

level valleys have been formed from the debris of the ravines above.
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The following is a statement of tliJ areas draiued by the Arc^of .iram-
= '' age basius.

rivers and river syB'ems of Hazaribagh :

—
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Khair and five othef Acacias, Bair and four other ZizypLua,

Carisga, Capparis horrida, Mimosa rubicaulis, Fiacourtia,

LImonia acidi&slma, Vangucria sjiinosa and tbree RandiaSj all

tliorny plants, compose this scrub jungle. Odina Wodier,

Anogeissus, latifolia, Nyctanthes arbortristis, the dwarf palm

Phoenix acaulis, Alangium Lamarckii and Cieistanthus, the last

two curiously local, are other common plants of the scrub jungle

of this serai-xerophytic type.

" Common plants growing In cracts of the driest rocks are

Gardenia latifolia and G. turgida, Ficus Arnottiana, and F.

tomentosa^ Hamiltonia suaveolens, Euphorbia nivulla, and

Anisochllus carnosus, the last often adapting itself to the dry

habitat by developing little more than a fleshy pyramidal cactus-

lik( stem.

''A considerable number of larger trees occupying a dry habitat

on the hills and scarps of the plateau are deciduous during at

least a part of the long dry season, and are a characteristic

feature of the district. Somo have very thick corky twigs or

coriaceous or tomentose leaves and thus resist the desiccating

influence of the climate. Sterculia urens, Cochlospermum

gossypium, Odina Wodier are leafless for nearly half the year,

and others of this kind are* Boswellla serrata, Garuga pinnata,

Ailanthus excelsa, Erythrina suberosa, Butea sxiperba and

frondosa, Ougeinia dalbergloides (stunted), Indlgofera arborea

and Phyllanthus embliea, Casearia tomentosa and graveolens

are very common in dry scrub jungle, the latter rather

conspicuong in the cold weather because of its leaves turning

copper-coloured before their fall.

" The damp tropical type Is represented by a considerable

number of Cucurbltaceae, Apocynaceae, Asclepiads and six vines.

A large number of Acanthaceae, Labiatae, Serophularlaceae,

Lillaceae, and Commellnaccae compose the short-lived vegetation

which grows under the jungle trees, Rubiacffae, Compositae

and Leguminosae are very aburdant during the rains. Along

rivers and streams with constant w^ater-supply the following

plants are more or less common :

—

" Salix tetrasperma, DIospyios, Eugenia He3^neana, the beautiful

Reinwardtia, Homonoia riparia, Phyllanthus Lawil, Crinum defixuna>
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Tamarix ericoides, Dalber^ia volubilis, Breynia rhamnoides,

Kirganelia reticulata. On the nortbern and damper sides of

bills and along- ravines is tbe usual babitat of Kydia calyeina,

Helicteres Isora, tbree Glocbidions, four Fleminglas. Pterocar-

pu3 Marsupium, Dalbergla latifolia and lanceolaria, Combretum

decandruin and two Bridelias. Generally distributed tbrougbout

tbe district are Bombax malabavicuni (in the deeper jungle

usually almost strangled by Zizypbus, (Enoplia, Icbnocarpus, etc.),

six GrewiaSj Aegle marmelos, Soymidafebrifuga (usually only

a mutiliated stump). Semeearpus Anacardium, Bucbanania

latifolia, tbe Kusum, Elaeodeudron glaucum, tbe Mabua,

Oroxylum, indicum, HoUarrbena antidysenterica and Wrigbtia

tomentosa.

*' Altbough almost all tbe plants above mentioned are trees or

shrubs it must not be imagined that Hazfirlbagb has nut an

abundant and interesting herbaceous flora. Tbe grasses and

Leguraiuosae are of course tbe most numerous; but in paddy

fields and damp places in tbe rains there is tbe greatest variety of

beautiful and interesting plants. 'J'here are no less than eleven

bladderworts, two of which bave not yet been reported from this

province and are very minute, growing among moss where

water tricliles over rocks on Parasnath and otber bills. Two

sundews. Begonia jneta, Didymocarpus pygmaea, and Rhyncho-

glossum obliquum are very interesting little Hovers in damp and

sha'ly places,

" There is a considerable number of climbing- an J scandent beibs

and shrubs and in tbe rains in some damp ravines the jungle has all

the appearance of a tropical forest. Bauhinia Vahlii, Ventilago,

Celastrus, Butea superba, Atylosia crassa, Olax seandens, Smilax

raacropbylla, Gloriosa superba, Erycibe, Porana, Icbnocarpus,

Hemidesmus, Cryptolepis and several yams are among the

commonest; climbers. Cis-ampelos, Cocculus, Tinospora, about

fourteen gourde, Ilelinus, Ilolostemma, Marsdenia, Pergularia,

Dregea, Ceropegia and many Leguminosae and Convolvulaceae

are more or less common in the rains climbing over bushes and

trees. The annual screen of cultivated creepers which every

villager plants round his little garden or courtyard is composed

of Basella rubra, Dolicbos Lablab, two or three edible Ipomeas
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and two or three 'bright Cucurbitaceae, and hardly' a single

garden is without the useful and beautiful Munga.

" The parasitic and epiphytic plants in HaZaribagh form an

interesting part of the vegetation. A very conspicuous object

in the jungle is Loranthus scurrula, which becomes a very

noticeable object on deciduous trees in the cold season. It is

often like a large inverted bush hanging from trees and is

especially found on Butea frondosa, "Woodfordia and Wendlandia.

Loranthus longiflorus and globosus are not so common, and

chiefly live on the sal and mango respectively. The three

mistletoes are not nearly so common. There are several root

parasites including the sandalwood. Alectra Thomsoni, Aeginetia

indica and Orobanche indica are also parasitic on roots, while two

or three figs are epiphytic when young. Cassytha filiformis

and Cuscuta reflexa are slender leafless parasites enveloping

bushes in a net of yellowish threadlike branches. More than half

the orchids are epiphytic ; the commonest and most showy

are Saccolabium papillosum, Vauda Koxburghii and Aerides

mnltiflorum.

Economic
" ^^ would bc quitc impossible to enumerate the various useful,

OSes. fantastic, and superstitious purposes for which plants are employ-

°
trec^'^'*

^^ ^^ Hazaribagh. The principal trees used for timber are

the sakua or sal (Shorea robusta), paisar (Pterocarpus marsu-

pium), tun (Cedrela toona), the karam (Adina cordifolia) and

gamhar (Gmelina arborea). Thekend (Diospyros tomentosa), am

(Mangifera indica), sali (Boswellia serrata), asan (Termiualia

tomentosa), Artocarpus integrifolia, and several other trees are

used but yield bad timber.

"The jamun (Eugenia jambolana) and simal (Bombax mala-

baricum) do not rot in water and are therefore much used for

'Jamots ' of wells and such purposes. Dhaunta (Anogeissus

latifolia), pandan (Ougeinia dalbergioides) , sidha (Lagers-

troemia parviflora) and dhelha (Alangium Lamarckli), though

only email trees, yield very hard wood and are much prized for

agricultural implements. For this reason they are rapidly

disappearing.

5. Oils,
" Oil is locally manufactured from the seeds of following

trees and cultivated plants :—Three or four kinds of mustard,

linseed (Lin-um usitatissimum), ging li (Sesamum iudicum),

<
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garguja (Guizotia abyssinica), karanj (Pongamia glabra), bheren-

da (Jatropba curcas) and tbe castor oil plant Ricinus communis,

as well as from tbe following wild plants :—bbelwa fSemccarpus

anacardium)^ Celastrus paniculala, tbe nim (Azadiracbta indica),

tbe kusum (Scbleicbera trijuga) and tbe mabua (Bassialatifolia).

" Several varieties of Gossypium berbaceum arc cultivated for c. Cotton^

tbeir cotton, but for ordinary domestic purposes tbe cotton of simal

(Bombax malabaricum) and Cocblospernuim gossypium is used.

For tanning tbe bark of Zizpbus xylopyra and of the sal ^^ tsnnintf-

is used, but Terminalia tomeutosa and Arjuna are considered

better. The principal trees used for tbe cultivation of lac are

Butea frondosa and tbe kusum. Different kinds of gum or resin g Lnc.

are obtained for incense and otber purposes from BosweUia

serrata, Bursera Serrata, tbe sal, Bucbanania latifolia, paisar /• Guma.

and otber trees. Dyes are obtained from Mallotus pbilip- ^. Dyes,

pinensis, "Woodfordia floribunda, Oroxylum indicum, Symplocos

racemosa and Lawsoniu alba.

" Tbere are so many plants yielding strong fibres tbat tbe travel- f. Fibres.

ler tbrougb tbe jungle and tbe villagers can always obtain a strong

cord witb little trouble. ' C7iop ' tbe commonest fibre used for
*

all sorts of rougb purposes, and sold in tbe baxar, is obtained

from Baubinia vablii, an extensive creejier wbicb is as useful

to the villager as it is injurious to the forest. Great numbers

of Malvaceae, Tiliaceae, Storculiaccae and Astlepiads yield strong-

fibre. Tbe san .hemp (Crotolaria juncea) and Hibiscus cauna-

binus are sometimes cultivated for tbeir fibre, and the two
jute plants, Corcboru^ olitorius and cajsularis, are apparently

wild but are never used for tbeir fibre. iMarsdenia tenaoissima

Ptrgularia pallida and Drcgea volubilis arc remarkable for tbe

strength of tbeir fibre but are not very common.

« A considerable number of plants are used to iutoxicate fish, e.g., ,• Y,ih ^oisons

Eandia dumetorum, Cleistantbus coUinus, Milletia auriculata

and Polygonum glabrum. A large number of plants are of great

use In times of famine and are continually used by tbe very j. Fnmine

poor. Tbe commonest are several Baubinias, Antidesma diandrum
^°''^^'

and many wild and cultivated i marantaceaeand Cbenopodiaceae.

Tbe plants used for medicinal and suj crstitious purposes are too

many to mention. Tbe bel, nim, Tinospora cordifolia, akon,
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aud^^*^'^'""^^
Holarrhena antidysenterica, anant-raul aud a great number of

others are of the greatest utility, while some have only an

imaginary value. Helicteres Isora is, for example^ considered

a cure for colic because its twisted carpels are supposed to

l-esemble the intestines, and Vallaris Pleynei when suspended

from the roof of a certain day in June is believed to keep away

snakes throughout the rains, probably because of its snaky

stems. The nim is used in exorcising those who are supposed to

be possessed of devils, and the extraordinary herb called agni

khair (Lepidagathis Hamiltoniana) is used in the capture of evil

spirits.

" A very large number of trees and shrubs have been introduced

and gro\e well in Hazaribagh and many are half wild. The

following trees are planted commonly along roads and in com-

pounds :—pipal, banian, tun, nim^ am, amra, karanj, teak, sissu,

gold raohar, tamarind babul, siris. Eucalyptus, Millingtonia hortcn-

sis, Casuarina equisitefolia, Grevillea robusta and Pterogpermum

acrifolium. Very occasionally planted may be found Polyaltbia

longifolia and Saraca indica, both called asoka, Erythrina suberosa

^ and indica, kadam^ nagesar, Guazuma tomentosa, Eleocarpus

serratus^ Sapindus trifoliatus, Acacia suma, Caeealpinia coriaria,

Cassia fistula and siamea and Adenanthera pavonina.

ar (u fiuits, a p^,^-|- |^^,ggg cultivated in gardens and sometimes running wild

are the am, guava, lichi and ashphal, pear and peach, loquat,

pomegranate, gulabjamun, saripha and bullock's beait, papita,

plantain, three or four Citrus, Lei, p balsa, mulberry, Mimusops

elengi and'hexandra.

Garden ''The following fiOwcring shrubs are found commonly in gar-

tree8^^'"°
dens :— TNlichelia Champaca and Artabotrys odoratissima, both

called champa^ oleander, Plumeria acutifolia and various varieties

of JasQiinum sambac, Lagerstroemia flos-reginae, myrtles,

Ixora coccinea, Caesalpinia pulchcrrima. Euphorbia pulcherrima

and several showy Hibiscus, Teeoma Stans, Adllatoda, Vasi(a,

Eougainvillea glabra, Vinca rosea and Jatropha multifida. The

following very fine creepers have established themselves near

houses :—-Thuubergia grandiflora, Clitoria ternatea, Beaumontia

grandiflora, Antigonura leptoj)us, Hiptage ]\Iadablota and Porana

paniculata. The opium poppy is no longer cultivated, but is

, V
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still found occasionally ; Argemone mexioan^ has become abun-

dant in waste places and the pretty little Evolvulus nummiilai-ins

is curiously creeping into the district along ,the Grand Trunk

Eoad.

" Parasnath hill deserves special mention because of Its great
p^Jjg^^^iiill.

botanical interest. Being the highest peak in the province, and

feill recently well covered with virgin forest^ it possesses a large

number of plants not found elsewhere in Hazaribagh. Sir

J. D. Hooker who visited the hill in 1818 noted that the mi)untaln

top * presents a mixture of the plants of a damp hot, a dry hot

and of a temperate climate in fairly balanced proportions '. Cle-

matis nutans, and C. goureana, Thalictrum javanlcum, Berberls

asiatica, Hoya pendula, Cynanchum callialata, Osbeckia truncata,

Dumasia villosa, Pygeum lucidum, Kalanchoeheterophylla, Rubla-

cordifolia and the beautiful Geranium oceliatum are very interest-

ing plan's confined to the summit of the mountain and forming

a little Himalayan flora in the middle of the plains. Other

plants found only on Parasnath in this district are Naravelia

zeylanica, Sterculia colorata, Eriolaena quinque locularls, Bridelia

montana, Antidesma Bunius, Bischofia javanica, Glycosmis"

pentaphylla, Muvraya exotica, Cipaiessa fruticosa, Mucuna

imbricata, Erythrlna resuplnata, Boerhaavia scabrolla, LInociera

intermedia, Stereosperrauin chelonoldcs, Pkctranthus ternlfolius,

Smilax Roxburghlana, Disporum pullum, Phoenix robusta,

Drymaria cordata, Santalum album, Vltis lanceolaria, Coleus

barbatus, Gymnema tingens, Polygonum alatum, Sophora Bakeri,

Smithia ciliata and Desmodium polycarpum Var. trichocaulon.

"A considerable number of grasses and Cyperaceae afe confined

to Parasnath in this district, e.g., Carex stranientitia, Kyllluga

cylindrica, Panicum plleatum, Polllnia ciliata, Pennisjtuiu

pedicellatum, Arthraxon lanceolatus, Gamotia striata, Eragrostis

nardoides, Tripogon capillatus and Dendrocalamus serlceus.

Several Ferns and other Cryptogams are peculiar to Parasnath

such as Davallia pulchra, Aspleulum parasnatheusis, A. drepa-

nophyllum, Neprodlum crenatum and Ophloglossum rctlculatum.

For orchids both terrestrial and epiphytic Parasnath is unpa-

ralleled in Hazaribagh. MIcrostylls congesta, Dendrobium

bicameratum, and Habeuaria Lawli are examples of many

orchids which have not been found dse^Yhere in the district.
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Destruction

of forests.

Early history.

Present

condition.

Dcstrnctive

agencies.

" Unfortunately no report on the HazarlLagH flora can omit tHe

most striking fact about it, i.e., its rapid disappearance. The

forest is being most wastefully destroyed, and with it a great

number of plants of great botanical and economical interest are

becoming extinct. Mutilated stumps are all that remains of

many valuable trees like Dilleniaaurea, Sterculia villosa, kusum,

paisar, Dalbergia latifolia, Soymida febrifuga and Ailanthus

excelsa, where even ten years ago there was considerable jungle.

Whether one considers the disastrous effect on the cultivated

fields lying below the ruined jungle, or the loss to the villagers

of their invaluable forest produce, or merely the botanical loss,

this is by far the most important fact about the vegetation of

Hazaribagh.''

This destruction of forests has been in progress for a very

long time. In the report of the Geological Survey of 1848-9

there is a note on the more important timber trees, of which the

sal (Shorea robusta) was then, as now, by far the most valuable.

Young trees were in such general demand for house-building

and agriculture that they were rarely allowed to grow beyond

the size required for such purposes, especially as the only

carpenter's tool then in use was the axe. The practice was

to encourage only the growth of saplings, and the absence of big

trees was very marked. In 1873 Dr. Schlich, the Conservator

of Forests, came to the same conclusions as a result of a profes-

sional inspection of the south-west of the district, and at the

present day it is very rare to find a sal tree of large size except

in sacred groves. Elsewhere the repeated cutting to which the

saplings Ifeve been subjected has exhausted the vitality of the

tree, and sal is now extinct over large areas. In the north of

Barakar basin there are extensive tracts where all jungle has

entirely disappeared, and elsewhere, as in the plains of the

Sakri and Lilajan, wide stretches are found which contain

nothing but thorny shrubst These results have been brought

about not only by the actual cutting of the trees, bat also by unres-

tricted grazing, and by the pernicious practice of setting fire

to the jungle in March, with the object of improving the

growth of grass. In these fires the weaker saplings and practi-

cally all the seedlings perish. There is also a mischievous

practice of cutting the sal saplings for the purpose of fencing the

V.
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nomesteads, an object which would be served equally well, with

little more trouble, by the use of thorny shrubs. Still, in spite of

all the destructive forces at work, there remain extensive areas

covered with for.fit. The sides of the plateaus are naturally

tinfit for cultivation, and afe comparatively inaccessibk' ; and

the hills which are scattered about the district for the most part

retain a covering of jungle. Recently there has been extensive

felling by the proprietor of Sirampur in the Girldih subdivision;

where the entire contents of whole jungles have been completely

removed, by the proprietor of Dhanwar round Bharkatta, and

again by tenure-holders in the neighbourhood of Bishungarh.

"When the clearance of jungle is not accomp:inied by the intro-

duction of cultivation an immediate result is the cutting up of

the country by deep ravines, and the affected tract is rendered

permanently unfit for agriculture. Rain water which would

have gradually percolated through wooded soil is carried off on

the surface with great rapidity and floods in the rivers are

aggravated. The problem of conserving the forests with due

consideration for existing customary rights and for the normal

agricultural development of the country has been under consi-

deration for some years ; but up till now no adequate solution

has been found.

In the appearance of the typical forest there is little

trace of tropical luxuriance, and the general effect is dull

and uninteresting. In ]\farch the hill sides of the lower

plateau are yellow with the great flowers of the golgol

(Cochlospermum Gossypium). More rare are the Butea superba,

with its orange-red flowers, and the yellow clusters of

the Indian laburnum, or amaltas (Cassia fistula). On the out-

skirts of the jungle the gregarious paras trees (Butea frondosa)

make a striking show with their red flowers in March and April,

and serve as pasturage for the lac insects. The asan ('J'ermin-

alia tomentosa ) which is sometimes pollarded to feed silkworms,

is less common. The kusum (Scbleichera trijuga) is beautiful

in April when its new leaves and twigs emerge a deep claret

colour. Its seeds yield oil, and the lac which it produces is of

the best quality. The kend too (Dios2)yros molauoxylou) is

ofteu found on the waste lauds : its hard black lieart is a valu-

able wood. The main function of the karam (Adina corJifolia)

Forpst

Scenery.

Treci outside

tho jungle.
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is to provide a karaifl branch at the festival which bears Its

name in the month of October. The bar (Fious bengalensis)

spreads by means of aerial roots and sometimes attains a great

size : wten its round red fig is ripe flocks of crows, pigeons and

mainas crowd to its branches, and foxes and jackals at nights

eat what has fallen to the ground. The 'pipal (Ficus religlosa)

is a favourite with green pigeons and other blidSj who carry

its fruit away to their perches ; and the seeds, faLing into the

crevices of masonry buildings or the bark of trees speedily bring

th^m to decay. Another fig, the duraar (Ficus glomerata)

is conspicuous by its fruit, which ripens at all times of the year

and grows out of the trunk and larger limbs. It is not used

much for human food, but is an im^Jortant part of the diet

of birds and biasts.

Whatever other trees may be destroyed with the forest, the

mahua (Bassia latifolia) is jealously preserved. Its dried

flowers are valuable not only as a food, but also for making

mahua spirit, the chief intoxicating drink of the district ; and

the seeds when dried are pressed for oil. On the success of the

mahua crop depends the comfort, during some months of the

year, of a large part of the people. TI:e simal (Bombax mala-

barlcum) is also usually spared. Its large fleshy flowers of

dark red announce the end of the cold season ] and from its large

green pods a fine silky cotton is obtained, which is exported

tinder the name of kapok. Its light white wood is suitable for

packing cases, and the tree is becoming scarce. Like mahua it is

for some unknown scruple never grown from seed. The mango

(Mangifera indica) apparently grows wild in the jungles, where

its fruit has a scanty stringy envelope tasting of turpentine,

and a comparatively large stone. Outside the jungles it is

planted largely along the roads, and more rarely in groves.

Garden mangoes, carefully cultivated, and bearing really good

fruit, are quite uncommon. Near the village sites are found

the jamun (Eugenia jambolana) whose purple fruits ripen in

the early rains ; the bair (Zizyphus Jujuba) which yields a

poor plum, but often grows a crop of lac; the bel (Aegle

marmelos) and imli (Tamarindus indica) of which the fruits

are medicinally, but not otherwise, attractive ; and the mueh-

priaed kathal or jack, fi'uit (Artocarpus integrifolia) whose
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dark-green glossy foliage sliows black from the distance.

Round the borders of the courtyards, which are fenced with

bean poles^ is planted the munga (Moringa pterygosperma)

whose leaves, flowers and fruit are all eaten. The niin (Azadi-

rachta indica) yields a medicinal oil from its seeds, and the

bean of the karanj (Pongamia glabra) an edible oil. Timber

trees growing in the ojien are the tun (Cedrela toona), siris

(DalbcTgia lanceolaria) and sisu (Dalbergia Sissoo). The tar

(Bora?sus flabelliformis) and khajur (Phoenix sylvestris) are

tapped for their sugary pap, which is fermented to produce tari,

a beverage with slightly intoxicating powers. The former

is rare except in the valleys of the Sakri and Liliijan.

The tapping is usually in the cold weather and the round pot

into which the sap falls from the incision are very attractive to

bears. Bamboos grow wild in the hills, especially round the

Lilajiin, down whose stream they are floated in large quantities

to the plains : they are however too small and heavy for

ordinary scaffolding. Bamboos are also cultivated, but some-

what sparingly. Of the other grasses sabai is found in the

jungles, but the quantity is comparatively small. There are also

other fruits, flowers, leaves and roots, edible or medicinal, which

in the aggregate oontriLute largely to the comfort of the poorer

classes, more especially in the jungle areas, v\hen ordinary

foods are scarce ; and the use of various herbs and grasses as sag

is universal. The virtues of many of the medical remedies are,

as has been indicated in Mr. Thompson's note, frequently

assumed merely on the basis of some supposed physical resem-

blance. ,

Direct protection of the forests by Government agency has Resetived

60 far been cohfined to two areas, of which the Kodarnia Forest jo Fokbstb.

is the larger. An area of 19,720 acres was originally demar-

cated in 1879, and gazetted as reserved forest in 18S0, and

three years later a CDutiguous area of 10,0-17 acres was added

lying to the tvest. In the survey of 1901 the total area was

calculated afresh as 28,969 acres. In addition there is a fringe

of protected forest of 7,300 acres. "When the reserved forest was

taken up it consisted of little more thau scrub jungle, with

large blocks of bare waste interspersed ; and it has required

careful preservation and improvement for over 30 years to bring

Kodanua.
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it to the workable* stage. It ig expected In time to become A

valuable source of supply of pit props and small building timber.

The forest eontains valuible mines of mica, which yield a

good income to Government. The financial results in

1911-12 were an income of Rs. 29,154 from mica aa 1 Rs. 5,825

from other sources ; and a total expenditure of Ks. 6,765. In

1915-16 the corresponding figures were Rs. 29,362, Rs. 5,166

and Rs. 5,930. These figures reveal the necessity of patience,

and the inevitableness of temporary financial loss, in restoring

a typical area of reserved sal jungle.

Khurchuta. The Khurchuta block, which consists of 6,625 acres of

reserved forest and 13,580 acres of protected forest, is situated

in tbe north of Bengabad police-station, and was brought under

control In 1893. The revenues of 1911-12 and 1915-16 were

Rs. 1,609 and Rs. 657 and expenditure Rs. 1,627 and Rs. 1,569,

respectively ; but in the last 12 years as a whole there has been

a surplus of income over expenditure amounting to about

Rs. 5,000. These figures, like those of Kodarma, indicate that

the regeneration of forests in Chota Nagpur is, at least In its

earlier stages, far from lucrative.

Zooioar. There has been no zoological survey of this district, and very

little has been recorded with special reference to Hazavibagh. It

is however probable that the wild animals to be found there aie

practically the same as those in the rest of Chota Nagpur. There

is no reason to believe that tigers are specially numerous, in spite

of the large number of victims with which they have recently

been credited. In a year not more than five or six tiger skins

are brougbt to the Courts for the customary reward of Rs. 25,

and the number killed by European sportsmen Is quite small.

It Is probab le that owing to accidental circumstances tigers take

to man-killing more freely In this district than elsewhere, and

some have been credited with an extraordinary number of victims.

They still haunt the Kodarma forest, and are permanent resi-

dents of the hills near Danto, north of the headquarters station.

In Khesmi and Doranda, Satgawan and Partappur there appsar

to be families ordinarily in residence. The great difiiculty in

meeting with them is the enormous extent of continuous cover

over which they may wander free from observation, and the

absence of favourite resorts. It is not safe after a kill in any
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particular place to assume that the animal will be anywhere in

the same locality immediately afterwards. Leopards are much
more common, and frequently visit the town of Hazaribagh.

Each year they kill lai'g-e numbers of cattle, but they

rarely attack human beings unless provoked. Bears are not

numerous except in the south and east, whence skins are often

brought in. They belong to the ordinary sloth variety. Hy-
aenas are fairly numerous in the neighbourhood of the head-

quarters station, whither they are attracted by the bodies of the

dead cattle at the Jain pinjrapole near Seotagarha Hill. Wolves

for about four years from 1910 to 191i killed a large number of

human beings near Chauparan ; but a special reward of lis. 50

led to the hunting out of the cubs, and the evil has now coasi'd.

They are found over the whole of the district and take consider-

able toll of goats. Jackals and foxes are common, as there is

abundant food over the greater part of the district in the form

of feathered game and wild fruits. Pigs are numerous in the

west and south, and the great damage which they cause to the

crops is usually put forward as the reason for appHcations for

gun licenses received from that part of the district. Hares are

common, except in tracts occupied by the Santals, vi hose methods

of hunting quickly exterminate all game save snipe. Of deer

sambar are still found, more especially in Gawan and Partabpur.

Spotted deer, hog deer, four-horned deer and ravine deer are met

with, but are not plentiful. Nilgai are found inParlabpur.

The statistics relating to deaths caused by wild animals are as
follows :^

Number op human beings killed.

Dcatlis caused
by wild

auimals.

Year.
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BIED3.

Game-birds.

Fish.

Reptiles.

CIIUATB.

The larger numKer of the deaths caused by tigers in 19 13

was duo to a single aninlal near Katkamsanri, for whom a

special reward has been offered. The great increase in the

rewards distributed Was due to the special rate of Rs. 50 paid

for wolves until the end of March 1915*

Precise information about the birds of this district is almost

completely wanting^ and the following paragraph is necessarily

restricted to a mere impression of its sporting resources. Pea-

fowl are fairly numerous in suitable localities^ and jungle fowl

are wide-spread. The grey partridga is common all over the

district, but the black species is contined to the more wooded

parts, as also is the much less numerous spur-fowl. Field quail

may be found in spring in the rabi crops of the west, and bush

quail are common. Snipe, though not present in large numbers,

are wide-spread in the cold weather. Green pigeons are com-

mon, and golden-plover are sometimes found. A small species

of sand-grouse is occasionally met with in the north. The great

drawback to shooting in the district is the fact that the game

is rarely to be found concentrated, and very large bags are

seldom obtained. Geese and duck are comparatively very rare,

as the rivers are tco small to be safe resorts, and there are few

artificial sheets of water of any size.

This same want of large permanent bodies of water neces-

sarily results in the absence of fisheries of serious value. Most

of the larger tanks contain fish, which are however liable

lo total destruction in the not unusual event of complete

de-watering, after which the tanks are re-stocked with fry.

There has so far been no detailed scientific examination of the

rivers and bdndhs, but it is scarcely likely that when made \t

will reveal anything of commercial importance.

Bcgarding reptiles it is at present safe to say little more than

the fact that the reported human deaths from snake-bite were 92

in 1901, 125 in 1911, and in the four following years an

average of 120.

The climate of the Hazaribagh plateau is much the same as

that of Kanchi, differing from the other neighbouring districts

not only in its lower average temperature, but also in the com-

parative dryness of the air in the rainy season. After the break
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of the rains in June the first tliree months are usually quite

pleasant, and by the middle of September the mornings already

promise the^:coldj: weather. In contrast with Bihar October

is a delightful mouth. From November to the middle of Feb-

ruary the only drawback is the occasional excessive cold which

follows on rain. If there is a good fall of lain in February

it remains cool till the middle of JMarch. From April to the

rains the day temperature, though high, is always below that

of the neighbouring districts, and it is rare for the nights to

be oppressive. The prevailing winds, are, in the rains from the

south-west, in the cold weather from the west, and in the hot

weather from the north-west.

Since the last three years the registration of temperature has Tompera'.in'c.

been discontinued by the ^Meteorological Department. Roughly

it may be said that the day temperature in most years does not

rise beyond 107° Fah., and that it does not fall below 40° Fah.

The average day temperature for the whole year is about 75°

Fah. The mean humidity is about 53, compared with 76 in

Calcutta.

The average monthly rainfall of the district was computed EainfalL

as follows up to and including 1914 :•—

January

February

March

April

May
June

July

August

September

October

November

Deceniber

Inches,.

0-73

1-32

086
0-54

1-70

.8-01

12-77

12-80

8-75

2G3

0-20

0-18

50-52

There are thlitecn measuring stations, but owing to defects

in the records the figures for eight only are of value. Whilst

these do not disclose any great inequality in the distribu-

tion; it is commonly understood that Gola with eastern llumgarh

/
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has the steadiest raiufall, and Chaupjiran, northern Dlianwjir ssnc!

Kharag-Jiha the least regular. The distribution of the rains in the

year is a uduch more important factor than the total amount

precipitated. Continuous rainfall in the end of June and July

coupled with absence of sunshine is injurious to the maize and

other autumn [bhadai) crops, though it does not prejudice the far

more important rice crop: Heavy rain in July is needed for the

transplantation of rice and mama, though it can be postponed

as regards the former crop till the middle of August without

serious loss ; but none of the crops already in the ground in July

can bear a long drought in that month. The rains should

continue at short intervals and in fairly heavy quaatities till the

middle of September, when slightly longer breaks are desirable for

the harvesting of the earlier hhadai crops. Eut it is most impor-

tant that there should be a good fall in the first week of October,

to fill the ears of the early rice, and to give a final supply of

water to the lower terraces in which are planted the late maturing-

varieties. It is on this rain that the fortunes of the raiyat's

vear depend ; for without it even the lowest lands will dis-

appoint, and higher terraces will yield little or nothing. Owing

to the great importance of the mahua crop it is very necessary

that there should be no rain whilst the buds are' maturing

from about the middle of March, or earlier, to the middle of

April, during which period untimely showers may arrest or

prevent the formation of the flowers.

Tiie heaviest recorded rainfall in any one year was in 1911,

when the Hazaribagh station recorded 75-24 inches, of which

30'-i9 inches fell between the 5th and 25th June, including 9-81

inches on the 24th. The lowest rainfall recorded was 40&'S

inches in 1915.
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CHAPTER 11.

GEOLOGY AND MINERALS.

The following brief account of the geology of the district has Generar

been contributed by Dr. L. L. Fermor, Superintendent of account,

the Geological Survey of India :

—

" Broadly speaking the geological formations found in the
Hazaribagh district may be grouped into two chief divisions

;

(1) Archaean, comprising a great variety of gneisses,

schists^ and granites, and occupying by far the greater portion

of the district, and (2) the Gondwana System, in the form of

seven coalfields, four of which—namely, Bokaro, Ramgarh, and

North and South Karanpura—occupy a portion of the Damodar

river valley lying to the south of the Hazaribagh plateau,

whilst one—the small Chope field—lies ou the plateau itself, •

the two remaining fields—Giridih and Itkhoii—being situated

on the lower plateau. These coalfields or patches of

Gondwana rocks are surrounded on all sides by crystalline

rocks of Archaean age and owe their preservation in the main to

a series of boundary faults by which they have been let down

into the Archaean foundations. There is no doubt that formerly

these Gondwana rocks occupied a much larger area, and it seems

probable that the four southern coalfields were once united.

The Archaean formations of this district have not yet been Archaean,

surveyed or studied in detail. But such information as we have

shows that in general the Archaean rocks of this district are

similar to those of any ordinary Archaean ai-ea. The old

felspathic gneisses, with the composition of typical igneous

rocks, are associated with schistose forms, and may be the

results of intermingling of ancient sediments with igneous

matter. Among these are intrusive masses of granite, which

under pressure have assumed a gneissose structure, and on

account of the way in which they stand up as small hills of
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rounded hummocks nave sometimes been referred to as the ' dome

gneiss '. They rls3 up in the midst o£ bands of schists, which

are cut iu all directions by veins of acid pegmatite. These

pegmatites in the northern portion of the district often

carry valuable supplies of mica, and the belt of mica mines

stretching from southern Gaya through northern Hazari-

bagh as far as Jhajha (Nawadih) in the Monghyr district

is one of the most valuable mica fields in the world.* la

addition to the muscovito mica obtained from these minea

several other minerals of interest have been found : namely,

«,patite, especially near Kodarma ; leucopyrite, near Dabaur,

south of GawaUj and near Dhab ; and transparent green tour-

maline, sometimes suitable for optical uses, near Manimundar,

where it is associated with the blue variety, indicolite, and with

lepidolite. If there were any market for a porcelain industry

an abundance of felspar now rejected would be available in any

part of the mica belt.

Amongst the schistose rocks crystalline, dolomitic limestones

occur near Gawau and at Dhelua, where also small fragments of

noble serpentine were found associated with the dolomite.

I Garnets are common throughout the district and some of those

in the coarse, flaky biotite sfhist have the correct colourj but are

rarely clear enough, for the manufacture of cheap jewellery.

Some of the gneissie rocks are more correctly designated

granulltes, and amongst these granulites must be mentioned an

intrusive cassiterite-granulitet containing a large proportion of

cassiterate or tinstone, and found hitherto at two localities,

namely, Ghappatand and Naranga, at the latter of which locali-

ties an attempt has been made to mine the tin-bearing rock.

In the seven patches of Lower Gondwana rocks comprising
XJondwaua.

^^^ coalfields already enumerated the following subdivisions of

this system have been recognized :

—

ti.-i u o • « f Talcher.
lalcher Senes ,

[ Karharbari.

r Barakar.

Damodar Series ... ... I Ironstone shale.

(. Raniganj.
_.*',. - f Lower Panchet.
^^^^^^^ ••• -

\ Upper Taucbet.

* T. H. Holland, "The Mica Deposits of India", Memoirs, Geol. Surr. Ind.,

XXXIV., pages 44—53 (1902).

t L. L. Fermor, Kecords, Geol. Sarv. Ind., XXXIII, page 235 (1906), XLII.
page 79 (1912).

'
.
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It is not certain, however, that some of the* rocks regarded as

TTpper Panchet may not be the equivalent of rocks regarded as

Upper Gondwana in other parts of India, for example the Upper

Panchet of Lugu Hill in the Bokaro coalfield.

A general account of the characters of the Gondwana system

will be found in the Manual of the Geology of ludia, and we

may proceed at once to give an account of the separate coalfields,

"which will be treated in the follo-v\ing crder'^ :—

>

(1) Bokaro. (3) & (4) North and Soutli Karanpara.

(2) Kamgarh. (5) Chope.

(6) Itkhori.

fAn account of the Giridih field is omitte^i here.]

Bokaro.—The Bokaro coalfield lies some two or three miles

•west of the termination of the Jharia field. Its greatest length

is in an east and west direction and is about 40 miles; its

maximum breadth from north to south does not exceed 6| miles.

The total area is 220 square miles.

The rocks represented range from Talchers to Upper Panchet

and are much disturbed by faulting, high dips being the rule

rather than the exception. Although coal-seams are found in

the Raniganj beds, yet the whole of the workable coal occurs in

the Barakars. In the opinion of Mr. Hughe st who mapped

the area in 1866 the coal cannot be compared in its general

quality with that obtained from the Jharia coalfield. The

number of coal-seams is very"large and some of them are enor-

mously thick. In many places they have been much damaged

by intrusions of trap. The most productive portion of the field

lies between the Konar river and the eastern boundary.* Among
several thick seams in this latter area, one measuring 88 feet in

thickness (the Kargali seam) stands pre-eminent. In the same

locality the dips vary from 5° to 10° and the ground is, therefore,

much more favourable for working than in other parts of the field,

Mr. Hughes mentions that 1,500 million tons is the probable

amount of available fuel which the field can yield. During the

past few years considerable attention has been given to the pro-

specting of this coalfield. The rights to work this coalfield have

been secured by a company known as the Bokaro and Ramgarh,

* These accounts liavc been taken from •' The Coalfields u£ India" by V. Ball

and R. R. Simpson ; Memoirs, Gcol. Surv. Ind., XLL, Tart I.

+ Memoirs, Gcol, Surv. Ind., VI., page 58 (1867).
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Limited, which hds come to au arrangement with the Bengul-

Nagpurand the East Indian Railway Companies by which an ex-

tension has been constructed as far as Bermo. In return for their

enterprise in constructing this extension these two railway

companies are to receive a certain proportion of the blocks demar-

cated in this coalfield. Up to the present two blocks have been

marked out, of which the above railway companies have obtained

one, which is now producing coal, whilst the other block has

been sold by the coal company to the Great Indian Peninsula

Railway Company, who are laying out a second colliery. In

each case the Kargali seam is the object of exploitation^ and

hitherto no other seams approximating to first-class quality have

been located. Prospecting operations are now being prosecuted

to the west of the Konar river, and future extensions of the

railway depend upon the results of these operations.

Ramgarh.*—'This coalfield lies along the valley of the Damodar

river, some 5 miles to the south of the Bokaro coalfield. Its area

is about 40 square miles. The rocks exposed have a total thick-

ness of more than 5,600 feet and consist of Damodars and

Talchers. The rocks of the Barakar stage contain a large

number of thick coal-seams, of which some are of fair quality, but

muuh disturbed ; on the east where low dips prevail the coal is

very inferior.

Ballt estimated that about five million tons of coal are avail-

able, but did not think it probable that the coalfield would ever

be worked to any great extent. Small quantities of coal have

been worked by local residents and carried to Ranchi and

Hazaribagh for sale.

North and South Karanpura.—These extensive coalfields

occupy the head of the Damodar valley and lie at the base of

the southern scarp of the Hazaribagh table-land, from one to

four miles west of the Bokaro and Ramgarh coalfields. Their

respective areas are 472 and 72 sq. miles. Although separated

from one another by a strip of their common gpeissic floor, from

one and half to three miles in width, for all intents and purposes

they form one field.

The rock groups represented within the area are the same as

those which occupy the easterly fields of the Damodar valley, i.e.,

* Ball : Memoirs, Geol. Surv. Ind., VI, page X09 (1867).

t Manual, Vol. Ill, page 84 (1881).
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Panchets, DaraoJai's and Tfilchers. The structure of tlie field is

that of a comparatively shallow and somewhat oval basin, or

broad syncliual trough, with a general dip inwards of the strata

from all paits of the periphery towards the centre ; but it is not

exempt from local undulations. Except for the well-defined

fault on the south of the fields, dislocations of the strata are few

and unimpoi-taut. There is an extraordinary absence of trappean

intrusion and with the exception of two in the southern field

the dykes which are seen are not traceable for any distance.

There is a number of thick coal seams but they are much less

numerous than in the eastern fields. Mr. Hughes,* who mapped

the area in detail in 18G7-8, estimated that in the northern

field, presuming an average thickness of 35 feet of coal to occur

over an area of only 250 sq. miles, there is a total quantity of

8,750 million tons of coal. In the southern field he assumed an

average thickness of 50 feet of coal over an area of only

15 sq. miles, and a total quantity of 75 million tons of coal. Mr.

Hughes points out that these estimates are extremely conserva-

tive ones. Much of the coal is of excellent quality ; the follow-

ing assay is a fair measure of the quality of the better seams :

—

Volatile matter ... ... ... 27-00

Fixed carbon ... ... ... ... 64*50

Ash ... ... ... ... 8-50

The position of the coalfields between the elevated table-lands

of Haziiribagh and Eanchi renders them somewhat difficult of

access. In time to come, however, the continuation of the

Bermo-Mahuda branch to Daltonganj, via the Damodar valley,

will afford them communication with both up and down-country

markets. From the latter the heavy freight charges would

probably keep out the coal until such time as the bettor coals

of the lower coalfields become exhausted ; in the former market,

however, Karanpura coal would probably be in considerable

demand at highly remunerative prices,

Chope.—Thi% small coalfield is situated on the llazaribugh

plateau at an elevation of 2,000 feet above Bca-lcvcl, and lies

about 8 miles a little north of west from the civil station of

Hazaribagh. It consists of Talcher and Barakar rocks and

has an area of about three-fourths of a square mile. There is only

one coal-seam, with a thickness of about 4 feet, and it is found

* Mcmoiis, Gcol. Surv. Ind., VII, page 285 (1873).
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over a very small portion of the area and is of poor qnality*

Ball* considered that some of the coal might be made use of

locally for brick and lime-burning.

Itkhori.—At a very much lower elevation and nearly

20 miles north of the Chope field another small area of Talcher-

Barakar rocks is found on the Mohani^ a tributary of the

Phalgu river. The Barakars occupy only about half a square mile

or 4-5th of the area. They contain three seams of coal of from

four to eight feet in thickness, but the quality is inferior, the

average coal containing more than 30 per cent of ash. Hughes f
estimated that from one and a half to two million tons of coal

were available^ but did not predict its use for more than lime

and brick-burning purposes in the locality.

The recent history of the colliery which has been opened in

Colliery, ^^® Ramgarh-Bokaro area is contained in the following note

contributed by Mr. G. C. Lathbury, Superintendent of the-

East Indian Kailway Company :

—

"Inthe year 190S Mv. Thos. H. Ward, who was at that

time the Superintendent of East Indian Railway Collieries,

made a detailed survey and report on that portion of the field

c which lies to the east of the Eonar river. As a result of this

report, and in accordance with an agreement between the East

Indian and Bengal-Nagpur Railway Companies and theBokaro-

Ramgarh Company, Limited (who had obtained the prospecting

and mining rights in this coalfield), the two railways obtained

the mining rights for an area measuring 3,750 standard bighas

situated in Baidkaro, Bermo and Jaridih villages. The surface-

rights were acquired under the Land Acquisition Act. A railway

was built from Mahuda on the Bengal-Nagpur Railway to the

colliery, a distance of 22 miles, and was^completed in 1914. The

area surveyed by Mr. Ward was found to contain three thick

seams of coal, of which one seam (called the Kargali) contains

a large proportion of first-class coal. The total thickness of this

seam is about 90 feet of which about 65 or 70 feet are first-class.

The other two seams do not contain good coal.

"The railways commenced operations in August 1914, and in

April 1916 the development of the colliery had proceeded fast,

about 12,000 to 15,000 tons being despatched monthly.

* Mfmoirs, Geol. Surv. Ind., VIII, page 321 (1872).

+ Memoirs, Geol. Surv. Ind., YIII, pige U7 (1872).
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A certain area of coal is at siich a shallow tlepth that it can be

quarried ; but two shafts are being sunk to the deeper portions

and the production will be increased later,

"A weekly market (held on Sundays) has been opened on the

colliery which has proved very popular^ and should help to settle

labour, which is not plentiful in the district. Water for drink-

ing purposes is carried by pijcs all over the colliery and to the

market/^

Regarding the Ramgarh coalfield, Mr. Lathbury is satisfied

ftbout its entire separation from that of Bokaro and does not

consider that it holds coal of commercial value.

It may be added that the colliery maintains an adequate

medical staff and has provided suitable houses for the miners.

In view of the inaccessibility of the field from the established

courts arrangements are being made for a locil court of justice

and a special staff of police.

The following account of the small but very important Giridih Giridlh

coalfield has been prepared by Mr. Thos H. Ward, late Super-
'°'''^^'^*^

intendent of the East Indian Railway Company^s Collieries :

—

" The Giridih coalfield is perhaps the smallest of the Indian «

coalfields, the coal-bearing rocks extending over an area of only

seven square miles.

" The coalfield used to be known as the Karharbarl coalfield

and is so called in the Records of the Geological Survey of India

down to 1894'.''^ Karharbari is the name of the village in which

the Tikait lived who had the proprietary rights over the we?tein

and major part of the field. The proprietary rights of the

eastern portion belong to the Sirampur estite. The town of

Giridih is situated just off the coal-bearing area to the north-

east. It is the terminal station of the Madhupur-Giridih branch

line.

The town of Giridih has a population of about 11,000, and

lies at an elcvalhon of 1,000 feet above sea-level. This brings

the Karharbari Lower Scam, where it is deepest, to about sea-

level. The name (from 'Giri^ a hill and 'dih' a villago)

means "the village in the hills ". There are many hills around,

picturesque peaks of diorite-trap, in the crystalline area surround-

ing the coalfield : Bankuuju bill is about one mile to the north,

• Saise. Keo. Geol. Surv. Ind. XXYII 80-100.
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and Gajliandi and Chope hills, on the west^ are close to the coal-

field ; and in the coalfield itself the bold sandstone escarpment

of Lanki hill, Keri hill and Bhaddoah hill, across the centre

of the field, and the Jatkoti hills on the west, all caused

by deep erosion of the coal-bearing rocks, form striking topo-

graphic features of the country. All these, except Keri hill and

one of the Bhaddoah hills, are covered with sal forest. Keri

hill was in the land owned by the Bengal Coal Company (now

East Indian liailway property) and the forest disappeared 25

years ago. In Bhaddoah a fire occurred in 1909 in a worked-

out area of the lower Bhaddoah coal-seam {vide zn/ra), and the

rock cover being only 30 to 50 feet, the heat generated and the

hot gases, escaping from fissures caused by the collapse of the

strata over the coal-seam when it was worked out, have entirely

destroyed the forest over a considerable area. The extensive

bald patch resulting is very conspicuous and disfiguring.

The official history of the coalfield begins in 1848, when

Dr. McClelland visited it. He reported in 1850 that the

coal in almost every section was superior.

In 1851 coal, mined at Kamnadih in the west of the coalfield

by Mr. Inman, was carted to the Ganges, and up to 1862 coal

was mined and carted more than 70 miles to Lakhlsarai to burn

bricks for the construction of the bridges on the Loop Line of

the East Indian Railway. Mr. Inman's properties, Kuldiha

(in the centre of the field) and Ramnadih, appear to have passed

into the hands of the Bengal Coal Company about 1886-7.

In 1853 a small quantity of the coal from the field was sent

to the Agent, East Indian Railway, but was not very favourably

reported on at home.

In 1857 the Government of India employed Mr. David Smith,

iron and coal viewer, to report on the coalfield. He reported :—

^

" The quality of this coal is different to any I have seen in

India; It is bituminous, will coke well by the ordinary mode,
, c

and is, therefore, applicable for a great variety of purposes.

It likewise ignited readily, leaving a comparatively small

amount of ash of a light fawn colour.

'^ Although the field cannot be, by a great deal, so extensive

as that of the Damuda (Raniganj), the superior quality of the

coal, the highly favourable condition in which it lies, with the

/ .
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important circumstance that the labour of 400 to 500 miners now

resident in the neighbourhood may be commanded, constitute

it well deserving the attention of mining speculators. ,
All that

is required is to remove the only disadvantage I could discover

by providing jiroper communication to transfer the barren (and

almost poverty-stricken) locality to a state of prosperity/'

In 1859 Mr. "Wilson was deputed by the Director of Geologi-

cal Survey ''to examine this coalfield in detail" but no report

appears to have resulted.

In 1868 Mr. T. II. Hughes* who opened his report on the

coalfield by pointing out that it had " attracted the attention of

Government and private individuals owing to the admitted

superiority of its coals to those from any of the fields of the

Damuda valley, and of its position ", proceeds :
" Those,

however, who have so strongly upheld the advantage-- possessed

by the Karharbari field, seem to me to have failed when desirous

of making a true valuation of its resources, in giving sufficient

weio'ht to the drawback of its limited area, the character of

its seams, and its geological structure " and criticized Dr.

McClelland's opinion, quoted above, remarking. " This term,

superior, however, seems to have been indiscriminately applied to

shaly coals, slaty coals, and bituminous coals."

In commenting on Mr. Hughes' report, the Director of Geo-

logical Survey, Mr. T. Oldham, remarked :

—

" The only workings at present in actual operation (that is

in 1868) are those of the Bengal Coal Company, who have been

very vigorously raising coal for sometime past, in anticipation

of the demand for the railway on the opening of the ' Chord

Line ', and have further been wisely proving the extension of

the beds of coal within their property, and with much success.

Nothing has yet been done towards reopening the works which

had been carried on by the East Indian Railway." (This refers

to the exploration by pits and borings carried out by ^Iv, T. F.

Cockburn, Resident Engineer, East Indian Railway, from 1862)

"so that there has unfortunately been very little opportunity

of obtaining information as to the nature and continuity of the

coal beds. The report is, therefore, unavoidably less full and

satisfactory on these points than it was hoped we should have

been able to render it".

Memoirs, Gool. Surv. InJ,, YII.
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Notwithstanding r this somewhat lukewarm attitude the

potentialities of this coalfield formed a powerful incentive to the

early construction of the Chord Line, Ea'^t Indian Kailway,

which passes, in going north, some 20 miles to the east of

Giridih. The branch from Madhupur was put in hand at the

came time as the Chord Line works, and was opened for traffic

in 1871, when the East Indian Railway at once recommenced

operations which had been suspended in 1867 for that event.

In 1876 the Raniganj Coal Association leased the east end of

the coalfield from the Sirampur Estate. Thoy had a very

extensive and valuable property where the Lower Karharbari

seam was very thick and regular. This property was completely

worked out in 1905. The Bengal Coal Company had in 1914

finished the working out of Kuldiha, having sold the remainder

of their central property to the East Indian Eailway Company

in 1907. Their interest in the coalfield is now confined to the

properties they had in the west. These they have consolidated

and are now exploiting by means of the Bengal-Giridih Coal

Company, Limited. PracReally the rest of the coalfield belongs

to the East Indian Railway.

It is an unusual task for an engineer to attempt to describe

the physical features'of a coalfield without the aid of plan, a but the

task must be essayed. The coalfield is a tiny fragment preserved

from the planing down process which has gone on over thou^

sands of square miles of the surrounding country, by the accident

that it was dropped a little lower than the contiguous portions

by the faults which bound it on the north and south. These

faults have a west-north-west and east- south-east direction.* The

fault on the south hss the greater throw, taking the coal-bearing

rocks down more than 1,000 feet below the present siu'face of the

earth. The fault on the north has about one-half this throw.

About half way between these faults is another parallel fault

running right down the centre of the field. This fault brings

the northern area up, and the combined effect of this fault, and

the smaller throw of the fault on the north, was to bring the

northern section under the influence of the planing and eroding

action referred to, and has resulted in this northern area having

only about half the extent, in an easterly and westerly direction,

that the southern area has. The latter is about six miles in

T. H. Holland & T. H. "VYard. Traus. Miu. Geol. Inst. InJ., 1900.
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length, the former has an extreme limit of three miles ; again the

latter has an average width of about one mile_, while the former

has such irregular boundaries as to make it difficult to fix an

average width.

It was not until 1880-^ that the physical structure of

the coalfield was finally elucidated. It was then established

that the whole of the seven square miles occupied by the coal-

bearing rocks was underlain by the seam of coal then named

the " Karharbari' lower seam '^ This seam or stratum of coal,

is no less than 24 feet in thickness at the east of the coalfield

but gradually thins out, towards the west, until it is about 8 feet

in thickness only. This thinning out is contributed to by the

top portion of the seam being gradually separated by a thicken-

ing stratum of sandstone. On the east the coal seam is com-

plete. A couple of miles to the west one of the shale bands

gradually thickens and changes into very hard sandstone 8 or

10 feet in thickness about 5 or 6 feet below the top of the coal-

seam. Further west this band of sandstone has varying thick-

nesses but eventually thickens while the separated section of the

coal seam gets thinner and unworkable.

In the northern part of the field the Karharbari lower seam

is separated in one area into three sections, by intercalated sand-

stone bands. All this part has been entirely worked out, as

has the eastern portion of the coalfield.

Over a portion of the northern area, as just described, there

was a seam 5 to 6 feet in thickness known as the ''Karharbari

upper seam ". This seam was of excellent quality. It is re-

presented in the southern area by a thin unworkable seam of

poor quality. It lay, in the northern area, about 300 feet above

the "Karharbari lower scam-'\ Three hundred feet higher still

in the section brings in what is known as the " Bhaddoah main

seam ". This is 8 feet of the inferior coal which was extensively

worked in the eighties, and down to 1905, in the East Indian

Railway Collieries. The Ehaddoah scams were known as the hill

seams because they outcropped on the northern escarpments of

Lanki, Keri and Bhaddoah hills. The southern dips prevailing

carry them below the surface of the ground in the southern area

of the coalfield. Above this horizon—the Bhaddoah main seam

—

there are several hundred feet of strata, consisting of coarse

» W. Saiee. N. o£ E. Inat. M. & M. Ecg., Vol, XXX., 1880,
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sandstones, with spveral scams of poor coal, one at least very

thick, as seen in the Jatkoti hill, where these upper sandstones

seem to have Iheir greatest thickness.

The thickness, or vertical depth of the strata constituting the

coal-bearing rocks, does not greatly exceed 1,000 feet, perhaps

1,200 feet. Of this 964 feet were cut in sinking the ''Deep

pit ^'' (finished in 1908) in the East Indian Railway Collieries

where the Lower Karharbari seam was found to be dipping at

an angle of 1 in 5-S a little (14°) to the south of west. In this

direction the cover must be greater.

The coal-bearing rocks appear to rest conformably on the

Tfdchers (in other coalfields there is unconformity) and are

known as Barakars.

The relatione of the beds are best illustrated thus :

—

fEaniganj.
1

fDamodar -{ Ironstone shales,
I I

Lower Gondwan 4 (^Barakar.

t.Talcher.

To the Damodar stage of the Gondwana system, belong all the

great Damodar valley coalfields—'Raniganj, Jharia, Bokaro, Karan-

pnra and other smaller ones including Giridih. Indeed all the

coalfields of the Indian Peninsula belong to the Damodar stage.

In the Giridih coalfield the only representatives of the Gond-

wanas are the Barakar substage and the Talcher stage.

The Talchers, in which no coal seams or carbonaceous shales

occur, have been found to exist all over the coalfield. There is

an extensive and very interesting spread of these rocks, having

an area of about 4 square miles, on the north-west of the field,

which includes two in-liers of the crystalline rocks on which the

Talchers directly lie, one of these being 1^ miles in length by a

mile wide. Very sparse vegetation always marks the areas occu-

pied by the Talchers, as the rocks do not weather so as to form

soil. The fine-grained arenaceous grey-green shales weather

into acicular fragments, and on that account are called " needle

shales ". Some of the shales are much jointed, one set of joints

being crossed by another set. In some cases the included fragment
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weathers by exfoliating approximately parallel to the joint-

ing, leaving a central mass of [irregular shape. This gives the

appearance of a tessellated pavement where a bedding plane has

been laid bare.

Towards the top of the section thick-bedded sandstones of

coarser materials predominate, and at thft base of the stage the

well-known "Boulder bed " occurs. These boulders, some G feet

in length and of considerable dimensions on the other axes—-are

embedded in fine mud shales and must have been ice-borne, as

most of thorn consist of rocks which do not occur in the neigh-

bourhood of the Tiilcher exposures in which they are found.

The fact that this period was glacial, and that the glaciation

extended over an enormous area, has been proved by observa-

tions in distant countries. It has been surmised that this glaci-

ation was co-extensive with the supposed Permian ice-age of

Europe. The Gondwana system, of which the Talchers form

the base, or lowest stage, homotaxically corresponds to the

Permian= Triassic horizon of Europe.

This sketch of the coalfield would be incomplete if no reference

were made to the dykes, or trap intrusions, which are so conspi-

cuous at several places, and which have wrought such terrible

destruction in the coal-seam. There are two * distinct classes

of igneous rock intrusive into, and younger than, the Talcher

and Barakar stages. To one of these belong the large basaltic

dykes, which probably represent the Rajmahal trap flows of the

Upper Gondwana system. To the other belong the phosphatic

mica, t perldotites. These rocks contain large quantities of

olivine and are distinguished from all previously known perl-

dotites, in fact from all previously known igneous rocks, by the

large quantluy of apatite (phosphate of lime) contained. This

in some specimens amounted to over 11 per cent of the total

rock.

A very remarkable and deeply interesting fact in connection

with the peridotites is that, though they occur in the Giridih

coalfield, in all the coalfickls of the Damodar valley, and in the Dar-

jeeling coalfield more than 200 miles away, no instance has been

discovered of this rock cutting the ractauiorphic, or crystalline,

• Holland & Saisc, Kcc. Gcol. Surv. Ind., XXVIII., 121—13S, 1S-J5.

t Holkiid, Ecc. Gcol. Sury. lud., XXYU., 129-HG, 1851.
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areas lying between. Why it ghould be so common in the

coalfields and not in the older rocks around remains a mystery."^

The fact that by far the larger portion of the coalfield belongs

to the East Indian Kaihvay makes itsTuistory practically the

history of the East Indian Railway Collieries. The management

of these collieries can claim that it has taken a leading part in

the development of coal mining in India; hasldeveloped a method

of working thick coal seams ; has improved the mechanical

arrangements for sinking, making deeper shafts practicable ; has

trained labour for coal-cutting, sinking, and works lops, which

has found its way to the Raniganj and Jharla coalfields] in largo

numbers ; and has given the lead in erecting by-product coke-

ovens, an example which has already been followed, and will

result in an enormous conservation of the natural resources of

the coalfields. But perhaps the most interesting development

in the East Indian Railway Collieries, to those who are not

engineers, is the organization of the labour force. Thirty-four

years ago there were no direct relations between the management

and the labourer. The mines were let to contractors. This

system has been replaced by the direct employment of the labour,

with the happiest results to the employes and satisfactory and

economical advantages to the employer. The miners and labour-

ers have, without any agitation on their part and without any

help from labour combination attained an unique position.

Every man subscribes a farthing and every woman half-a-

farthing each week to a miner's benefit fund. This is the

mainstay of an institution which pays fourteen annas and eight

annas woekly to a man or woman who is sick ; Rs. 5 and Rs. 2

when an adult (of either sex), or a child dies ; a bonus of

Rs. 4-8-0 for a birth ; and a marriage allowance of Rs. 7-8-0.

The other sources of income are insignificant, but it may be

mentioned that all fines inflicted for disciplinary reasons are

paid into the fund. This institution has been self-supporting

since its initiation in 1892. When a workman is accidently

killed the Railway Company pays 12 months' earnings to the

family of the victim, and for serious injury often as much,

besides making itself responsible for the future of any person

crippled. As a result, when a serious accident happens, those

concerned do not run away.

HoUaua & Ward. Tiaua. Min. Geol, last, of I (1906).

f
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, An old age pension is earned by every nne, male or female,

who can prove that he, or she, has worked continuously for the

Railway Company. The conditions are that, in the opinion of

a committee of Indian subordinate officials, the applicant is not

less than 50 years of age and is unable to earn his living.

Practically all miners over 50 are eligible for this pension, which

is paid by the Railway Comi^any.

There were nearly 14,000 people living on the Railway Com-

pany's estates at the last census. A very large contingent of

miners, some thousands, is drawn from the surrounding villages

to make up the labour force required. In the Chief Inspector's

report for 1914 the daily average attendance in the coalfield is

returned as being underground 5,221, aboveground 3,358.

No one under 12 is employed excej^t those in the Industrial

School who are undergoing their training in the workshop, and

work under restrictions. A condition of residence on the Rail-

way Company's estate is that all male children under 12 must

attend school. Several hundred girls also attend. The daily

attendance at the elementary schools is between 1,500 and

1,600, which is about 70 per cent of the number on the rolls.

The schools are managed by a committee and receive liberal

support from the Railway Company and the District Board.

Any boy who passes the upper primary examination has a chance

to enter the industrial school which is an appanage of the colliery

workshops. There is very keen competition to enter here, as a

boy gets a daily wage at once, which gradually increases, if he

proves useful, until he is getting 4 or 5 annas a day by the

time he has completed his training, at 12 or 13. In a few years

he may be earning Rs. 2 a day. The labour employed in the

coalfield is entirely indigenous ; there is not a single imported

worker. For many miles around the coalfield many of the villagers

follow a dual occupation, working in their fields in the seasons

of planting and harvesting, and cutting coal for the rest of the

time. The male population of many villages around the fields

migrates in a body to the Jharia or the Raniganj coalfields for

the working months and returns together. All these men have

learned their trade in the Giridih coalfield.

All castes are represented amongst the underground workers

from Babhan to Dom ; iNIuhammadans constitute a large fraction.

Good wages can be earned, "main gallery" drivers c.irning
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sometimes as much as Re. 1 a day. Ordinarily a miner can

earn from 6 annas to 8 annas. He does not put in more than eight

Lours underground (oftcner six), and very few work more than

five days a week, unless the price of rice is very hig'h. The Indian

collier is not a strong or a heavy man, but he has great staying

power. As a rule he does not like regular work, and the "out-

putfing'^ factor is about 100 tons per person employed per

annum. Taking underground workers alone the figure is 160

tons (nearly), as compared with over 400 tons in the "thick-

coal '' of the South Staffordshire coalfield.

The output of coal from this, the smallest of the coalfields, in

1915 was 872,647 tons, compared with 825,026 in 1914. This

is the largest output on record. The East Indian Railway

Collieries contributed about 812,000 tons, and the balance was

almost entirely from the Bengal-G iridih Colliery Co.''s collieries

in the west of the coalfield.

Up to December 1915 the total output from this coalfield has

been 25,339,227 tons. Taking into account the Lower Karhar-

bari seam only, an annual output of nearly 900^000 tons will

•exhaust the available coal in about 35 years. In other words
«• there is probably not much more than 30,000,000 tons of this

coal available. This does not mean that the coal-mining

activities of Giridih will suddenly cease in the year 1950. There

will be a prolonged period during which the output will dwindle,

the poorer hill seams probably being exploited to some extent.

It may be added that the medical and sanitary arrangements

of the East Indian Railway Company's collieries are distin-

guished by their completeness and efiiciency.

valky.^^"** ^^^ account of the geology of the district may be completed
Physical by the following popular description of the Karanpura Valley by

Dr. Albert Jowett, who is engaged on the geological survey of

the coal-bearing rocks in the Karanpura field. Unfortunately

the examination of the coal measures is at present so incomplete

that a description of them cannot be given.
<.,

"The greatest diversity of surface configuration in the

Hazaribagh district is to be found towards its southern boundary.

This region not only includes examples of every important

type of scenery in the whole district, but they are so well

displayed as readily to reveal the more obvious principles by
"which they may be interpreted.

t
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^ The road from HazariLagli to Barkagaon» crosses a gently

undulating plateau for about ten miles and then de.-^oends a yery

steep slope into a broad east and west valley, some COO feet

below. On the south side of this valley rises the precipitous

northern face of the Mahudi Hill mass, which reaches approxi-

mately the same general altitude as the Hazaribagh plateau.

The landscape that opens out as one approaches the edge of the

plateau is one of striking interest and of great beauty. The

wooded rocky slope passes generally abruptly, although some-

times by a number of foot-hills, into a broad valley wliich looks

like a plain. Strips of jungle of varying width, continuous

with that on the hill-slopes, occur on both sides of the valley,

and here and there approach each other closely and actually

unite. A large part of the valley however is cultivated and

treeless, except for the clumps of palms and in the neighbour-

hood of the villages, which are generally almost hidden amongst

trees of a larger growth than those of the jungle. Patches of

yellow sand mark the nalas, which, during the rains^ bco.ome

the courses of broad winding rivers. The well-wooded hills

beyond are isolated by an almost continuous preciince of bare

rock, at the foot of which there is a steep talus-slope covered by

jungle that is continuous with the uncultivated strip on the

southern margin of the main valley.

" An attempt will nov;- be made to indicate in broad outline how

the distinct types of scenery thus briefly described are related to

differences in the nature and structure of th e rocks beneath.

" The Hazaribagh plateau is an excellent example of what even

geologists speak of as an ancient land surface. It is composed

of very old rocks which have been so intensely crushed and

crumpled and injected with molten material from below as to be

entirely changed in their mineral structure and are hence termed

metamorphic. The " strike " of the rocks is roughly east and

west, indicating that the rocks have yielded to forces mainly

applied in a n^rth and south direction. Under the long-

continue 1 action of the complicated forces which are generally

alluded to by the term " weathering ", the surface of these rocks

has been levelled, only the bands of the most resistant rocks

forming the sharp ridges of variable length that emerge at

intervals above the general surface of the pla'cau. The rocks

beneath the latter are covered by an irregular thickness of
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debris that is pc'rLai^s mostly derived from the rotting of the

rocks immediately beneath it, but is in part derived from

the material washed down from the projecting ridges. The best

eections of the solid rocks are exposed in the stream courses,

which are generally shallow and broad on the plateau, but more

deejily incised towards its edges where the scenery becomes

wilder and more picturesque.

" The broad valley trending east and west of Barkagaon is

underlain by the consolidated sediments—sandstones, shales and

coal seams of the Damodar series. These rocics, although still

ancient, are not nearly so old as the floor of metamorphic rocks

upon which they rest. Comparatively small isolated patches of

the Damodar rocks occur here and there on the plateau to the

north. A careful examination shows that the southern edge of

the Hazaribagh plateau coincides in general direction with

a zone of shattering and earth movement, in consequence of

which the rocks in the valley to the south have been tilted and

thrown down relatively to the rocks on the plateau, to which

process they owe their preservation. The almost vertical

fissures produced along with this earth movement have

generally been filled with chalcedonic silica, in places so

wide as to have given rise, after subsequent denudation,

owing to its hardness, to hill ridges. The silica appears to

have been deposited by the welling up of hot water with silica

in solution along the fissures, for ^hot springs still occur in this

district and in districts further west, along such lines oE fracture.

The silica has not merely been deposited iu the fissures, but also

in broad strips of porous rock on each side of them, rendering

the rock j^intensely hard and compact. It is probably chiefly

owing to the induration of the rocks along this zone of fracture

that the southern edge of the Hazaribagh plateau retains its

steepness and is being cut back so slowly by the many streams

Nvhich fall over it in cascades during the rains.

" The precipices of Mahudi Hill are composed of massive

gandstone—not very hard throughout—but strengthened by the

deposition amongst it of films of ironstone. It occurs in more

or less horizontal beds with well-developed joints (planes of

weakness) which cause it to break away readily into great

cuboidal masses. It is the falling away of these blocks when

r
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their foundation is disturbed by the action qf the weather that

leads to the preservation of the vertical precipices, the fallen

blocks forming a {characteristic talus-slops beneath. The only

perennial streams in the neighbourhood are fed from springs that

emerge from the lowest beds of these massive sandstones. The

top of the hill is a gently-stepped plateau, the harder beds of rock

producing an increase in slope where they crop out, above which

the surface becomes more level again. The streams that flow

away from this hill mass, owing to their very steep gradient,

have excavated wild and deep ravines. The Damodar rocks dip

underneath the rocks of which Mahudi Hill is composed, re-

appearing on the south of it, where they are thrown down along

another line of fracture against the metamorphic rocks to the

southward, thus repeating the conditions which exist to the

north of Mahudi Hill/'

It has been stated in the section relating to geology that

muscovite mica is found embedded in reefs of pegmatite, and

that these are found in the north of the district in such quanti-

ties as to make it one of the most valuable fields at present

known. The area in which mica mines are now being worked

commences in the west near Gajhandi station on the East

Indian Grand Chord line, and passes eastwards through Kodarma,

Khesmi, Doranda and the north of Kharagdiha, extending north-

wards to Gawan and Satgawan with the adjoining parts of

JMonghyr and Gaya. In this area the proprietary rights in the

land are in numerous hands, a fact which has a considerable

bearing on the conduct of the industry; but perhaps the best

deposits are found in the Government estate of Kodarma.

The reefs of pegmatite are usually extremely irregular in their

development, and the occurrence of mica within the reefs is very

capricious. A complete scientific account of the mineral in

India is contained in Volume XXXIV, part 2, pages II to 121

of the Memoirs of the Geological Survey of India, to which it

was contributed by Sir Thomas Holland.

Mica was used for ornaments, and in medicine in ancient

India, and it is reasonable to suppose that surface deposits have
been worked for many ages. In modern times it appears that

there were as many as nine mines in existence in the Government
estate alone as early as 18-1.3, each of which was allowed to

employ a maximum of 10 labourers; and paid Rs. 12-10 as annual

Mica.
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rent. In 1819 it, appears from Dr. McClelland's report tliat

there was a very extensive mine at Dhanwi, but it is difficult to

credit the statement that it exported. 100^000 maunds of mica

to Calcutta in a single year. The mining which he saw there was

mere burrowing along the reefs of pegmatite^ and for the product

the mahajans apparently paid an all-round rate of Rs, 4 a maund,

selling it in Calcutta at Es, 7-8.

Twenty-five years later, in 1874, Mr. R. F. Mallet visited the

mines of Dhab and Jamtara near Doranda. He found that the

ordinary method of working was to dig a trench along the course

of the reef, in which a depth of 50 feet was never exceeded. In

a few cases horizontal galleries were driven into the hill sides.

Sometimes, where thick layers of decomposed mica covered the

uninjured mineral, shafts were driven to the lequired depth, and

the burrowing commenced from this new level. Roof supports

were not in use and accidents were frequent. Some of these old

mines have recently been reopened, but the task is both diffi-

cult and dangerous owing to the nature of the old methods of

working. After rough dressing with a sickle and sorting according

to colour, freedom from stain and absence of minor cleavages the

mica was separated into eix sizes, and sold by the load of 16

lbs. at rates ranging from three annas to nine rupees, A maund

of really first-quality mica 18 inches in diameter would however

sell for as much as Rs. 60.

From notes contributed by Mr. E . Lane of Kodarma it appears

that Mr. F. F. Chrestien of Tisri was the first European to deal

with the mineral. It chanced about 1870 that he collected a

small quantity and sent it to London, where it was sold at a price

which justified him in taking up the business in earnest. At

that time electricians were searching for an insulator, and an

American experimenting with mica found it greatly superior to

the asbestos previously employed. The demand thus created

was timely for Mr. Chrestien's new enterprise ; and he improved

the methods of extraction by using European 'explosives and

exercising greater care in attacking the matrix. After a few
years some Indians took up small areas on short leases, from
which they extracted the outcrops, and afterwards two or three

Europeans established themselves and the industry developed

rapidly. The progress made will appear from the rents paid by
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Government lessees, which amounted to R?. 285 in 1S87, to

Es. 8,029 in 1S92 and Rs. S0,736 in 1914. Up to 1890 Mr.

Chrestien was the sole lessee under Government, but the number

had increased to 22 in 1914. Formerly the term of a lease was

five years only, with no guarantee of renewal ; and this was

sufficient in itself to prevent the working of mines to the best

advantage. Now the term is practically 30 years ; and partly in

consequence of this increase, and partly as a result of the exhaus-

tion of the outcrops, improved methods are being employed by the

principal European firms. Vertical shafts are sunk to a depth

of from 50 to 100 feet along the strikes of the most promising

reefs, and these are connected underground by galleries at

different levels. In other cases when a hill is known to contain

mica in paying quantities adits or tunnels are driven in the hill

side. In this way the dangers of burrowing along the reef are

avoided. These methods are of recent introduction and involve

considerable expense, and their commercial success has not yet

been established.

In the Government estate the system of royalties was intro-

duced In 1903, prior to which it was the practice to pay a dead

rent. The rules of 1903 prescribed at the option of Government

a dead rent of Re. 1 per acre or a 5 per cent ad. valorem royalty

on all mica at the pits mouth. Somewhat complicated forms of

accounts had to be prepared, which were quickly found to be

unsuited to the industry, nor were the returns submitted to

Government by lessees in all cases of a reliable character. It

was rccordingly agreed that the system of accounts complained

of should be abandoned and a dead rent of Re. 1-8 per acre

substituted : but Government reserved to itself the right to

introduce the royalty system on giving two years' notice. This

dead rent system has satisfied the lessees and brought in a large

income without friction or trouble. The wages paid to workmen

before the outbreak of the European war in 1914 were from 3^

to 5 annas a day for a man and 2 annas a day for women and

children ; and in the case of more inaccessible mines the full

5 annas were paid to men and up to 3 annas to others. The

workers are by caste mainly Ghatwars, Goalas, Rhuiyas, Turis,

Musahars and Jolahas j and the chief centres of the industry are

at Tisri, Kodarma, Dabaur, Dhilb, Domchanch, Gawiin, Bendi

and Charki.
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Mica is classed fts ruby (clear or stained), wliite, and black

spotted. It is sorted into 8 grades as follows :

—

Extra specials, 48 square inches and upwardii.

Special ... ... 36 to 48 square inches.

1

2

3

4

6

6

The local value of mica fluctuates within wide limits. White

mica is valued at 15 per cent below ruby. In 1914 the respective

prices of clear ruby and black spotted mica were as follows :

—

24
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some cases an attempt is made to cloak the* real business of re-

ceiving under the g-uise of mining ; and owing to the subdivision

of proprietary rights it is not difficult to acquire the ownership

of a mine of some sort. The workings are usually situated in the

depths of the jongle and individually are too small to bear

the cost of an expensive preventive staff ; and mi.;a itself is

scarcely capable of certain identification. Consequently detection

is infrequent and conviction extremely difficult. The Kodarma
Mica Mining Association, which was formed with the objects of

safeguarding the interests of mica miners, and advising Govern-

ment and the local authorities in all matters connected with the

industry, has been trying for some years past to devise an accept-

able Bill for the prevention of theft ; but so far the attempt has

not been successful.

At the time when the Statistical Account of tbe district was Iron,

written in 1875 the smelting of iron was still an important local

industry, and hopes were being entertained that convict labour

could be employed in the production of iron at such a cost as

would make it cheaper in Bengal than iron imported from Eng-

land : but at the present time it is doubtful whether there is any

place in the district where a furnace can be found. Enormous

mounds of slag at Tandwa in tbe Karanpura valley still testify

to the old importance of the industry, and round the skirts of

Lugu Hill there are abundant traces of former furnaces; and in

Kharagdiha also smelting used to flourish. Iron ores ociur

in Karanpura in comparative abundauc, mainly as clay ironstone.

It Is understood that they are not so rich as to excite commercial

curiosity ; but with the completion of the geological purvey of

Karanpura which is now in progress speculation will be laid at

rest regarding both coal and iron.

Tin ore is found at Naranga, a village of the Palganj estate Tin.

near the south bank of the Barfikar river, about 4 milps south-

west of Leda. The present lessee has so far done little in the

shape of mining

At Baraganda in the same locality the mining of copper was Copper.

formerly of great importance but work has long since ceased.

In the mica country are found numerous other minerals, among Other

. . ,. J miucrula.

which are included apatite, leucopynte, green tourmaline and

excellent felspar, with garnets and noble serpentine; but their

commercial development has not yet been undertaken.
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Lime and Kankar or g/iuti?fff nsedi in lime burning is widely scattered,

and stone suitable for metalling is usually obtainable within a

reasonable distance of tbe roads of tbe district.

Mineral Five groups of springs are known of a temperature above tbe
prings.

normal. They are all sulphurous and are resorted to by persons

suffering from skin diseases. Three of them are situated at the

base of the central plateau, and a fourth at the base of tbe spur

^bich projects from the central plateau southwards to the

Damodar. This last is near the village of Kanki at the southern

end of the track which leads from Eadam in the Karanpura valley

to Ramgarh. Its temperature is 92° Fab. The fifth is at Beko

in police-station Birni, near tbe left bank of the Barakar, where

the north-western spurs from Parasnath finally subside into the

lower plateau. It has a temperature of 182° Fab. The spring at

Duari (110°) is on the left bank of the Mobani river where it

., crosses the Katkamsanri road, and that of Indra Jarba (102°)

near the 12tb mile of the provincial road from Banchi to

. rr ;i Hazaribagh. The springs at Surui Kuud, about a mile from the
Buru] Kund => r o j ^

springs. police-station of Barahkatha on tbe Grand Trunk Road are of much

more importance, and are the scene of a large annual mela held in

' January. The place was visited by Sir William Hooker in 1848,

and a careful description is found in bis Himalayan Journals

(Vol.1, Chapter II). The temperature of the hottest spring is

190° Fab.
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CHAPTER III.

HISTORY.

The materials for a history of Hazaribagh prior to the late ^*^^^„

Muhamraadan period are extremely meagre and may be classified

as follows :—

(a) Natural routes.

{b) Tribal legends.

(<?) Family traditions.

(d) Survivals in the land tenures.

{e) Place names.

(/) Archaeological remains.

{ff)
Present geographical distribution of tribes and castes.

It has been stated in the first chapter thai the lower plateau NATCEio.

is guarded on its western and northern borders by a steep face
^°^'^"^'

^

oonfrontiug the Gaya plains. On the south stretches the corre-

sponding face of the higher plateau, until the latter is replaced

by a low water-shed between the basius of the Barak ir and the

Diimodar rivers^ after which the lower plateau and the Damodar

valley alike merge gently into the easteru ])lains of the Santal

Parganas and Manbhum. To the east therefore the lower

plateau Las no natural physical defence ; but from tlv3 eastern

terminus of its northern face right round to Kunda the whole

north and west is guarded by an escarpment which though

nowhere so formidable either by its steepness or its height as to

oppose an absolute barrier to an invader, would present consider-

able difliiulties to the movement of large bodies of enemies

and would affgrd great help to the defence. Peaceful intruders

would use one or other of the passes, of which the best known

are as follows :
—

(1) The Sakri valley route leads up through Gawan thana

to the water-shed of Khaiagdiba Pargana whieh is reached near

Tisri. The valley is wide and open till it roaches Gumgi^ where

it narrows and the road commences to climb one of the spurs
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whicli lead up to the plateau. These are so numerous that

an enemy would have a wide choice of fairly easy slopes.

(2) South-westward along the Gaya border is the pass which

leads from Rajauli to Kodarma, through the Government Reserv-

ed Forest. It is even now little better than a track which

scrambles up the side of the plateau.

(3) In ReuD ell's map what is now called Danua Ghat is

named the Champa Pass, and a second route starting from

the same base but emerging towards Itkhori is called by him

the Donoh Pass. The former gives the easiest access to the

plateau and is now utilized for the Grand Trunk Road. It

emerges near Chauparan, in the west of Chhai Pargana. The

latter road is now abandoned.

(4) Further to the west is the Dhangain Pass which at

the end of the eighteenth century was selected for the Benares

military road then under construction.

(5) Next to the west is the mouth of the Lilajan river,

which in Hunterganj and SImaria has eroded much the same

sort of valley as the Sakri has carved for itself in Gawan.

There is however no spur which affords a reasonably gentle

gradient^ and the Jori Ghat, as it is called^ leads to Chatra by

a road which is too steep for carts. From the south-west a

gentle valley comes down from Paitabpur ; but the spurs round

Kunda and the deep valley of the Lilajan prevent the possibility

of outflanking the plateau from that side.

It wgis probably by one or other of these five passes that the

people who are found now in north Hazaribagh must have

come, if their approach was from the Ganges valley. Along the

district boundary south of Kvinda, there is no steep face, but an

elevated water-shed, eastward of which the northern tributaries of

the Damodargive easy access to Karanpura from Palamau. On
this side the physical obstacles to invasion are slight.

Passing to the south the Damodar valley lies under the face

of the Ranchi plateau much as Gaja lies under the Hazaribagh

lower plateau. From this side there is no tradition that

aggression was either expected or suffered ; and raiial move-

ments appear to have been solely from the north towards the

south.
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In estimating the value of tribal legends for purposes of

history it is desirable to inquire whetlier tbe legends are

uniform or multiform, whether any trace of modification

is discernible since they were first reported, and whether they

are generally accepted as true by the tribe. It is also neces-

sary to scrutinize carefully the qualifications of those who

reported them, to inquire how far they were competent to under-

stand with precision the language of their informants, to avoid

the danger of involuntary suggestion and to receive the

impression like a photographic plate without preconception and

bias. If the records or the traditions of a tribe can stand these

tests they obviously possess great value ; if they fail, their value

is diminished or entirely disappears.

The latest form of the Santal migration legend was

published in the Journal of the Bihar and Orissa Research

Society for March 1916, by Dr. Campbell of Tundi in tJie

north-west of Manbhum. According to this account the race

originated in Hihiri Pipri, and moved successively to the

Sui forest, Haradata, Khojkaman, Chae and Champa where

a long halt was made, forts were built, and the present social

divisions were created. Thence they fl^d out of fear of the half

Santal, half Birhor Madlio Singh, leaving behind a remnant

who now form the Bedia tribe, and came to Aire Kainde, whero

they remained for many years. Next they crossed the Sang

and Astr rivers, and came to the Singh door and Bahi door,

which they managed to pass through at the price of adopting the

worship of the local hongas or spirits. Then they e ime to Bheiwa

Ghat and the plain of Chitri Hatup, where t'n^y halted for

many years. Water failing they went to Murup Goda and

thence to Amber, the jungle of Kaker, the forest of Bare

Barangaon, Kadmabeda, Belaonga, Sir and Sikhar. From

Sikhar they spread over the parganas of Palganjo (in Dumri of

Hazaribagh) Tundi, and Pandra (both in North Manbhum) and

the adjoining parts . A portion went south to Midnapore and

the others spread over the Barakar to the Santal Parganas.

In Dalton's Ethnology at page 209 is given the narrative of

Bagh Rai Parganait, a resident of Sonabiidi in thana Ramgarh

of Hazaribagh, according to whom the race originated in Ahiri

Pipri and migrated to Hara Duttee, where they were called

Kharwars. Thence they moved to Khairagarh aud Ilurradgarhi

Tribal
iegekbS.

Santal
iriGEATIOK
LEGEND.

(1) According
to Campbell.

(2) According

to Dalton.
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HlGEATION
LEvJEND.

(1) According
to Babu S. C.
Kay.

(2) According
to Dalton.

and eventually settle in Chhal Champa in HazarlbagK district,

where they remained for several generations. Thence they fled

from fear of a Birhor, Madho Singhj towards Chota Nagpur,

where the hill god, Marang Buru, in response to their prayer,

intei-posed the mountain in the path of the pursuers, and so won
for himself a place in their worship. Thence they proceeded to

Jhalda, Patkum, Saont (where their name of Kharwar was

changed to Santal) and Sikhar, whence they spread westward.

A tradition not less discrepant is reported in Appendix YIII

of Risley's ' Peoples of India '.

It may be noted that Bagh Rai's overlord was the proprietor

of Kamgarh, a Kharwar by race, and that Bagh Ral's district

magistrate held his court in pargana Champa, adjoining pargana

Chhai. These two confident identifications made by Bagh Rai

may perhaps be ascribed to the influence of local associations;

and it is sufficient for the present purpose to note that so far as

regards the early history of Hazaribagh there are various

Santal legends which are seriously discrepant. The Bedia

caste is now living in thana Ramgarh of this district and numbers

about 12,000.

In his book on the Mundas, Babu S. C. Ray does not

discuss the sources from which his legendary account was

derived. Briefly, the race orlglnafed at Azabgarh, and migrated

thence to Kalangjar, Garh Chltra, Garh Pali, Garh Pipra,

Mandar Pahar, Bijna^arb, Hardlnagar, Laknourgarh, Nandan-

garh, Rijgarli, and Ruidasgarh, and thence across Burmu Ghat

to Omedanda.

Ruldasgarh is identified with Rohtas, and Babu S. C. Ray

states that up to this stage the Mundas and Santals had kept

company. They were attacked there by a Kharwar chief called

Madho Das, who drove them eastward. They arrived at what Is

now the trijunetlon of Gaya, Palamau and Hazaribagh and finally

parted company at that point, the Santals proceeding down the

Damodar valley to Manbhu.n.

Dalton emphasizes the difficulty of obtaining any clear

tradition of the origin and wanderings of the INIundas, and

contents himself with an abstract obtained from papers of the

Chota Nagpur Raj family, that they came successively from

Pipra, Paligarh, Jaipur^ Chitor, Simaliya and Ruidas.
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rAMTLT
TRADITIOXg.
Dbanwar.

It Is not obvious how Colonel Dalton could have failed to come

across a tradition of the detailed character reported by Babu

S. C. Ray, had it been wide-spread among the race. It may

also be noted that the versions of the Sautal traditions given

above are silent regarding any close association with the Mun-

das^ that their Madho Singh Is emphatically not a Kharwar,

and that the Damodar valley is not their route. Bagh Rai's

ancestors had come to Ramgarh and the Damodar valley from

the east.

Family traditions.—The Zamindar of Dhanwar Is the

present representative of the Rajas of Kharagdiha. He claims

to be descended (through 5:2 geaerations) from one Hansraj

BhutDeo, from Southern India, who is said to have expelled a

raja of the Bandawat caste, and conquered for himself a tingdom

in Gaya and Hazarlbagh 600 miles long. The family inter-

marries with the Babhan zamlndars of North Bihar. It appears

that in the adjoining district of Gaya certain Rajput and Babhan

zamindars gained considerable influence and power in the fifteenth

century, and it Is possible that this was the period in which the

Dhanwar family succeeded in impressing itself on the Kharagdiha

Ghatwals. •

The Kunda estate lies in the south of Hunterganj and west Kunda.

of Simaria, where the hills and valleys are specially confused

and difficult. The family claims to be descended from a

Garhwal Rajput of Bundelkhand, a personal servant of the

Emperor Aurangzeb, named Ram Singh. In the Fasli year

1076 (1669 A. D.) he was granted a thanddari jdgir by Daud
Khan and Mangal Khan, subordinates of a subordinate of that

emperor, " for the care and guarding of the roads ", The

analogy of the Ghatwals would suggest that he was a chieftain

of the locally predominant race; and so probably a Kharwar.

The mother of the present heir is a member of a minor branch

of the Ramgarh family.

The Ramgash family claims descent from one Slngdeo, who Ramgarh.

took service, along with his brother, Biigdeo Singh, under the

Maharaja of Chota Nagpur. These brothers were, it is said, ^
Rajputs from Bunlelkhaud. " Biigdeo, the younger and more

astute, observing that the portion of the Chota Nagpur territory

now called Ramgarh was composed of petty estates governed by

lajaP; who were the vassals of tho Nagpur Raj, and at enmity
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with each other, deliermiaed to carve out a kingdom for himself.

Assisted bj Singdco, he quarrelled with the Chota Nagpur

Baja, and led a body of adventurers into pargana Karanpura

(i e. thana Barkagaon) then governed by one Kapper Deo,

defeated him^ and made himself master of that pargana, and then

gradually extended his conquests over twenty-one other parganas.

Bagdeo in time became the raja of the following twenty-two

parganas :—

1. Karanpura. 12. Gumo.
2. Goria. 13. Markacho.

8. Jagesar. 14. Katkamsanri.

4. Chaingara. 15. Ahuri

5. Palani. 16. Dantar.

6. Gola. 17. Sardam.

7. Kalianpur. 18. Saram.

8. Basantpur. 19. Singpur

9. Champa. ^0, Tisri.

10. Bamhanbai. 21. Holang.

11. Barsot. 22. Rampur.

" He made his elder brother /aw^^^^mr with the title of Thakur.

" I give below the generations of Bagdeo and Singdeo in

parallel lines till the year a. d. 1771.

1. Bagdeo

2. Kerat Singh

3. Ram Singh

4. Madho Singh

I

5. Jagat Singh

I • \
6. Hemat Singh

I

7. Bam Singh

I

8. Dalel Singh

y at

Urda

1.368-1402

1402-1459

1459-1537

1537-1554

1554-1604 _

1604-1661 ^
y at

1661-1667 J Badam

1667-1724 at

Ramoraih.

Singdeo.

J
Man Singh

I
.

Newal Singh.

I

Ram Singh.

I

Darjhudan Singh,

Rajbal Singh.

I

Ajit Singh /<3?<^<far,

I

Golal Siaoh.

Maharudar Singh

Manlr Singh and five

others.

9. Bishan Puratan 10. Makund 11. Tej Singh,

Singh, Singh. Singh 1773.

1724- 1763-

1763. 1772.

Sibnath

Sinsih.
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" Mahariidar Singh died in hia father's lifetime and Bishun

Singh succeeded his grand-father and died childless. Puratan

Singh died childless, and Makuud Singh succeeded his brother.

All three resided at Ramgarh.
"" Rajbal Singh's elder son was called Kerat Singh. He was set

aside in favour of his younger brother Makund Singh. Added

to his raj pargana Chhai, driving therefrom Kaja Lai Khan,

and giving him a precarious ncinkar allowance of Rs. 1,200

a year. This pargana was owned by five i)etty rajas, (1) Rampur,

(') Jagodih, (-'5] Parwaria, (4) Itkhori and («) Pitij. A former

raja, name now unknown, also added pargana Khaspur, in zila

PuruHa, to his raj, but when the English settlement was made,

this pargana reverted to the Panchet Rajn, why or wherefore it is

now impossible to say. Tej Singh, the fanzdar
,
quarrelled with

Makund Singh ; and assisted by Fateh Singh of Markacho, and

Bechu Singh of Bagro, he put himself into communication wath

the English, and offered his assistance to conquer the country

for the English. His offer was accepted, and a force being led

into Ramgarh, Makund Singh was defeated and flod for his life.

Tej Singh was jiJaced by the English in possession of Ramgarh,

but only styled fauzdar!' (Report of Mr. Robinson, Commit:-

sioner of Chota Nagpur in 1876, quoted in the Ilazaribagh

Settlement Report.)

It may be observed that apparently the first of these rajas of

whom there is independent evidence is Hemat Singh, whose

fortified house still stands in pai-tial ruin at Bildam. The door-

way has an insciiption that it was built for him in 1G99 Sambat

(i.e. 16-4:Z a. d.) by a Patna builder. In the neighbourhood is

Mahudi Hill, which contains some sandstone caves which were

originally excavated for religious recluses, and one of them is

dated shortly after the building of the Batlam residence. We
may conclude from these facts that Hemajt Singh was in olose

touch with the civilization of Bihar.

His five predecessors cover no less than 223 years : and if,

as Mr. Robinson's narrative suggests, th^-y were all in direct

lineal descent, it is an impossibly long period. Probably it is

the creation of that spirit which according to the settlement

report has since 187(3 given three new ancestors to Bagdeo Singh.

The family residence was first at Sisia, then Urdu, and finally

Badam, moving from west to east of the KaTai>pi>ra valley (thiLa
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Barkagaon). The removal from the valley to Ramgarh, con-

siderably to the east, was probably due to the inconvenient proxi-

mity of Badam to the route by which the Muhammadans reached

Chota Nagpur, which went from Sherghati, through Chatra and

Jabra and brought them close to the head of the Karanpura

Valley.

The earliest view afforded of the district discloses Kunda

and Badam ruled by Kharwar chiefs, of whom the latter

was gradually reducing to his authority the chieftains of

the east and north, whose estates probably corresponded with

the parganas enumerated above, wholly or in part. The

Settlement Officer notes that ruins of forts are to be found

in parganas Chaingara, Palani, Jagesar and Karanpura ; and

that there are traditions of rajas at Gola, Durgapur, Pirgul

and Choti . It is possible that these chieftains were Kharwars,

for the raja of Gola in Bagh Eai^s narrative given above

•was a Kharwar. In the north and north-east were the five

rajas of Chhai, owning allegiance to Raja Lai Khan, and then

came a line of Ghatwar chieftains extending from Kodarma to

the borders of Monghyr and the Santal Parganas, more or less

under the authority of the Babhan Raja of Kharagdiha. Kharwar

khuntJcatHdars held subordinate tenures near Chatra, and a

Mundari Manki held a patti south of Tandwa at Laranga.

Another Mundari family \ie\i\ a. khtcntkatti tenure at Korambe

in Ramgarh. Practically all the jagirdars of the Ramgarh

estates are aliens who received their tenures on service condi-

tions ; and from this the Settlement Officer concludes that it

was h^ the help of these foreigners that the Kharwar Chitf of

Karanpura was able to reduce his neighbours to subjection, and

to retain his hold over the conquered territory.

A mere glance at the map will disclose large numbers

of place names obviously belonging to one or other of the

Munda languages :
* but they have not, it is believed, been

subjected to a systematic and detailed examjnation. To what

particular tribes they are severally to be assigned might receive

some illumination from the results of such a scnitiny. There

are at present several Munda-speaking tribes in the district, and

» Munda is the name given by Max MuUer and Sir George Griereon to the

linguistic family which includes the languages spoken by the Munda, Santal, Ho
and allied tribes.
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there may have been otliors in the past : and still others, e. g.,

the Kharwars, may have a loptecl Hindi after, and not before,

their advent to the district.

There has been very little systematic surv2y of those archaeo-

logical remains which survive above ground, in the shape of

ruined forts, and erect or flat stones. These last are found

in various places in the south-west, and closely resemble Mundari

bid-dirts and sasdn-diris. The amount of work done under

ground is so far very small indeed. The Archffiological Survey

of India has found little in this district to throw light on

its secular history, the remains on Kuluha and Parasnath hills

being of recent and purely religious origin. The temple ruins

near Itkhori have not been scientifically examined, and the

ascertainment of their probable age might throw some light on

the date of the Hindu immigration into Chhai.

The present distribution of the more populous castes and tribes

is described in detail in Chapter IV. While there is no part of

the country in which caste concentration is so marked as it is in tiox.

parts of Ranchi the predominance of aboriginal tribes is clearly

seen in an area which starts from the north-east corner and runs

a few miles inside the district down to the Barakar river, where it

meets the Parasnath hill system. To the west of this line are

mixed Hindu races, and to the east Ghatwars and Santfils.

The boundary line continues up the Barakar to the east of

Bagodar thana, then south as far as the Jamunia river, and

then due west to the face of the upper plateau, the south of

which is followed to the Mandu, Hazaribagh and Simaria

thana trijunction. The line crosses the Simaria plateau ridge

to its north face and then runs westward, north of Partabpur

to the trijunction of Gaya, Palamau and Hazaribagh districts.

North and west of this rough demarcation the j)cople are predo-

minantly Hindu, south and east they are predominantly abori-

ginal. The distribution of the Santals and Kurmis is almost

identical (leaving out the Santal fringe along ]\Ionghyr and

the Santal Paiganas). They share the Parasnath block in

Dumrl thana, and then, after an interval in Nawadih police-

station, they run right across the Damodar valley from the

border of Manbhum on the cast to the western face of the high

ridge which forms the ea-tern boundary of Barkagaon. In

Chatra, Hunterganj, Chauparan and Simaria the three ca.?t:s of

ABCHiiOLOGr-
CAIi BEilAIKS.
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Santals, Kurmis and Mundas aTe alike in bein^ practical [y

without representation. Elsewhere in the district the Santals

are found sporadically,, and in samewhat larger numbers than

the Kurmis. The similarity of the distribution of these two

castes is a most striking fact which cannot be left out of count.

The IMundas have represent atives in Earkagaon, Mandu and

Gumia, ; biit are concentrated in Ramgarh, with a slight exten-

sion eastward into Petarbar. The Bhogta Kharwars are numerous

in Hunterganj, Chatra, Simaria and Baikagaon, rare elsewhere,

and notably scarce in ChauiDaran.

Throughout the entire district the Bhuijas form a nume-

rous underlying element, in a very humble position as landless

labourers or petty cultivators, except in Kharagdiha pargana,

i.e., tbanas K odarma, Dhanwar, Kharagdiha, Gawan and

Giridih where many of them have contrived to retain their

tenures, the so-called Kharagdiha gadis, up to the present time.

ooxciitrsioK. From these materials it is not possible to form more than a mere

conjecture of the early history of the country; and it would appear

that any serious addition to the existing stock of knowledge can

be expected only from an extensive and systematic collection and
• examination of those ancient remains which are from time to

time disinterred from the ground. This is one of the main

tasks proposed by the newly-founded Bihar and Orlssa B.esearch

Society ; and in view of the striking results of the methodic

work of western scholars in the valleys of the Euphrates and the

Nile, and in the isle of Crete, it is permissible to hope that in

spite of obvious difficulties the secrets of the past w ill be partially

laid bate here also. Meantime, as a vague surmise, it may be

conjectured that tlie Bhuiyas once occupied the land under a large

number of tribal chiefs, that through its western margin passed

the Mundas pressed onward by the Kharwars to the borders

of Ranchi ; that the western chiefs of the Bhuiyas were con-

quered and degraded by the Kharwars ; while to the north and

east a wedge of Ilinduiv=m was driven between«the Bhuiya chief-

tains and their fellow tribesmen, and Santals and Kurmis

pressed np from the south-east into the empty lauds of Gola

and Jagesar—tie area now krown as Petarbar, Gumia and

Maixlu.
HunAMMA. Apparently the first interference o<£ the INIuhammadans with

^o:-.

'''''''^"

the affairs ef ' JharkhaTid ', by which term they meant the whole
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of the jungle land between Bihar and Orissa^ was in 1585 A.D.,

when the Emperor Akbar sent an expedition commanded by

Shahabaz Khiin which reduced the Raja of Chota Nagpur to

the position of a tributary. In 1591 this Raja took part in

the Muhammadan expedition to Orissa. There was a second

invasion of Chota Nagpur in IGIG when Ibrahim Khan^ general

of the Emperor Jahangir, captured the raja and sent him as a

prisoner to Gwalior. In 163-2 the Emperor Shah Jahan included

Chota Nagpur in the jagir of Palam lu, which he gave to

the Subadar of Patna on an annual rental of Rs. 1,30,000;

and about 1G8G this rental was raised to Rs. 1,61,000, ''.Koira

Orissa, or Nagpur, with Karanpura, or Badauu, being rated at

Rs. 40,505." Between these two dates the following facts are

known to have intervened :

—

[a) In 1642 a Patna mason had built for the Karanpura

Raja lleiuat Singh the fortified residence at Badam (probably

the " Badaun " referred to above).

{b) In 1659 Aurangzeb had defeated Shah Shuja at Kudwa

near Allahabad, and the latter retired on ]\Ionghyr, prepared

to resist an attack from the west. Prince Muhammad, son

of Aurangzeb, and Mir Junila obtained information after thac

defeat of a new road into Bengal different from the ordinary

Ganges route, '' by the route of Sherghati which is situated in

the mountains of Jharkhand ; it was circuitous, narrow and

steep, and little used on account of the difficulties it presented,

and the savage manners of tlic mountaineers ". Mir Jumla

took a force of 12,000 cavalry by this route and so arrived

behind (east of) Monghyr, whereupon Shah Shuja aBandoned

Moughyr and fled to Rrijniahrd.

(c) In 16G0 Hindu ascetics were making caves in the

sandstone cliffs of Mahudi Hill, near Badam.

(c?) About 1670 the Karanpura Raja transferred his resi-

dence from the fine new house at Badam to Ramgarh, thirty

miles eastward, ^nd separated from it by a very difficult stretch

of country.

It would appear that it was between 1G42 and 1670 that

the pressure of the Muhamniadans in the west of Karanpura

first became serious and that the move to Ramgarh was due to a

dosire to put as wide an interval as possible between the two

partits.
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In 16G9 A.D., 'the Muhammadans were fn a position to

compel the Kunda chieftain^ to take sl sanad from them " to guard

the four passes of Babaltar, Pinjri, Banwadih and Nagdarra

from the inroads of the Marathas, Bargis and Pindaris ^\ In

1724 the Subadar of Patna marched against the Raja of Chota

Nagpur, from whom he exacted a large nazarana in cash and

diamonds. This appears to have encouraged a second expedition

in 1731, which was cut short by the intervention of the Raja

of Ramgarh, who paid Rs. 18,000 on account of his southern

neighbour ; and from this time onwards, till the British occu-

pation, the tribute of the latter continued to be paid through

Ramgarh. Doubtless the passage of the Muhammadan expedi-

tions, even though they touched merely the western fringe of his

country, was injurious to the Ramgarh Raja. In 1740 the

latter had- become so powerful that a special expedition was

sent under the command of Hidayat Ali Khan, which captured

Ramgarh fort, but returned at the news of a Maratha invasion

of Bengal ; and Raja Makund Singh thirty years later was

powerful enough to conquer Chhai Pargana.

Chbai^
^^^ Keudi is situated in thana Chatra at the head of Dhangain

^ Pass which leads down to the Gaya plain. To the west it is

bounded by Pargana Dantar, which was in the possession of

the Ramgarh Rajas in the seventeenth century, and to the east

by Chhai. Apparently some time about 1700 a.d., Kendi

was reduced by the Muhammadans to the position of a zamin-

dari ; and the earliest available information shows that one

Nahir Singh was the proprietor at the beginning of the

eighteenth century and his son Fateh Singh was making a khor-

posh (maintenance) grant in 1728. Chhai lies at the top of the

present Danua Pass, and at the time of its subjection by

Makund Singh of Ramgarh, about 1770, it was divided between

five chieftains of whom apparently four paid tribute to the

fifth, Raja Lai Khan of Jagodih. Eastward of Chhai was

Kodarma, a gadi of Kharagdiha, in which the Muhammadans
do not appear to have acquired any special influence. In the

Ain-i-Akbari Chhai Champa is entered as assessed to revenue as

a part of subah Bihar ; but perhaps this merely indicated Kendi.

Kharagdiha. Ill the north-east the Babhan Rajas of Kharagdiha held

also coterminous lands in Gaya district, the whole forming a

revenue-paying estate under the name of Siwar Muhammadabad.
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It has been stated above tbat the supremacy .of this family in

Kharagdiha probably began in the fifteenth century. The road

from Nawada up the valley of the Sakri passed through the

north of the pargana to the south of Ghoranji Hill on to the

Saiva temples at Deoghar, and probably served as a door

to Hindu influence from Bihar. The allegiance of the

Ghatwars to the Raja appears to have been very light. Direct

interference by the Muhammadans in the internal affairs of the

pargana is not heard of prior to 1765, in which year Akbar Ali

Khan^ a son of Kamgar Khan, zamindar of Narhat in eastern

Gaya, carried the attack on Raja Mod Narayan Deo into his

last possessions in Hazaribagh district, and expelled him from

Kharagdiha. Mod Narayan and his son died in exile at Ram-

garh, but in 177-i his grand-son Girwar Narayan Deo assisted

the British in the expulsion of Akbar Ali Khan.

With the exception of these three areas there is no part of

HazSribagh which was subjected to Muhammadan interference,

so far as is kno^vTi ; and the uniform distribution of the present

Muhammadan population seems to be inconsistent with the

exercise of any special local authority in the past.

Withthegrant of the Diwani of Bengal, Bihar and Orissa, the

which was made by the Emperor Shiih Alam, the subah of Bihar

passed to the East India Company, and with it passed the

right to receive the tribute of Ramgarh, the land revenue of

Kharagdiha and Kendi, and the services of Kunda. It was not

however till four years later that the British first came into

contact with the district, and not till 1772 that its reduction

•was seriously taken in hand. The first approach was on the side

of Kharagdiha, east of which Captain Camac was engaged in

1769 in establishing some sort of order in the ' Junglebury

district '; but nothing of importance was then done, for it was

not until 1774 that Akbar Ali Khan was ejected.

Captain Caifiac's next appearance was at Kunda, on his way

to Palamau, to restore Raja Gopal Rai to the position from

which he had been driven by his Thakur. He took along with

him the chief, Dhrija Narayan Singh, the fourth iu succession

from that Ram Singh with whom the oflicers of Aurangzeb had

made the settlement of Kunda ; and in the storming of the

ESTABLISH-
MENT OP
BRITISH
AUTHOEITT.

Kunda.
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Palamau fort four, of the Chief's relatives were killed. In return

for his conduct in this matter Captain Camac renewed with him
the old agreement, and up to this day Kunda is free from the

payment of land revenue.

Ramgarh. During the operations in Palamau in 1772 Captain Camac
received a visit from Raja Durpnath Sahi of Chota Nagpur,

and also obtained some useful aid from him, whilst on the

other hand Mukund Singh of Ramgarh had intrigued to thwart

him. Consequently Raja Durpnath Sahi had no difficulty in persua-

ding the British to terminate the arrangement whereby his tribute

was being paid through the Ramgarh chief. Either previous to

this, or after it—the time, though important_, is obscure— Tej

Singh, whose alleged genealogy has been given above, appeared at

Patna, and set up a claim to the Ramgarh Raj on the strength of

the alleged seniority of Singdeo to Bagdeo. On the bare materials

available it does not appear that the claim had much substance.

In any case it would be barred by, the limitation of some hundreds

of years ; and on the claimant's own showing the estate was

acquired by Bagdeo Singh, and not inherited from a common

ancestor. The genealogical trees themselves are susi^icious in

showing an exact parallel of generations, and apparently, an

unbroken succession from father to son which is in marked con-

trast to the fortunes of the family in the last hundred years.

It would appear that Tej Singh's claim was accepted by the

British with more readiness by reason of the impracticable con-

duct of Mukund Singh ; who probably had inflated ideas of his

military strength, based on the Muhammadan retreat in 1740

and his recent conquest of Chhai. In the intrigue with the

British Tej Singh was assisted by a resident of Gaya called Lai

Bahadur Singh, said to have been a chaprasiy whose family was

rewarded- later with the grant rent free in perpetuity of twenty-

four villages, all of which have been dissipated long ago. The

attack on Mukund Singh was made in 1772, by a force under

Lieutenant Goddard, who was accompanied by Tej Singh.

Simultaneously it appears that some pressure was applied on the

south by the Raja of Chota Nagpur. There was no serious

resistance; Mukund Singh fled and Tej Singh was installed, not

however at first as i-aja but as wustajir-. Lieutenant Goddard

did not apparently take formal possession of the territory thus

won, nor did his expedition extend to Kharagdiha.
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Raja Mod Narayan Deo had taken refuge at Ramgarh

when expelled in 17G5 by Akbar AH Khan, but by 1772 both

he and his son were dead. The head of the family was his

grandson, Girwar Narayan Deo; and it was arranged that the

tikdAts or chiefs of the thirty-eight gadis of Kharagdiba should

be invited to a?sist in the expulsion of the Muhammadans. This

was effected in 1774 by a force under Captain James Browne

working from South Monghyr (the Juuglebury district) with

the active co-operation of twenty- six of the tikdits and against

the opposition of two, ten remaining neutral. After this no

further military action was needed in the district and the task of

civil administration commenced.

By 1780 Captain Camac's authority was replaced by that

of Mr. Chapman, who was the first civilian administrator

of Chota Nagpur. The " conquered provinces/' as they were

called, were formed into a British district, which included

Raragarh, Kendi; Kunda and Kharagdiba (which together

constitute the present Hazaribagh), the whole of Palamau,

Chakai on the east of Kharagdiba and Panehet on the cast of

Ramgarh, and the area round Sherghati. The present district

of Ranchi was added under the designation of the tributary

mahal of Chota Nagpur. Mr. Chapman held his court alter-

nately at Sherghati and Chatra, and his authority was enforced

by the newly-formed Ramgarh Battalion, which was stationed

at Hazaribagh.

Mr. Chapman's official functions were divided into three

branches : he dealt out both civil and criminal justice, and

administered the revenue regulations, and he appears *o have

had no European assistant in these various tasks. The field of

his labours was approximately 18,000 squire miles in area ; and in

Eenneirs map of " the conquered provinces on the south of Bihar

containing Ramgur, Palamau and Chota Ntlgpur with their

dependencies, inscribed to jNIajor Jacob Camac " the whole

centre of RanchJ, is marked as '' part not surveyed " and a

great block of Hazaribagh is ' woods ' between the Damodar and

Barakar from the west of Palganj to the Hazaribagh-Barhi

road. It is obvious that Mr. Chapman's aim must lyive been

not at efficient administration, but, as regards the remoter areas

at least, at the slightest semblance of any administration at all

;

and that this limited task demanded great courage, activity and

Kharagdiba.
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versatilitj. From' his civil and criminal judgments an appeal

lay to the Governor General, and in revenue matters

Lis authority v^'as su} ervised by a Committee of Revenue in

Calcutta. In 1793 civil and criminal appeals were transferred

to a Provincial Court of Appeal in Patna, and from 1817 to

1829 the supervision of revenue vested in a Commissioner for

the Superintendence of Eevenue and Circuit for the Division

of Patna. The " Statistical Account " of 1875 from which this

account is taken proceeds concisely as follows :

—

" During the period that elapsed from 1780 to 1833 the

district was governed in general accord with the ordinary Regu-

lations. An exception indeed was made in favour of the custom

of primogeniture, by the special Regulation X of 18C0 ; and

even before that year I have been unable to discover any cases

of estates being subjected to the law of partition. The sale of

estates for arrears of land revenue was however occasionally

resorted to, the action of the civil court was generally in favour

of the foreign money-lenders, rather than of the old-standing

landholders of the division ; and it is clear that in both civil and

criminal business equitable considerations were everywhere out-

weighed by legal ones. In short, the administration of Ram-

garh had all the faults of a rigidly legal system, applied

unscrupulously over an unwieldy extent of country, by officials

who had the scantiest knowledge of the people with whom they

were dealing.'' •' [The writer forgets that equity is not at the

command of ignorance ; whose refuge is pedantic legality.]

"British rule was made peculiarly distasteful to the aboriginal

races, by the fact that all the native subordinates were foreigners

from Bihar and Bengal ; and the smouldering discontent of the

tribes broke out on two occasions, in 1820 and 1831, into open

revolt [not however in Hazaribagh]. The great Kol insurrec-

tion of 1831 was followed by an entire change in the adminis-

trative system. By Regulation XIII of 1833 the districts of

Eamgarh and the Jungle Mahals, with the estates of Dhalbhum,

till then included in Midnapore, were exempted from the opera-

tion of the Regulations ; and every branch of government within

these tracts was vested in an officer appointed by the Supreme

Government, styled the Agent to the Governor General. The

Parganas of Ramgarh, Kharagdiha, Kendi and Kunda, which

compose the present area of the district, thus became part
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of ilie South-West Frontier Agency, and were formed into

a Division under the name of Ilazaribagh. The administrative

headquarters, which had formerly been alternately at Sherghati

and Chatra, were transferred to Ilazaribagh, where the troops of

the Ramgarh Battalion had been stationed since the end

of the last century. The chief executive officer was now

styled the Principal Assistant to the Governor GeneraPs

Agent, and he was guided in his administration by a

series of rules for criminal justice prescribed by the Gover-

nor General in Council; under the provisions of section 5 of

Regulation XIII of 1S33. These criminal rules continued in

force till they were superseded by the Criminal Procedure Code

(x\ct XiV of 1861), which was immediately extended to the

districts of the Chota Nagpur Division. As regards the

administration of civil justice, a set o£ rules was proposed by

the Agent at the sane time that the criminal rules were laid

before Government, b it orders on those were suspended pending

the promulgation of a Bill on the subject then under prepara-

tion. This Bill was never pissed ; and till Act VIII of 1659

was extended to the division, there was no specific law or rule

to guide the procedure of the Civil Courts in the province ; but

they followed the Regulations, except in points where some

order of the Agent interposed.

^' From the first creation of the Agency the ordinary laws for

the sale of land for debt or arrears of rent were regarded as

inapplicable to the Province, and the rules proposed by Ca^t.iin

Wilkinson [the i^ gent] provided that no sale or alienation, or

even mortgage of hereditary or immovable property was tb tak3

place without the sanction of the Agent. This rule has always

been acted on as regards sales, and forms one of the most

peculiar features of the administration of the Division, and in

extending the Civil Procedure Code to the dietricts of Hazari-

bagh, Lohaiddga and Manbhum a proviso to this effect was

added to the notification *»<>«•*
]3y Act

XX of 1854 the designation of the Province was changed to

Chutia (Chota) Nagpur, and it has been administered since

that date as a non-regulation province under the Lieutenant-

Governor of Bengal. At the same time the title of the chief

executive officer was clianged from Governor General's Agent
to Commissioner. '' The Kol insurrection of 1831, as stated
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above, did not extend to Hazaiibagh, in which district there

The Mutiny
^''^^'^ ^^^'^ ^®^ members of those aboriginal races who took the

of 1857. leading- part; and there was no disturbance of the public pe£.ee

until the Mutiny of 1857, of which the following account is

taken from the Settlement Heport :

—

'' The sepoy mutiny in Chota Nagpur started in and ended
in Hazaribagh district. At the beginning of August 1857 the

Hazpribrgh detachment of the Ramgarh Battalion consisting of

two companies of the 8th Regiment mutinied. News of their

revolt was sent to Ranchi, and Lieutenant Graham was sent

from there with a detachment of the Ramgarh Light Infantry

to disarm them. His detachment mutinied on the road, and

joined the Hazaribjigh detachment which was marching on

Ranchi, at Rnrmu. The combined force continued to march on

Ranchi, and Captain Dalton, the Commissioner, after ascertain-

ing that the remainder of the native troops at Doranda were

not loyal, withdrew with all the Europeans by the Ramgarh

road to Hazaribsgh and from there retired to Bagodar to await

supports coming along the Grand Triink Road. As soon as a

guard of Rattray's Sikhs was put at his disposal Colonel Dalton
*^ reoccupied Hazaribagh, and from there kept under observation

the movements of the mutineers. The mutinous troops had

received no support in Hazaribagh, and very little in Ranchi.

They stayed in Ranchi for over a month, and then moved west-

ward, with the idea of joining another body of sepoys under

Kunwar Singh near Rohtasga/h. Their advance was opposed

at two of the ghats by loyal zamindars, but after forcing the

breast-'.vorks with their cannon they marched through Chandwa

and Balumath in Palamau to the town of Chatra. AVhile they

were looting there they were surprised and attacked by a much

smaller mixed force consisting of 320 men, and completely

defeated : their guns and all their ammunition were captured,

150 were killed, and the remainder fled in the direction of

Sherghati and dispersed.
* -x- ^ *

Santais' ((
'W'hile there was no sympathy with the mutineers in Hazari-

unrtst.
J r J

. j i ,

bagh the Santals not unnaturally became excited by the weaken-

ing of authority and thought the occasion opportune for squaring

accounts with oppressive money-lenders and others. Several

bands of Santals collected for loarajjiling purposes and were
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joined by tLe local bad characters, and a certain amount of

plundering occurred bttween Gola and Chas (i.e. thana Petarbar)

in Kharagdiha, at Kuju on the Ramgarh road and at Jharpo

near Bagodar. At Mandu they were instigated by three looal

landholders to coiEmit murder as well as plunder the village.

The landholders instigating the murder were subsequently

caught and hanged. A small punitive expedition of Sikhs was

sent to Gola^ and the excitement died out immediately. The

disturbances were only sporadic ; there was no organized move-

ment among the Santals as a whole, and no special measures

against them were considered necessary after the risings had

subsided. Instead, it was decided shortly after the mutiny to

raise a levy of Kols and Santals for military police, and a body

of 500 of the more ardent aboriginals was enlisted for this work.

Similarly in the north of the district the news of the sepoy

rising evoked some small uprising among the dispossessed

Bhuiya ii/cdAts, who considered the opportunity suitable for

recovering their lands from the purchasers then occupying them ;

and they received some support from their tenantry.^^

Since the suppression of these disorders the district has been Later History,

tranquil, and the only event of more than passing importance

has been the cadastral survey of the district and the preparation

of a detailed record-of-rights, which began in 1908 and ended

in 1915. During almost all this period Mr. J. D. Sifton, i.c.s.,

was Settlement OfEcer and responsible for the efficiency of the

machinery of settlement. This costly and laborious work was

undertaken in order to give to the general boily of landlords

and tenants clear and definite knowledge of their respective

rights and obligations ; and in conjunction with the new
agrarian law of 19L)8 (the Chota Nagpur Tenancy Act) it

holds out the hope of a new era of peace and modest prosperity.
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CHAPTER IV.

THE PEOPLE.

Growth of ^-^^ ^^'^^ census was made in ISl'l and disclosed a popnla-

populatiou tion of 771.875 living in 150,493 houses; the methods of

enumeration were however experimental and the results unreli-

able. The first accurate census was made in 1881, The figures

of this and later enumerations are as follows :—
]881 ],104,742
1891 1,164,321, variation' + 5 '4 per "cent.

lyOl 1,177,961 ,, +1-17 percent.
1911 1,288,609 „ +9-39 per cent.

The increase of population between 1881 and 1891 occurred

chiefly in the Giridih subdivision where coal mines were being

developed : in Chauparan and Chatra there was a serious

decrease. In the next decade there was severe scarcity amount-

ing to famine, which caused a greatly increased emigration and

a high death-rate. The decrease in population was shared by
Hazaribagh, Chatra, Barkagaon, Gumia, Barhi and Bagodar.

Between 1901 and 1911 there was only one year of bad crops,

in 1907, but its effect on the birth and death-rates was very

severe. The rate o£ increase during these ten years was 9'39

per cent, being highest in the southern thanas. In the census

of 1831 the district was divided into sixteen thanas, of which

Jagesar 'was subsequently partitioned between Gumia and

Mandu^ and Kharagdiha lost the western portion now called

Dhanwar. There appears to have been little alteration in the

boundaries of these units, and it is possible to compare their

populations in 1881 with those of 1911—after an interval of

thirty years. Giridih has gained fifty per cent owing to the

development of the Giridih coal-field and the gro\Vth of the new
town which is the present subdivisional headquarters. There is

a considerable aboriginal element in the east of this thana.

Petarbar in the south has gained forty-nine per cent, Dumri

thirty-eight, Gumia and Mandu thirty-four and Ramgarh thirty-

one. These are all in the Damodar valley, in the south and
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south-east of the district, and have a very considerable abori-

ginal element, IMucb of the area is hilly, and forest is fairly

abundant ; but it is apj arently the fecundity of the aboriginal

races and the comparative absence of emigration which have led

to this great inci'ease. Bagodar comes next with twenty-two per

cent, much of which has been gained in the last ten years, and

is perhaps due in part to the opening of the Grand Chord Rail-

way ; but it has a fair proportion of aboriginals, and the south of

the thana is composed of jungle-covered uplands. Gawan

occupies the north-eastern corner of the district, where the lower

plateau is broken down to the Gaya plain by the Sakri river.

The population in the east is Santal, but elsewhere it includes

large numbers of Goalas, Bhuiyas and Rajputs. The increase

has been twenty per cent, and is due in part to immigration

from Gaya. The increase in Kodarma is nineteen per cent,

and is due in part to the development of mica, which has kept

the poorer classes at home. In Hunterganj, which somewhat

resembles Gawan in its physical characteristics, the increase of

nineteen per cent is explained in part by immigration from Gaya

and in part by the rigid suppression of emigration. The

Jcamiatiti system prevails in this area, and the landlords do not

allow the landless serfs to leave the district. In Kharagdiha

and Dhanwar the increase has been nine per cent. The country

is bare of forests, and the density of the population is higher

than elsewhere. There is no virgin land to bring under

cultivation, and much of the lowest class of rice land is so high

that it receives only the rain which falls from the sky. Such

lands fail two years in five and under present agricultural

conditions an increase in the population is undesirable : the

natural excess can and should move away to the coal-fields or

Assam. The same conditions are found iu Barhi (2) and

Chauparan (—11) , but with an exaggeration increasing as one

goes w^cstward. These two thanas, in their more level and

cultivated portions, are on the watershed between the Barakar

and MohanI rivers, towards the east, and much of Chatra (—14)

lies immediately to the west. This area has an arid appearance

which is scarcely confirmed by the rainfall statistics, but is

borne out by the census and by popular reputation. In addition

to the unfavourable agricultural conditions to the cast the urban

portion of Chatra has suffered by the gradual curtailment of its
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trade, as a consequence of the advance of railways, and bv the

ravages of two severe epidemics of plague. Simarla is, for the

most part, suited only for grazing ; and where it broadens into

rice lands the Babhan landlords have worked the kamiauti system

in such a manner that the serfs have fled in great numbers.

Barkagaon has increased by ten per cent only in thirty years.

It suffered badly in the famine of 1897, and much of its

eastern area is made up of precarious third-class rice lands.

The sadr thana has decreased by two per cent, in spite of

the increase of the urban population. Agriculturally it has

little waste land fit for cultivation, and the practice of tem-

porary emigration has increased considerably. The opening

of the new coal mines in South Dumri (police-station Nawa-

dih), and the possibility of similar developments in Gumia

and Barkagaon may result in large displacements of population

similar to that which has occurred £t Giridih. So far, however,

the local people have shown no partiality for coal-mining in

general, and under-ground working in particular ; and the

greater portion of the 1,500 labourers at the Bokaro (Joint

Railways) colliery has been imported from outside.

De'usity of jjj \)^Q Giridih subdivision there are 226 people to the square

mile, in the sadr 177, in Chatra 143, and for the district as a

whole 186. For British territory in the province as a whole

the number is 415 : and the only other districts analogous to

Hazaribagh are Sambalpur (195), Ranchi (195), Singhbhum

(178),Palamau (140), and Angi^l (119). Of the total area of

the district 3,004 square miles are permanently unfit for cultiva-

tion ; biit there remain 1,924 sqiare miles which are cultivable

but uncultivated. At first sight it would seem that much agri-

cultural development remains to be carried out and that the

population is capable of a large increase. It is however certain

that the soil is for the most part inherently infertile. More-

over there are abundant traces in most parts of the district of

unsuccessful cultivation, for which failure the ravages of wild

animals may perhaps take the responsibility in some cases, but

a more common reason is the inadequacy of moisture or inability

to control flood water, Exteusive irrigation works of a charac-

ter beyond the means and equipment of local agriculturists

might render some of the waste land cultivable ; but the poverty

of the soil and the irregularity of the surface make the chances
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of profit very doubtful. The extent to which tte people resort to

temporary etnigi-atiou is a clear iiidicatioa of the present

agricultural poverty, aad the absence of a local remedy : and

the indefinite increase of the population would be a doubtful

gain, unless new sourci's of income were developed in. mines or

manufactures.

In the census of 1911 there were found to bo 41,631 M'grafcioa.

persons residing in the district who had been born outside it,

of whom 34,000 came from contiguous districts, 3,000 from

other parts of the province and 4,000 from other provinces. There

were ll'ljSll natives of tho district residing outside it, of whom
approximately 53,000 were in contiguous districts, 8,000 in other

parts of the province and 88^000 in other provinces. From the

figures on each side have to bj deducted the brides and their fir.,t-

born children along the border villages. There is much of this

intermarriage, for the district boundaries in many places do not

coincide with serious physical obstacles such as wide rivers or

high hilla ; and it is a well-known custom among all cartes to

avoid the undue propinquity of the parents of bride and bride-

groom. Also the young wife usually proceeds to her parents'

home for the birth of her first child. After these allowances are

made the balance of immigrants from contiguous districts is

probably made up of old settlors fiom Gaya, and peons, harnJnIs

and other servants of landlords. From further afield came the

Bengali residents of GiriJih and Hazaribagh, miners in

Kodarma, and Marwaris and other traders throughout the larger

bazars. The largest number of emigrants in contiguous dis-

tricts was found in Manbhum (28,000), and a few iiad gone to

work in the rabl harvest of Gaya. There were 50,000 rtazari-

bjigh-born persons in Assam and about 1,500 in the Duiirs and

Chittagong tea gardens, many of whom had probably settled

there permanently. There is a fairly large annual migration

to Calcutta, especially for conservancy work, and further cast

for agricultural earthwork. A curious sense of shame leads

these people to conceal their resort to the coal-fields and conser-

vancy work
: when questioned tiieir almost invariable answer

even with the coal grit still on their persons, is that they h^vc
been to '* Sira^ganj to dig earth ", There is one small field of

employment under the Survey and Forest Departments which

the people of the higher plateau monoiwlize. Each year some two
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or three thousan'J go to Burma, Eastern Bengal, Assam and

Madras for this special work ; and quite a number have earned

gfatuities for more than twenty years of such service. They go

in the end of October and return in April or May with enough

money saved to pay the rent, and to vary the task of preparing

the ricefields with a modest indulgence in the pleasures of

country spirits and the nocturnal drum.

to"the toa"
Of an entirely distinct character from the temporary mig-

districts. ration described above is the emigration to Assam for a

term of years which usually ends in permanent residence. Thi^

emigration has been going on for a Icng time, for as early

as 18G5 it is noted that 1,200 people went there in that

year, and there were 1,420 in 1866. The agencies for re-

cruitment changed from time to time, and with them the methods j

but of recent years the annual number of recruits has rarely

exceeded 2,000. At present the only authorized agency is the

Tea Districts Labour Supply Association, which has a Local

Agent at Hazaribagh ; and instances of objectionable recruit-

ment are now extremely rare. The recruits are drawn mainly

from the aboriginal and lower Hindu elements, men who have
"^

failed in the struggle to keep their petty holdings together, or

landless labourers discouraged by the hopelessness of their pros-

pects at home. They are encouraged to take with them all

their dependents, either at the time of recruitment, or after

a yearns experience of conditions at the tea gardens ; and they

usually visit their former homes at frequent intervals. To these

classes the Assam tea gardens under present conditions provide

immediate comfort, and the possibility of acquiring modest

holdings of their own after a reasonably brief interval.

Towns and For the purposes of the census the district was divided

into four towns and 8,:399 villages. In the recent record-

of-rights, however, the units of the settlement record were

7,007 in number. This would suggest that the census figures

relate to natural aggregations of houses ; and in this inter-

pretation it seems that these are unusually small. Out of the

whole number 8,101 have less than 500 inhabitants each, and

average only 124. There are 250 villages with from five hundred

to a thousand people, forty-one with from one to two thousand,

and eight exceed two thousand but have less than five thousand.

TILLAGES.
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1,184,10")

95,000
7,=.00

1,400

1,200

The follawing were treated as towns :— '

Hazaribagh (17,900), Giridih (10,G6i3), Chatra (9,222),

lehak (4,995).

In the census report of 1911 the distribution of the popula-

tion by language was approximately as follows :

—

Hindi and Urdu ...

Muuda languages

Kurmali
Dravidian langaagea
Others

The Hindi spoken by the great bulk of the population is

Mag-ahi : in the south-east corner to the east of Gola it is

Kurmali, as in western Manbhum. This language is sometimes

described as Het Gola and is stated by Grierson to be essential-

ly Bihari in its nature with a curious Bengali colouring. The

Santals are practically the only people who habitually use

a Munda language, for the Mundas, most of whom live in

Ramgarh, will not ordinarily speak anything but Hindi to out-

siders. There are 4,814 Oraons in the district ; but thj

majority of them are returned as Hindi-speaking, only about

1,400 using the tribal Dravidian language. It is to be noted

that the local Hiiidi is spoken as a sjcond language by all

these people.

The Hindus numbered 1,066,067 in the census of 1911

or 82'7 of the whole population. In the absence of a religious

survey it is difficult to particularize regarding the character

of the religious beliefs and practices of this heterogeneous body,

whose members are drawn mainly from the lower strata of

Hinduism. It is however to be expected that such a survey

would disclose the extensive persistence of elements derived from

aboriginal sources, in view of the inclusion of such races as the

Bhuiyas, Bhogtas and Kurmis. The following extract from

casual entries in the Deputy Commiss oner's di!:ry for December

1915 will illustrate the complexity of the religious beliefs in this

district: (Near Lugu Hill in Mandu.) ''There was a Hi tic

manilap further *on the road, with an earthen floor. On the

beams were a pair of kharoms (wooden slippers), and a wooden

box-lid studded with projecting nails with somewhat blunted

points. The Kurmi stated th;it these were used by the worship-

pers of Kapsa, who Is the sipdhi of Debl, and that when the

worship of Debi was completed a subsidiary worship of her sijJuAi

Lasqvkqz.

Religion.

Mixod cha-

r.ictcr of 11 iu-

duisia.
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Was held, tlje officiating party putting on the Jcliaroms and

taking his seat on the iron points of the nails. A Santal, how-

over, who lives close by^ and who was accustomed to take this

active part in the performance, said that it was not in honour of

any Kapsa, or any sipdhi of Debi, but of a brother of Lugix,

the hill god. The Santals however appear to be comparatively

new comers to these parts j and it is probable that the hill really

belongs to an older race. The pdhdn (village sacrificr) of

Loiyo is a Bhogta, and Loiyo is probably a very old village, so

that it is not unlikely that the gods of Lugu Hill belong to the

Bhogta legends and beliefs,'"

Again in February 1916 is noted ' Visited Dungo on the road

to Atka. It is a small village of fifteen houses, of Goalas,

ChamarSj Telis, Bhogtas and Nauas. There are four deities— (1)

Debior Kali, (2) Kallian Kumar, (3) Ban Singh, {\) Ganwa Deoti.

The second is the special god of the Goalas, and his province is

the cattle and jungle grazing, and the dangers incident thereto*

Ban Singh is a god of the Bhogtas. Regarding the fourth, the

village goddess, I could get uo information, excejDt that things

did not go well if sacrifice was not offered. But it is significant

that this Ganwa deoti is the only one of the four to whom offer-

ings are made of pigs and spirituous liquors/'

Even where the landlord, and the majority of the tenants

Persistence of are Hindus it is still the custom to employ as the pahdn

or sacrlficer one of the race of the original clearers of the

village, or at least of an earlier dispossessed race. The idea

underlying this is a belief in the existence of local spirits

who must be propitiated by sacrifices, lest their anger vent

itself on the fruits of the fields and cattle and the fertility

of the women, or in the stirring up of disease for men and

beasts. The jurisdiction of these spirits usually stops short

at the village boundary ; and it is therefore obvious that

their peculiarities require the most intimate local experience.

This is naturally found in the descendants ' of the original

clearers : and so the Brahman or Babhan grantee or purchaser

of a jungle village considers It a matter of mere common sense

to retain by the attraction of rent-free land the Mnndari or

Bhogta iMlian whose brethren have long since been expelled,

that he may perform the customary sacrifices and placate the

the local frods.
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Bpliita wlicn some un'ntended or even unknown inj'irj has

aroused their anger. The belief that a village can become un-

lucky is so'.ncthnes the cause of serious loss to the landlord.

When this reputation has been gained the village is said to be

mnhacani ; no one will live in it; and only with great reluctance,

and at a great redi^ctiou of the usual rates of rent will neigh-

bouring vllligers take the lands for cultivation. The reputation

need not be a)icient ; all that is required for its aC'^uisition is

unusual sickness or mortality.
Mul.amma-

The Mubammad;ms were 1153,328 in number, or lOS per daua.

cent of the district population. This is approximately the

same i^roportion as in Gaya, and far in excess of that of Ranchi

and Manbhum. The numerically important castes are Jolahas

(87,211), Shekhs (21,15-2), KaUils (7,279), and Puthans (0,651-).

The first-named are fairly evenly spread over the "whole di>trict,

but are thickest in the Giridih Subdivision. There is a tendency

here as elsewhere to avoid the designation of Jolaha, and a

man will usually begin by giving his caste as Shaikh^ which,

under pressure, becomes Shaikh Momin : and duubtless mmy
Joltih^s were returned as Shaikhs in the census. It is not

obvious why there should be so many of these humble Muham- %

madan^, as there were no important ]\Iusalman landlords or

ofHcials, and the lule of the Badshahs pressed very lightly on the

district.

There are now some Pathan tenure-holders in Huuterganj,

who have come from Gaya, when there wa-, long a colony of

Rohillas near Kothi. There are also a few in Kodarma thana,

near Jainagar, who obtained grants for services rendered to a

former chief of Raragarh. In each of these two groups it is

still easy to detect traces of that old disregard of law and of the

rights of others which ought by now to be an anachronism.

The 86,700 people returned as Animists iu the census of 1911 Auimisfcs.

were made up almost entirely from three castes—Suutrds (77,000),

Mundas (1,500) and Oraons (2,000), The borderline betv.-ceu

Animism and Hinduism is notoriously difficult to draw, and it

would bo unsafe to conclude much more than this, that the

Santals are not moving much towards Hinduism, and that the

isDlation of the sraill Mundarl and Oraon communities appears to

promote the abandonment of their old tribal beliefs and practices.
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Christians. The Christians" of the district numbered 1,786 In 1911, out

of whom 210 were returned as Santals, 126 as Mundas and

]4asOraons. Of the remainder 1,201 were merely described

as Indian Christians and 245 as Europeans and Anglo-Indians.

Up till 1914 there were three Christian missions at work In

the district, but since then one (the Lutheran Mission) has been

closed. So far their medical and educational activities have

been more clearly fruitful than their proselytizing work.

The following account of the Dublin University Mission has

been contributed by the Reverend J. C. Forrester, the head of

that body :—

Dublin Uni- In the year 1£90 several members of the Dublin University

versity Mis-
Qffgj.g(j^ themselves for service abroad as a community in con-

nexion with the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel. It was

decided that a brotherhood should be founded which should look

to the University for its supply of men and to the Society for the

Propagation of the Gospel for part of its support, and that Its

sphere of work should be the district of Hazarlbagh in the

diocese of Chota Nagpur, of which the late Rev. J. C. "Whitley

was the Bishop. Ihe members of the mission were to

be graduates of the Dublin University, unmarried, and to

lead a community life, receiving no salary apart from a

small sum (Rs. 300 per annum) for personal expenses. The

first members, the Revs. Eyre Chattertcn, Head of the

Mi sion (now Bishop of Nagpur), C. W. Darling, K. W. S.

Kennedy, J. A. Murray, and G. F. Hamilton, arrived in Haza-

rlbagh in Mar^h 1892 and took over the remains of the old

military "hospitals and their compound which Bishop Whitley

had obtained for the Mission from Government. The two main

buildings were in process of demolition, and had to be entirely

rebuilt with the exception of the plinth and a foot or so of the

walls. With the first missionaries came INIIss Fanny Hassard,

and after a year Miss Richardson arrived j these were the first

two ladles associate of the Mission. The ladies 'associate live a

community life and undertake all women^s work in connexion

with the Mission. In 1900 the Rev. J. G. F. Hearn, m.d.,

was elected head of the Mission. He resigned in March 1912,

and died very shortly after. The Rev. J. C. Forrester, m.a., was

elected head in 1912, by the Mission chapter, which consists of
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all the members of the brotherlicod, and is the supreme authority

of the Miision. Th.* bishop of the dioces3 is ex-officio Visitor of

the Mission.

Medical Work.—In 1S93 a dispensary and hospital for men
were started in liazar'bagh under Drs. Hearn and Kennedy.

Shortly afterwards a female dispeusary and hospital were opened

under thejcare of Miss Ilassird, the dispeupary being held in

the verandah of the ladies' bungalow. On the arrival of Dr.

Eva Jellett in 1906 efforts were made to build a zanana hospital:

the foundation-stone of St. Columba's Zenana Hospital

"was laid in 1907 and it was opened in 1913. It contains ac-

commodation for forty in-patients^ and a private Avard is avail-

able for better-class Indian patients ; and in cases of necessity

accommodation can be provided for local European patients.

The hospital receives a Government grant of Rs. 4,000 per

annum. There are eight Indian nurses in training, two Indian

certificated nurses, one Indian female compounder in training,

two European nurses, and two European doctors.

In Chitarpur there are male and female hospitals, with out-

door dispensaries attached ; there is accommodation for about

thu'ty male and ten female in-patients. A sub-assistant Surgeon

is in charge and there is one fully-qualified compounder and

dresser. In Kamgarh and Petarbar are branch dispensaries, the

average daily attendance at the former (new patients) being

eleven and the latter twenty.

The male hospital in Hazaribagh was closed In 1913. There

is now an outdoor dispensary for male patients, with a branch

dispensary at Ichak. In Hazaribagh there are 'a sub'-assistant

Burgeon and a fully-qualified compounder and dresser, and there

is a resident compounder at Ichak, which is visited once a week

by a European lady doctor and also by the sub-assistant

surgeon.

Education.—St. Columba's College was founded in 1899, the

Rev J. A. Murray being the first Principal. Classes were open-

ed in the central part of the present Post Office bungalow. A
donation of Rs. 3,000 was given by Raja Ram Narayan Singh

of the Ramgarh estate. The college opened with twenty-three

students, most of whom had failed at other colleges. In 1904<

the college was raised to the first grade (B, A. standard) and
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after several clian;^es of location was removed to the old ^less

Plouse, part of the Post Oifica bungalow being obtained for a

students' hostel, and the Rev. S. L. Thompson became Princlpa,l.

In 1900 the building of the new college was commenced and

its foundation-stone was laid in 1907, In November 1908 the

college entered into possession of its new buildings which then

consisted of the centre block wiih two wings serving as a hostel.

Each student had a room to himself, an arrangement which was

then uni^^iue. In 1909 the Bishop Whitley Memorial Hall was

built; and in 1915-16 large chemical, botanical and physical

laboratories were erected, towards the cost of whic^a Government

m ide a grant of Rs. 50,000. In 1912 a grant of Rs. 30,000

was made by Government for the erection of additional hostel

accommodation, and accordingly a new block cf thirty-four

rooms with Principal's ofSce and room was erected and opened

in 1913. By special permission of His Majesty it is called ''The

King-Emperor's Block '\ In the same year the foundation-

stone of the new science laboratories was laid. Towards the

erection of the first block of college buildings Government

contributed Rs. 27,000, the Society for the Propagation of the

Gospel £1,5*j0, and £1,000 were given from private sources in

England. The college is lighted with electricity. It is now

(I915j affiliated to the Calcutta University for the B. A. and Int.

Sc. Examinations. The Rev, F. W. H. Kerr is Principal and

the Rev. H. G. S. Kennedy, Vice-Principal, There are three

Irish professors (members of the brotherhood}, and eight Indian

professors. There are 170 students on the roll, 100 of whom

ai*e resident in the hostel. There are three resident Superinten-

dents, all members of the Mission. The college receives a

monthly grant of Rs. 1,000 from Government. It publishes a

magazine, and a Social Service Guild carries on vigorous Social

Service work, including two night schools.

lliff/i School.— St. Golumba's Collegiate School was opened

in 1895, the Rev. C. TV". Darling being the first Princijoal and

the Rev. P. L. Singh, m.a., the head master, the Rev. J. A.

Murray very shortly afterwards succeeded Mr. Darling as Prin-

cipal. The school opened with seven boys on the roll. In 1913

Mr. Singh was appointed Principal. There are now (1916)

290 boys on the roll of whom about 120 are Christians, 150

Hindus and twenty Muhammadaus. Two members of the
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Mission are on the teaching staff, and there kre seventeen Indian

masters. The school receives a grant of Ks. 250 per month from

Governuaent and Rs. 175 from the Mission, which has also

provided the school building,'.- and the Principal's quarters with

the exception of two class rooms (of which half the cost was
paid by Government)

.

From the beginning there has been a host<4 attached to

the school for Christian boys. The senior boarders live in one

end of the Mission bungalow, while the juniors live in a new
hostel to the south of the school, and adjoining it, which was
completed in 1912. Government contributed Rs. 20,000 towards

its co5t, and the rest was raised from private sources. A sick-

room was built in 1912, and its cost was given by a lady in

England. The Warden of the hostel is a member of the

Mission. To the hostel Government grants Rs. 50 a month

and the mission Rs. 4,750 per annum, the fees amouutino- to

Rs. 2,370 per anuum. As almost all the boarders are abori-

ginals the fees must be losv, the seniors paying Rs. 4-8 a

month and the juniors Rs. 3-8 a month, and thes3 fees include

tuition charges. There are 103 boys in the hostel, of whom
forty are in part or wholly supported by the Mission. Therd

are three Bengali Christians, who pay double fees.

Trimary Schools.—In Ilazaribagh town there is an upjier

primary school, with 100 boys on the roll. Within the municipal

area there are four lower primary day schools and four uio-ht

Schools. In Hazaribagh and ]\Iandu thanas thcr:* are three lower

primary schools. In Chitarpur and the neighbourhood there

are a lower primary boarding school, and three lower* primary

day schools. There are three night schools.

In Hazaribagh town there is an upper primary school for

Bengali girls and a lower jjrimary school for II indi-spea kino-

girls. In Korra, Seotagarha, Ichak and Singhani there arc lower

primary schools. There is also an infants^ school in connoxiou

with the jMission Orphanage. In Chitarpur and the

neighbourhood there are four girls^ schojls and one in

Petarbar.

All the mission primary schools with the exception of three

are aided either by Municipal or District Board graut^, and
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the Mission contributes a substantial share of the expense.

The male schools are under the direct supervision of one of the

members of the Mission, and the female schools are looked after

hj the ladies associate.

A considerable amount of evangelistic work is carried on in

the villages. Many of the zananas are visited by the ladies

associate and bible women.

Near the College is a model Christian village, named

Hearnganj, in memory of the Rev. J. G. F. Hearn. The land

has been leased to the Mission by Government, and the Mission

has issued sub-leases to Christians.

A printing press and a workshop have been established in

Hazaribagh, and a lace class is carried on by the ladies associate.

There are Indian Christian congregations of the Church of

England in Hazaribagh, Seotagarha, Dumar, Chitarpur and

Jobla. The Euroj)ean congregations in Hazaribagh, Giridih

and Kodarma are served by members of the Mission, as are

also the Indian congregations of Dumar and Seotagarha ; an

Indian priest is in charge of Chitarpur and Jobla. There are

masonry churches in Hazaribagh (completed in 184-2), Kodarma

c (consecrated in 1909) and in Chitarpur (dedicated 1901).

,, . ^ ^ The followino- account of the United Free Church of
Lniicd Free °

cimrcii of Scotland Mission has been contributed by the Rev. Dr. Dyer of

Pachamba :

—

''The Santal Mission of the United Free Church of

Scotland was commenced as ' a new off-shoot from the Bengal

Mission^ according to its first report, issued in the year 1870.

It was beffun throuo;h the efforts of the late Rev. Dr. Murray

Mitchell, when acting Principal of the Duff Institution in

Calcutta j and was supp jrted by contributions received in India.

The first Superintendent was the late Mr. Yerniew of Calcutta.

In the report for 1872 the following statement of agents and

work was submitted by the Rev. Dr. Templeton, an ordained

Medical Missionary, who arrived from Scotland iti 1871 :

—

"Christian Agency.—One ordained European missionary,

one native doctor, three native male teachers.

Dispensary, open daily ; one boarding school ; two village

schools ; thirty"five scholars on the roll. Contributions received

locally amounted to £15,^^

Scotland,
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until the year 1878 the Miss?ion report was issned as a part

©f the Bengal Mission report ; but from that year it has been

issued separately. By this time the Mission staff had been

increased to three European missionaries. In the report of 1879

it was stated that "the work of extending the mission has

been prosecuted during the year. A lease of land has been

secured in a Santal village in the district of Chakai (i. e. in

Monghyr), thirty miles north of Pachamba. Mr. Campbell

undertook to extend the work by opening another station, and

has been engaged for some time surveying the district of Tundi

(i.e. in Manbhum) which lies in a south-easterly direction

about thirty miles from Pachamba ". Thus by the year 1880

the Mission was working in the districts of Hazaribagh, Monghyr

and Manbhum, and was doing so in three languages, Hindi,

Bengali and Santali. In the same year the Presbytery of

Calcutta, under which the Mission was being carried on,

ordained the three missionaries as elders, and formed the

" adherents and members of the Church " into a congregation

under the name of a preaching station. The Mission belongs

to a Presbyterian church, and Presbyterian law and order had

to be kept in view and followed. There was no ordained

minister in the Mission until 1881, when the convener of the

Mission Committee was the Rev. A. Campbell. Dr. Dyer was

ordained in 188G, the late Mr. Stevenson in 1SS7 (he died

from cholera in the next year). Dr. Macphail joined the staff

in 1889 and was posted to Chakai, and another station was
opened at Tisri (thana Gawan) by Dr. Kitchin in 19 04-; There

are now four stations, in three of which are ordained medical

missionaries with hospitals and dispensaries. In Tundi station

there is a dispensary, and there are seven out-stations.

According to the latest report issued by the Mission Council

for 1915 the numbers connected with the Santal Church are

as follows :

—

Communicants „,
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Castes and
TBIBS3.

Goalas.

In the hospitals and dispensaries connected with the various'

principal stations about 25_,000 new patients were treated. The

European doctors are assisted in various capacities by thirteen

Santal agents. Medical fees and paj^ments for medicines

amounted to Rs. 5,700, and in two of the stations the receiplg

far exceeded the expenditure on the medical work. Surgical

operations numbered 4,458, of which about 1,507 were eye

operations, and of these 1,100 were cataract extractions.

It is scarcely possible to collect from these bald accounts an

adequate impression of the true value of the services which are

being rendered to the people of Hazaribagh, and of a still wider

sphere, by the disiuterasted philanthrophy of these two missionary

bodies.

In the census of 1911 there were separately enumerated gixteen

castes of Muhammadans and eighty-six castes and tribes o£

Hindus and aboriginals. The remainder were entered under the

head of ' Others/. In addition various nationalities of Christians

Were distinguished. Of the Muhammadans only one caste, the

Jolahas (87,211), exceeds 25,000, as against eleven Hindu castes—

Goalas (149,740), Telis (54,847), Koiris (52,817), Chamais

(49,503), Brahmans (35,558), Kahars (31,747), Barhis (29,5G4),

Eajputs (29,100), Hajjams (27,533), Dusadhs (26,958) and

Kumhars (26,211) and five aboriginal castes—Santals (93,059),

Bhuiyas (89,682), Kurmis (84,589), Ghatwars (54,509) and

Bhogtas (86,984). Between them these seventeen castes account

for about seventy-five per cent of the population ; but inasmuch

as they <are fairly widely distributed the general impression left

in the case of this district, as compared with its neighbours, is

that of a very mixed population.

The Goalas are found in the northern half of the district,

their comparative ineignificance in the whole of the Damodar

valley being very striking. In the neighbouring district of

Gaya they form nearly one-seventh of the tptal population,

and it is probable that they have reached Hazaribagh mainly

from that district. They occupy tracts which possess a com-

paratively limited range of pastures, and are mostly engaged

on agriculture. Unlike their neighbours in Gaya Ihey are

generally regarded as quiet and law-abiding people. Their

panchayats appear to possess considerable influence, and the
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Other Hinda
castes.

head panch of Jainagar exercises an authority from Gaya to

the north edge of the higher plateau and from the east of

Kodarma to the west of Chauparan which has proved useful,

Bpecially in keeping down the price of brides.

Of the remaining Hindu castes specified above the fusnctional
j-ynctional

castes, as might be expected, are distributed fairly evenly over the castes,

district, with a tendency to thin out towards the south and east.

These are the Telis, Brahmans, Hajjams and Kumhars, Rajputs

and Dusadhs are also widely diffused, except in Gumia. They are

numerous in Gawan, and though this might be due to a special

immigration up the Sakri river it is more probably explained by

the social ambition of the local Ghatwals. The distribution

of the Koiris, Chamars, Kahars and Barhis is almost identical

with that of the Goalas. There have apparently been two

distinct streams of immigrants, one through the Sakri valley to

Kharagdiha and Kodarma, which halted on the south at the

Barakar river, and the other from the Lilajan valley and Danua

and Dhangain ghats, which spread over Hunterganj, Chatra,

Chauparan and the region now traversed by the Grand Tiiink

Road to the neighbourhood of Dumri. Each stream seems to

have failed to penetrate the hilly country round Parasnath

Hill and the broken country that divides the watersheds of the

Barakar and Damodar. The valley of the latter river was

scarcely affected, though there is perhaps a slightly stronger

Hindu element in the population of Karanpura, at the western

end of the Damodar valley, which is possibly due to the

situation in tliat valley of the old headquarters of the Ramgarh
Raj.

The distribution of the Sanlals appears to be in two groups.

The first occupies the east of Gawan, Kharagdiha and Giridih,

the whole of Pirtanr police-station and the north of Dumri police-

station (both in thana Dumri) with a slight extension into the

east of Bagodar. This group keeps up a clofe connexion with

the Santal Parginas and Manbhum, The second group occupies

the broken and wooded country which commences in the

easb in Gumia and the south of Bagodar and runs south to

eastern Ramgarh and Petarbar and west through Mandu into the

eastern hills of Barkagaou. This country is also the home of

the Kurmis.

Santals.
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Bhuijas.

Bbogtas,

Other cas6ea.

Sanials.

Bnuiyas and
Ghatwft;s.

The distribution of the Bhuija-Ghatwal caste is peculiar.

They are dense in the compact block of Hunterganj, Chatra,

Chauparan^ Simaria and Hazaribagh thanas, and numerous

elsewhere, except in|Ramgarhj Gumia, and Petarbar.

The Bhogtas are thick in Simaria, Hunterganj, Barkagaon

and Chatra, elsewhere they are few and they are scarcely found

in the Giridlh Subdivision.

The examination of the distribution of the less numerous

castes gives the same result of a distinctively preponderating

aboriginal element in the Damodar valley, and of a similar Hindu

element in the north and centre of the district. The boundary

line runs a few miles inside the eastern border of the district

down to Sirampur, thence up the Barakar river to the boundary

of Bagodar thana, southward to the Jamunia river, thence due

west to the edge of the higher plateau, and then along the north

of Mandu across the plateau to the north side of Simaria, which

it leaves to meet the Gaya border north of Partabpur in the

Hunterganj thana. This boundary coincides roughly with

the growth of population in the district in recent years, the

area to the south and east being the more prolific.

Of the tribes mentioned above the origin, history and

institutions of the Santals alone have been subjected to any

scientific scrutiny, and they have been described at length in

Risley^s 'People of India '. Their early associations with this

district have been referred to in Chapter III but more inves-

tigation is needed before their association with Chhai

and the fort at that place can be accepted. In Hazaribagh

they have shown themselves a somewhat volatile race and far

less tenacious of their rights than the Mundas of Ranchi.

The Settlement OflBcer reports that sometimes the mere advent

of an unpopular thikadar has sufficed to lead them to abandon

their holdings. There has in recent years been only one serious

approach to organized agitation, when the injudicious interference

of the zamindar of Palganj with their forest rights excited

such discontent as made it necessary for Government to

intervene.

It is now generally held that the name of Ghatwar or

Ghatwal was assumed by Bhuiya tribal chiefs, and adopted
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by their families ; and that there is no distinction in race

between Ghatwars and Bhuiyas. Tiie Tikaits fchiefs) of the

Ghatwar gadis would now prefer to be described as Chhatris

(Rajputs). The Ghatwars have a reputation for courage which

sometimes degenerates into ferocity. From time to time the

aggression of Eabhan or Mahuri money-lenders is avenged by

brutal murders ; and the recent scarcity in 1914-15 promptly

led to an outbreak of dacoities under the leadership of descendants

of the old border marauders. The Bhuiyas are considered to be

a Dravidian race, and it has been seen that their comparatively

regular and even distribution in the district differs materially

from that of the Santals and Kurmis, between whom the

evidence of a close connexion is very strong. They are numerous

in Gaya and Palamau^ but thin out rapidly to the south

(Ranchi) and south-east (Manbhum). Eastward they are

numerous in the Santal Parganas. Further to the south they

reappear in the Orissa Feudatory States and Singhbhum.

Nothing is known of their historical relations with the Munda-

speaking tribes, whose sujiposed route from the north and west

intersects that of the Bhuiyas from the south, more particularly

in Hazaribagh.

The Bhogtas are mainly occupied in this district with the Bhogtas.

herding of cattle. They are regarded as a branch of the Kharwar?,

who again are considered to be a Dravidian race akin to the

Mundas and Santals and now greatly Ilinduized. (Dravidian

is used in this chapter as a common racial description of both

Munda and Dravidian-speaking tribes.) Their dwelling place in

the west of the district contains numerous xMunda place names, such

as Hisatu (Hesabatu) and Lowalang, and numerous grave-stones

of the same kind as are found in Ranchi. There are Kharwar dig-

wars in ihe north, of Chatra who claim to be the Jchuntkatfi

colonizers of the Hunterganj jungle? ; and the leading zamindari

families of Ramgarh and Kunda are probably Kharwars.

It would appear that Dalton had no doubt that the Kurmis ^
of Chota Nagpur were a non-aboriginal Hindu caste : but it is

now generally considered that there is a wide difference between

the Kurmis of Bihar stock and others. In this district the latter

call themselves Kurmbi simply ; the former use the terms ' Kur-
mi Mahto ', and warmly repudiate kiuship with the Kurmbis.

Here the distribution of the Kurmbis is practically the same as
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that of the Santals, and this may perhaps be deemed to suppoi-t

a kindred origin of the tribe of which traces appear in Santal

legends. At the same time it must be admitted that it has tra-

velled a long way from Santal habits, and that the ordinary

native would scarcely class Kurmbis with aboriginals like Mundas.

They make their living by agriculture, and occupy a humble

position, though a few in Ramgarh have enriched themselves by

money-lending.

Other notable ^^^ Turis are nearly 24,000 in number, and are now
castes. found mainly in the Giridih subdivision. They are a branch
Turis.

of the Doms, and support themselves by making baskets, and

also by day labour, particularly in the Giridih coal-field.

Mundaris.

Bedias.

The number of Mundas was 13,654. in 1891, 15,022 in ] 901

and 16,568 in 1911. They are now found mainly in thana

Ramgarh. A full account of the Mundas is contained in the

Gazetteer of E-anchi. In this district there is no organization

in ^attis or parhas now surviving ; but up to a comparatively

short time ago there was ^ manki patti round about Laranga

to the south of Tandwa, on the east of the Satpahri Hills,

west of, and near the old road which runs from Tandwa to

Bahera. Here there are some conspicuous bid dirts (erect memorial

stone?) ; and to the west there is a tola which is still called Matikidih.

The Settlement Officer records the existence of a Mundari khunt-

katti family at Korambe in thana Ramgarh . With these two

exceptions there are no other traces of any special organization or

status in this district ; but it is tempting to assign to the Mun-

das the Mundari place names and the grave-stones and memorial

stones which are found in the west and south of the district, and

to speculate that the Mundas were temporary sojourners on a

journey to the district of Ranchi which the Kharwars helped to

hasten.

The Bedias numbered 12,668 In the census o^ 1911. They are

confined practically to the Ramgarh thana, where they are

mainly respectable cultivators. In the Santal tradition given

in Chapter II they appear as the descendants of those Santals

who were too faint-hearted to flee from the social outrages

fhreatened by Madho Singh Birhor. On the other hand, it is

stated emphatically in the ' Statistical Account [ that they are
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KarinallB*

^iirc .MimdaSj a fact said to be placed beyond dispute by the

character of their features, the existence among them of the

pahdn as a village official, their practice of smelting iron, and

the similarity of the names of their kilHs (exogamous subdivi-

sions) with those of the Mundas. "Whatever is the truth of

this matter^ they appear to be near in race to the Mundfis and

Santals, and iu any case have no connexion whatever with the

wandering gipsy Bediyas.

There were about 8,000 Karmalis in 1911 mainly in llara-

garh and Petarbar. They speak a dialect of Santfili, and in

race are probably Dravidian. Their main occupation used to be

iron-smelting and blacksmithy ; and they had an evil reputation

as robbers and dacoits. Now they have become agricultural

labourers.

The number of Orilons decteased from 6,350 in 1901 to 4,814 Oraons.

in 1911. They are found in the tracts nearest the Oraoii country

of llanchi and Palaraau, and maintain a very close connexion

with their kindred there. They are fully doscrihed in the

Gazetteer of Ranchi.

The Mahalis numbered 3,632 in 1911, and make their living MaliaTSa.

mainly by working up materials of bamboo. Dalton merely
records that the name is an alternative appellation of the gipsy

Bediyas : in Ranchi, however, they are found in close association

with the more jungly Mundaris especially in the west of Tamar,
where they perform subsidiary services in the primitive village

life of those parts ; and in Hazaribagh they can scarcely be

characterized as gipsy folk.
^

In the census of 1911 there were 1,021 BIrhors in Hazfiri- Blrboi-s.

bagh, 917 in Ranchl, and a total for the province of 2,340 souls.

The word means ' jungle man ', the language is very closely

akin to Mundilrl, and the race is Dravidian. Formerly without

settled homes and winning a scanty subsistence irom the i)ro-

ducts of the jungle, they have now fallen on evil times with

the gradual extension of cultivation and the greater drain on the

forests from the presence of a thicker population ; and they are

taking up settled work as landless labourers, living in permanent

dwellings on the outskirts of villages, but still expert in dis-

covering wild honey and making ropes of chop. The latest

account of this unfortunate race is contained iu an art icic
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Babhans.

Sokiars.

Palwas.

Banda^\at9.

Village

offiA;ial9,

by 3al)u S. C. Rayiu the number for September, 1916 of ttid

Journal of the Bihar and Orissa Research Society.

There Avere about 21,000 Babhans in the district in 1911 as

compared with about 26,000 in 1901. They are numerous and

influential in Dhanwar, Kharagdiha and Giridih, and few but

important in Chatra, Simaria and the west of Barkagaon. If

generalizations are permissible in discussing the qualities of »

caste, it may be said that the Babhans are mentally and physi-

cally vigorous, but that they are extremely unpopular with other

castes ; and have the repu(ation of pressing their superiority of

mind and body to the extreme limits that are permitted by the

executive and judicial officers for the time being in authority,

without much reg-ard to law or prevailing moral standards of

conduct.

The 13,982 Sokiars of the census of 1911 were mainly

concentrated round Ichak, in the north of Hazaribagh thana.

They are skilful cultivators of much the same social status as Koirls,

and are noteworthy for their unscrupulous litigious/iess. As

they are near neighbours of the Hazaribagh courts of justice-

this quality wins for them a perhaps disproporticnate amount of

attention.

The Patwas were hereditary rearers and spinners of silk,

but are now engaged in cultivation. In 1911 they numbered

just under 2,000 but make an entirely unreasonable stir,

like the Sokiars, by the conspicuous faithlessness of their

quarrels. They trouble Hosir-Saram and PetarbaTj but have

now bogiin to emigrate.

The Bandawats numbered 6,294 in 1911 and were almost

exclusively confined to Cbauparan. There are, however, still

about 200 in Kharagdiha thana, perhips descendants of the

Bandawat Eaja, who, it is said, preceded the Kharagdiha Chiefs.

In Chauparan they call themselves Kajputs from the United

Provinces. They resemble the Babhans in their sturdy physical

virility, and in a certain strain of cruelty which makes them

dreaded by their neighbours. In the Hazaribagh Settlement

Report is given a very interesting description of a form of

subordinate village proprietorship which they still maintain.

Village officials are now of little importance in the

conduct of affairs in Hazaribagh—a fact for which
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ttere are two adequate explanations ready to hand. In tlae first

place there are very few areas in which the village population

is homogeneous; and in the secoi.d there has been an excessive

delegation of the rights of the projjrietor Ly sub-infeudation.

In the ' Statistical Account ' it was remarked that " This

system of sub-lotting every two or three villages to small un^ler-

farmers or iJiilcaddrs must be fatal to the existence of'the ancient

tribal headmin. The small size of holding enables the former

to deal with individual raiyats; thus rendering unnecessary the

headman''s peculiar function of repreeentiug the villagers to

their superior landlord, y^ox 02^11 i\\e thikaddrs tolerate a rival

authority in the village, and the old headman sooner or later

sinks into the position of an ordinary caltivalor/''

Formerly the same functionary, called sometimes the goiait, CLaukidar.

sometimes the chaukidar, used to p?rform the duties both of

watch and ward and also of landlord's messecger ; but every-

where these have now been divoi'ced^ with the result that this

State servant tends to be less and less an instrument of oppressive

interference with the villagers. The amendment of the Rural

Police Act has permitted the equalization of the burden of his sup-

port, and it is now possible to pay him a reasonable wage without •

serious hardship to the villagers. The number of villages in

which the landlord finds it necessary to retain a gordit at his

own expense is limited, and in such cases the remuneration takes

the form of a parcel of rent-free lands.

The j'j(ii//cZ??. may perhaps be described as a village ofllcial, for Paban,

it is his duty to keep in good humour those spirits of the jungle

and rice lands and sacred groves to whose petulance is. ascribed

all unusual sickness of man or beast. These are the gods of

an earlier race who do not enter into the worship of the ordinary

villager ; and if possible a member of that earlier race is

charged with this duty of propitiation; In return he is the

tenant for life or good conduct of the vi'Lige pdhdndi lands,

which he may aot alienate or charge ; and when he passes away

the lands go without alteration or encumbrance to his successor in

ofllce.

The dre.'^s, the fashion of the houses, the festivals and Vi 11 ige social

. life.

pastimes of the heterogeneous elements who make up the ordin-

ary village in Ilazfirilingli do not present unique features, and

the description given in ^Nlr. Coupland's Gazetteer of Maubhum
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is applicable with slight alterations to this district. It may be

noted that the hook-swingin::? festival is scarcely found, except in

the extreme east ; and eock-fi^hting is not a popular amuse-

rilgrimages. meut, Ihe pilgrimage to Parasnath is scarcely a concern of

this d'sLrict ; and the only resort of more than local dignity is

Kuluha Hill, abont six miles from Hunterganj. This was

formerly held in great respect by the Jains, being the reputed

birthplace of the tenth Tiithankara Sitala Swamin ; and Sir

M. A. Stein, who visited the place in 1900, found there remains

of Jain origin (which were of no architectural importance) . It

has for many years been completely abandoned by that sect,

and is now associated by the local Hindu3 with the Pandava

brothers.

Witchcraft. It wc-uld be misleading in an account of the people of this

district to omit mention of the belief in witchcraft, though the

subject might perbips with equil propriety be discuss3d under the

head of crime. The belief that evils of every kind are caused

by spirits is practically universal. These spirits are set in motion

either by accidental causes or by the volition of those individuals

who have .acquired the power to do so. The following are illustra-

tions of the working of the superstition.

In one case the sj)irit in question was the shade of the

original founder of the village. He was irritated by some un-

known and unintentional act of two substantial cultivators of

the village, and he caused an outbreak of fever. Two professional

detectives {deonras, or deoJclis) were consulted independently,

and each denounced these two men, though they were unable to

give any indication of the nature of the offence. The only

matter open for controversy was the value of the propitiatory

offerings ; and this was finally fixed, by friendly mediation, at

fifteen rupees. Throughout there was no suggestion of bad faith

on any one^s part.

In another case a cultivator had an attack of indigestion which

ordinary medicine failed to cure. Ho therefore consulted the

nearest deohli who explained that a neighbour's wife had '' set a

hJiiit" on him. Accordingly he went to his neighbour and told

him the facts ; but the wife, who was present, denied the allega-

tion with some warmth, and the husband refused to give him the

satisfaction of taking her to the deokli. The next morning the
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dispute was revived at the ploughing -. and the wife, taking her

husband's 'drinking' to him, saw him being beaten and fall dead.

She and her son-in-law, who was cbaukidar of the next village,

went off and told the police, and the inquiry then made left no

doubt about the facts ; but no one would agree to give evidence,

and even the son-in-law drew back. The case came on for trial

with the widow as sole witness, and even she deliberately contra-

dicted herself, obvicusly under tuition : and it transpired that she

had come to headquarters in the company of the accused for the

trial, and they were staying together as guests of the lessee of

the village^ whose house was there.

In yet another case a young married girl was found dead

with her throat cut ; and it was established that she had been

killed by her young husband and her father-in-law. She was a

strong and healthy girl of seventeen, for whom a substantial

bride price had just before been paid, and the only reason for the

murder was the fact that she had said at the village well that

her mother-in-law was a witch. Father and son—the sole child

—

thought that the only way to save the mother was by putting

an end to such rumours with the death of the daughter.

A very detestable abuse of this wide-spread superstition is

the practice of bribing the deoJdi to denounce as a witch a

person whom he has no reason to believe to be such. For example,

when other means have failed of evicting a man from liis land,

an unscrupulous landlord has been known to adopt this means

of efCectlny; the ruin of his tenant.
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CHAPTER V.

Bteths and
DEATHS.

Reporting
agency.

PUBLIC HEALTH.

The decennial averages of births and deaths from 1901

to 1910 were calculated on the census population of 1901,

which had increased by ten per cent, in 1911. To ignore

this progressive growth has the effect of unduly increasing

the percentages which were 40 6 and 32*3 respectively^ as com-

i:)ared with provincial averages of 42*1 and 36'1. Since 1911

the averages for five years have been 468 and 3S*1 respectively.

In these sixteen years the highest birth-rate was 5 6" 5, reported

in 1904, and the lowest 37'1 in 1908 ; the highest death-rate

was 53-9 in 1908, and the lowest 23-5 in 1913. The abnormal

figures of ] 908 were due to the serious distress which prevailed

in that year, of which an account is given in Chapter VII below.

The comimratively high death-rates of 1911 and 1916 were

due to virulent epidemics of fever probably consequent on the

abnormal distribution of the monsoon rains, as they began in

August and persisted till the end of October.

There is a largo aboriginal element in the population, and

this probably explains the comparatively high birth-rate. The

district as a whole is well drained, and the climate temperate.

Outside the municipalities the reporting agent is the

village chaukidar, whose work is checked firstly by the

local Sub-Inspectors of Police, and secondly by the vaccina-

tion officers. It must be admitted that the results are usually

markedly uniform for those police-stations which are exposed

to similar conditions, and the reporting aj)pears<to be done fairly

well. The chaukidar may delay the reporting slightly, though

this scarcely disturbs annual statistics ; and he is perhaps inclined

to question the utility of reporting the birth of a child which

lives for only a few minutes ; but with this exception the statis-

tics are fairly good and quite sufficient to afford a reliable basis

of comparison from year to year. When the figures of a new
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Diseases.

census are obtained it is interesting to compare them with the

balance of births and deaths during the preceding ten years ;

but there is so much movement of the people that no conclusions

can be drawn about the merits of reporting. The excess of

reported births over deaths between 1901 and 1911 was 170/221;

and the increase in the resident population according to the

census was 110,64^.

The chaukidar is naturally not at his host in the diag-

nosis of the diseases which prove fatal to his parishionere,

and he is inclined to return under the head of ' fever ' all except

a few unmistakeable causes of death. The decennial average

was 23"2 out of 'H'^, the balance consisting of 'all other causes
'

6, cholera IQo, injuries 'b, dysentery '3, small-pox ".S, plague "IG

aud respiratory diseases '02. The district has escaped any

serious visitation of plague, from which disease the highest

mortality occurred in 1901. Cholera caused 6'6 deaths per thou-

sand in 1908, but has been less active since. The gen?ral belief

is that it is imported by returning emigrants^ often from Jharia,

and ordinarily it makes its appearance in the hot weather and

dies out after the first heavy rain of the monsoon. Small-pox,

if one may judge from the small proportion of cases w^hich end

fatally, is of a mild type, and is not regarded with the apprehen-

sion that is caused by an outbreak of cholera.

Leprosy and elephantiasis are uncommon, aud tLe former Infirmities,

discare is rarely seen except in the neighbourhood of Hun-

terganj where a number of kp.'rshave congregated from Gaya.

Urban conditions are found to some extent in the three SAxirATioif.

municipalities and two large villages. The largest town is

Hazaribagh. It owes its existence to the fact that it was the

headquarters of the Ramgarli battalion and later on of the dis-

trict administration. The present planning of the town was

made after 1805, in which year a large area was added to the

cantonment with the avowed object of improving its sanitation.

Most of the old* bazars were pulled down and a spacious area

known as Boddam bazar was laid out with wide roads which

cross one another at right angles. At the same time the ditch

in the middle of the town was pitched with stone and brick and

carefully plastered, so as to make a capacious and easily cleansed

main drain. The one bazar left was what is called the Bai-a

Bazar and this is practically the only congested area. The

Hiizfi

towu,

fibagb
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surface drainage of a large part of the town has recently Ijccu

eomj)lef,ed by the Municipality and is working- satisfactorily.

The removal of night=soil and its trenching are effected in the

ordinary fashion ; but steps are being taken to improve it by in-

creasing the number of depots and trenching-grounds. The great

drawback is the dependence of the town for its drinking water on

wells scattered over the urban area ; but an experiment is being

made with the water in the sandy bed of the Konar river, and if

the supply proves adequate in quantity and quality the town

will have little to complain of in comparison with similar

Indian municipalities.

Chafcra town. Chatra has for the last thirty years been losing ground

steadily, and expensive schemes of improvement are not suitable

for its impoverished and decreasing population. The town is

built along several main roads, and the great majority of the

houses have the road in front and the open ground in the rear.

There is therefore no congestion, and rural practices in sanitary

matters are not so objectionable as would otherwise be the c:.se.

The principal concern of sanitary inspection in this town is to

prevent the accumulation of rubbish and the growth of thick

f vegetation near the houses.

Giridih town. Giridih is a comparatively new town. In 1S71 the branch

railway line from Madhupur was made for the benefit of the coal

mines and the present town grew up at the rail head, three miles

from the important trade centre of Pachamba. It was made into

a municipality in 190"^ and at the present time is contemplating

an extension of its boundaries which will absorb Pacharaba. Its

streets have been encroached on rather badly in the neighbour-

hood of the station road ; but it has good natural drainage and the

newer j^arts consist largely of bungalows with spacious com-

pounds. The town is very healthy and is popular with Indians

both for permanent residence and for temporary sojourn. Eecently

the water-supply has been improved by sinking a number of good

wells, and there is reason to hope that a disused coal mine at

Kuldiha will yield a copious supply of pure water w^hich may

make more ambitious schemes unnecessary.

Pachamba. Pachamba is a small but closely packed bazar with a large

number of Marwari and Mahuri merchants, many of them

prosperous but careless of all sanitary principles, whether indigen-

ous or exotic. For some years an attempt was made to keep up
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an elementary system of sweeping and conservancy by voluntary

association; but it has now broken down, and it is proposed to

include the place in the municipality of Giridih.

Ichak had close on 9,000 pcoj^le in 187^ but now it has less ^c-'*'^-

than 5,000. The town came into existence as such when in 1772

the Kamgarh Chief built his residence there, and logically it

should have ceased to exist when the succession passed in 1867

to the branch of the family which resides at Padma, ]Much of

it is packed between two parallel roads ; and in the building and

drainage of the houses the guiding principles, so far as they can

be discerned, were to utilize the site to the utmost without regard

to the convenience of neighbours, and to pass on to them both
rain water and other drainage without regard to their health. At
this late stage and in so much decay it is difficult to make any
sanitary improvement at a reasonable cost.

There are a few large villages like Mirzaganj, Dhanwar, Oj-'Vnary

Chitarpur, Bagodar and Gola where houses are crowded together
^^'^'^^'

to some extent ; but in the typical village there is no such concen-
'tration, and the ordinary dwelling has a border oibdri lands on
two sides at least. The water-supply is generally obtained from

*

wells
; and for bathing and washing cooking pots ahars or tanks

are usually available. The washing of clothes is ordinarily done
in rivers or water-holes j but among the humbler classes scrupulous
cleanliness of clothing is not conspicuous. The neighbouring
field serves the purposes of a latrine, and the use for that purpose
of the village paths is confined to small children and decrepit in-

valids. In more fastidious villages the sweepings and Cbw-duno-
are stored in deep holes outside the basti. A Sanitary Inspjctor
is employed by the District Board to discourage the less desir-

able of the practices indicated above; and he i;sually obtains
an assent to his arguments, which is merely intellectual. The
suggestion to isolate small-pox iiatients is unsuccessful. It is

only when cholera breaks out and he bogius to disinfect the wells
and clean up the village that he can rely on energetic support.

The District Board has in recent years spent large sums in w.iis.

making wells along the main roads at convenient intervals ; and
now that this task is fairly complete, it is somewhat difficult to
select fresh sites. Comparatively few villages are lacking woUs
of a kind, though- all welcome au addition.
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Vaccination. The average number of successful vaccinations for the ten

years ending in March 1911 was 37'36 per thousand. In 1915-

16 the number was 36"24 per thousand. Vaccination is com-

pulsory in the municipalities and also in Padma, where opposi-

tion to the practic3 has hitherto been somewhat persistent.

Medical In'- The Dublin University Mission maintains a large and well-

eriruTio.vs.
eq^jjppgd female hospital at Hazaribagh, with two European

lady doctois_, two European lady nurses, and a staff of Indian

nurses fully trained or undergoing training. There are beds

for forty patients and a private ward for better class Indian

in-patients. A grant-in-aid of Ks. 4,000 is made annually by

Government.

The same Mission has a hospital at Chitarpur in Ramgarh

thana in the charge of a competent Indian doctor with in-door

accommodation for thirty males and ten females. In 1915

there was a daily average of thirty in-patients and forty-two

out-patients ; and much valuable work was done, specially in

eye cases.

There are also out-door dispensaries at Ramgarh, Petarbar and

Ichak, and an out-door dispensary for males only at Hazaribagh.

The United Free Churcb of Scotland Mission has two main

stations in the district at Pachamba and Tisri, which are usual-

ly in the charge of European Medical Missionaries, and it

also employs a number of Indian a'=sistants. The hospital at

Pachamba is widely known among the Jain pilgrims ;
patients

come for eye operations from as far afield as Rajputana, and

the hospital is more than self-supporting. The separate figures

for Hazirlbagh district have not been communicated ; but the

four hospitals between them, including one in Monghyr, and

another in Tilanbhum, treated about 25,000 new patients in 1915

and performed 4,458 surgical operations of which 1,100 were

cataract cases. The proprietor of Dhanwar has for some years

past maintained a charitable dispensary at that place which

renders very useful assistance to the local public. The East

Indian Railway Company takes full charge of the medical as

well as the sanitary requirements of its Giridih collieries, and

its arrangements are very complete. Afc the new colliery at

Bokaro similar arrangements have been made, and in that remote

place the general public is permitted to obtain medicine and

advice free of cost. The Kolarma Hoppital Committee has
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provided a very eflScient hospital, with excellent rooms for in-door

patients, male and female. The daily average of in-door patients

in 1915 was four and of out -door patients thirty-one. The total

expenditure was Rs. 4,347, of which Rs. l,4:C-2 were contri-

buted by local mine-owners.

At Barbi a local committee manages a small hospital which

was established in 1868. The exrenditure in 1915 was

Rs. 1,971, of which Rs. 675 were subscribed privately. The

daily average was two in-door and fifty-tTVo out-door patients.

At Tandwa the District Board has recently built a hospital,

but it was not working in 1915. Of the three municipalities,

Hazaribagh and Chatra take the responsibility for financing

their local hospitals, but Giridih has so far been satisfied with

an annual subscription. The Hazaribagh Municipal Hospital has

forty-three beds, and had a daily average in 1915 of fifteen

in-door patients and one hundred and nineteen out-door patients.

The expenditure, largely on construction, was Rs. 11,175, of

which the municipality contributed Rs. 3,607.

The Chatra Municipal Commissioners are engaged on a

building scheme, for which large funds have been raised, which

will provide a new hospital of a modern type. The municipality

is not well off, but it provided Rs. 1,1^^5 from its resources

in 1915, and has made substantial provision in 19 IG also. The

new hospital Avill be in (he charge of the Government Assistant

Surgeon, and it will be a valuable addition to the medical

resources of the district.

The Giridih Rattray Dispensary has been hampered by poverty,

but had a daily average of eleven in-door and fifty,out-door

patients in 1915. It is not likely that the Municipal Commis-

sioners will be content much longer to lag behind Hazaribagh

and Chatra in so important a matter as its town hospital, but

will undertake financial responsibility for its maintenance in

a state of efficiency.

The expenditure of the District Board on medical and san-

tary objects has averaged Rs. 17,000, in the last three years,

compared with Rs. 4-,000 iu the corresponding three years from

1903-04.- The amount is large, but the medical requirements

of the district are very great ; and there is ample room for the

building of new hospitals and dispensaries, and for the improve-

ment of old ones.

' •>
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CHAPTER VI.

S lAl TSTIC3.

Coltivated

AGRICULTURE.

The following statistics are taten from tLe settlement reporl

They exclude the Kodarma Government estate and the mtinicB-

palities, but include the rest oi the district^ amounting to 6,87^

square miles. The conditions in Kodarma are similar to those

in the neighbouring tracts north of the Barakar river, and tlse

conclusions to be drawn from the settlement report need no modi-

fication when applied to the district as a whole. This area of

6;878 square miles wasfound to contain 2,019 square miles of land

under cultivation. Kegarding the remainder it is classified inta

land fit for cultivation and land nnfit for cultivation ; and this

is often a matter in which opinions may differ. Be this as it

mav, there were 1,895 squai-e miles recorded as fit for cultivation

and 2,948 as uneultivable, 36 square miles being current fallow.

The corresponding figures for Kodarma were 17, 30, 7 and 2 square

miles ; and the reserved forest adds another 50 square miles off

nncultivable land. Altogether over 3,000 sqmare miles are declar-

ed to be permanently unfit for cultivation, and though these are

large figures the general appearance of the country bears them out.

The* cultivated area was distributed as follows between the

various classes of land :

—

-
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The system of classification of cultivated lands is common to

the high lauds of Chota Nagpur : it is based on the outstanding

fact that the most profitable staple crop is rice, and that the best

crojjs of rice can be grown only on wet land. To keep land wet

for an adequate time it must be levelled; and enclosed with a

sufficiently high rim or ail of earth. But not all lands^ if so pre-

pared, would retaiu sufficient moisture to grow rice. The rain

which falls thereon from the sky would in itself be quite inade-

quate ; and so it has to be supplemented with water from outside.

This can be obtained, either by the natural surface fall from higher

lands, combined with percolation, or by irrigation from reservoirs.

As the latter accounts for only about 14,000 acres in the whole

district it may be ignored for the present purpose.

"When an enterprising cultivator seeks to make for himself Pionccrinjj.

a new home in the jungles, his first consideration must be the pre- .

sence of a perennial supply of water for drinking and cooking,

and this is usually found in some tiny sj)riug. The next requi-

site is a valley which can be made into rice land, and for this

purpose he must avoid a stream too copious and impetuous, whilst

seeking one which will assist him by bringing down a

sufficient quantity of silt. This being found, he selects a well-

drained site near the spring, generally the crest of a gentle

ridge, and clears from it the jungle growth, and builds

himself a house ; and in the ashes of the clearing

he grows crops of gaiigai and hurtlii, and fences with sal

saplings a small enclosure in which maize is planted; These

upland crops are his support till the rice lands are ready. Mean-

time he is making a dam across the valley to intereept the

streamlet, and retain its sediment ; and when the bed of thirf

reservoir has silted to the top of the dam he cuts a channel by

its side which he borders with a raised ridge of earth.

His first rice field is now ready, with a rich soil of

jungle humus ; and a second dam is made across the

valley above or .below to form a second field. This is repeated

until the original bed of the stream is occupied by a series of rice

fields : and by enclosing these with embinkments sufficiently

high and solid he can force the stream higher up the sides of

the valley and make a new parallel line of rice fields on cither

side. If the stream in the rains is only moderate it can be

distributed over this wide stretch of land without serioua risk ;
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but if it is considerable, a channel must finally be left for it, cut

deep down in the hill side, and if possible over a roolcy bed

which it cannot scour too deeply. So far the fields have been

made largely from sediment ; but when nothing more can be

done in that way, he begins to carve into the hill sides with his

mattock, and by the borders of his larger fields he makes small

terraces which receive a scanty contribution of surface water

from the ground above, and may perhaps be assisted from the

large fields higher up the valley. When the work is completed

there are large fields at the bottom, and narrow terraces rising

from them on either side. The first are naturally fertile, but the

second have to depend for their productivity mainly on the

inherent qualities of the soil from which they have been carved.

The lowest fields receive most water in the rains, and bear the

Cclassification kinds of rice which mature last and give the heaviest yield. The

knd^^^^^*^
intermediate terraces are intermediate also in their moisture

and their yield, the highest are poorest in both respects ; and the

natural classification is apparent to a casual observer, though he

may confirm his opinion by ascertaining the kind of rice which

the cultivator has been growing in the field.

Privileges of The labour, and the weary waiting, which are involved

in the making of rice lands in the jungle will be readily

understood ; and local custom amply recognizes the deserts of

the jungle clearer. The first founders are the Jchuntkaitidars

of the village, and hold on privileged terms : and those who
come later are still entitled to great concessions for the Jchand"

wat which they prepare.

Causes of Somfetimcs in the jungles are found such valleys, cleared of

vegetation, levelled and embanked, but abandoned. Perhaps a

huge scar explains that the force of a violent flood has broken

through the successive embankments and scoured out the rich

beds, leaving a long trail of heavy gravel on either side below.

Or the deer and wild boars have plundered the annual yield ;

or sickness and death have proved the malevolence of the local

spirits J or the oppression of the landlord has deprived the

pioneer of the fruits of his labour, and reduced him to despair.

Such is the process of jungle clearing as one sees it at the

present time ; and doubtless the old cultivation was won in the

same manner by hard toil and the endurance of much lonely
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danger. Tha Lilajan and Sakri alone among the rivers of Haza-

ribagh have been bountiful with the gift of alluvial valleys.

The division of the uplands between three classes is deter- Tplvnd
classincaiion.

mined largely by proximity to the dwelling-])lace. The ground

immediately round the homestead is fenced in at the opening

of the rains. Throughout the year it receives the ashes, and

sometimes the drain water of the house, and before a crop is

sown it is manured with cow-dung. Sometimes too the silt

from the tank is used as manure. It is usually sown with

maiz3 ; and if there is a well or tank at hand the fence is kept

up all through the cold weather and a crop of rape -seed or

vegetables is grown. This homestead land is called bdri, and

is the first class of upland. Beyond the bilris and still well

under the eyes of the owner though unfenced are the second-

class lands, the mariia biiri. They are manured and grow a

crop of marua and ur'ul^ and sometimes gi-am later on. The

more distant uplands, exposed to pilfering and grazing^ grow

a precarious crop of sitrguja or kurihi after intervals which may

be as long as five years.

The six classes of cultivated land are known by the following «

names :

—

A. BoHy dhanJchet, terraced or wet lands—

1st class,

—

gahera or gaira, bahidr, and if the land is

perennially WQt,jobi. The total area is 70,366 acres.

2nd class,

—

kandli, do rasa, kandiy ungha, and gogri.

The area is 116,483 acres.

3rd class,

—

baid or bad, tarlcTia, sdthin, ov ddnrkhef.

The area is 308,497 acres.

B. Ui^lands, tanr, dry cultivation. [Tanr as used in

Hazaribagh is more properly confined to the 3rd

class.)

1st class,

—

bdri, gharldri. (In this class are also

iifcluded the few plots of land on the level of a

river bed which grow sugarcane. They are called

iari Jaidar ox pal.)

The total area is 83,3Gi acres.

2nd class,

—

mama bdri, chira bdrl, baliir bdri or bhita.

The area is 373,435 acres.

3rd class,

—

tanr. The area is 337,U6 acres,

' •
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Crop Statu- jj. -g customary to divide the annual yield of agriculture be-

tween the bhadai, agliani and rabi harvests. In Hazanbagh,

however, the main crop is rice, grown in the terraced lands, of

which the reaping is continuous from the end of October to early

December, so that no clear distribution can be made between

l/iadai and agkani. It is least misleading to assign the 3rd

class rice lands to the Bhado season and the 1st and 2nd to

Agahan.

The combined area of the first two classes is 186,84i9 acres
;

and the winter rice crop may be taken to amount in a normal

year to 1,636,000 maunds of clean rice or an average of 1*3

maunds per head of the district population. The 3rd class rice

lands produce on an average 1,480,000 maunds of clean rice,

or I'l maunds per head.

Eice
iff
ora) is grown also on the uplands in the south of the

district on an average annual net area of 5,716 acres. It is

rather coarse, but it ripens early and is reaped at the end of

September. In Ranchi it is an important crop, and the first new

rice on sale in the Hazaribagh market is (/ora rice imported from

'^ that district.

Gondii [Panicum miliare) occupies a net area of 67,378

acres. It is sown on 3rd class tatir which are fairly level and

free from stones and has the great merit of ripening early in

September. By the poorer classes of cultivators in the south the

gondii hhat is eagerly awaited, as it heralds the season of com-

parative plenty. The next important crop to mature is maize

(80,795'acres), of which the cultivation is spread evenly over the

whole district. Then follows mania {Eleusine coracana—53,919

acres) of which one variety is plucked in October, and another

six weeks later. Urid {Phaseolus mungo—11,000 acres), hardi

mung {Phaseolns radiatus) and ghangra [Vigna catjang) ripen

about this same time, along with Jcodo {Paspahcm scrobiculatum);

and next the terraced rice lands are reaped. Bafra [Pennisetum

iyphoeideum—7,303 acres) and gangai {Sorghum vulgare~-2,25$

acres) are also harvested about November.

Kurthi {Bolickos bifforus), masuri {lens esculenta) , khesdri

{Lathirus saiivus) and gram {Cicer (trietimim—11,921 acres) ripen

in January or February, and barley (11, 5 91 acres) and wheat (5,4S7

acres) in February or March. Varieties of raJiar are cut from
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December to April. Potatoes (1,29-2 acres) are ripe from Decem-

ber to February and yams (560 acres) iu February.

The area under the food-crops which has not boon separately

shown above is 168,355 acres. The total area of food-crops other

than {-erraced rice is 427,103 acres, and the averag3 outturn of

these heterogeneous crops is extremely difficult to conj ecture. If it

is roundly assumed that three maunds an acre is the average the

yield of 1,282,209 maunds of cleaned food-grain is equivalent to

1-2 maunds per head. At four maunds it would be TO maunds.

The rice crop from the terraced lands was calculated to be 2'i

maunds and the total dis'rict production of food-grains may per-

hap,^ be taken to vary between 3' 6 and 4 maunds or between 6^

and 7 chitaks a day per head of the population.

The noa-food-.'rops are linseed (17,032 acres), til (6,02S acres,

surguia (31,914 acres) and other oil-sceJs (55, 7()1 acres). The

latter are probably mainly rape and co/za {lotni and .9<//'5o) which

have taken the place of pappy for paying the rent.

Spices cover 3,267, cotton 1,092, other fibres 1,607, tea 81 and

tobacco 407 acres.

The outturn per acre depends on the water-supply, the Foil, Factotis ut

the manures, ar.d the character of the cultivation, after which the

quality of the seed comes into play.

The rainfall has bien described iu Chapter 4, where the im-

jwrtaace of its distribution has been duly emphasized. Culti-

vators timj their operations according to the rising of various

astcrism". The following list of those which are of agricultural

importance has been supplied by Babu Bisheshvar Mukharji, the

Government Pleader of Ilazaribagh, to whom a large pawt of the

contents of this chapter are due :

—

PBODrC-»
TIVITX.

Kritika (Kai
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In Bohan tlio rice fields which have bbi-^ prepared for the

broadcast crop are sown, and seed beds are prepared for the trans-

planted area. If rain falls maize and mama are sown. In

Mirgisra (jondli is sown. The land should be cultivated very

finely and reduced to powder, and be dry at the time of sowing.

In A-dra maize, marua^ gondii, early urid and bdrai are sown.

The transplantation of paddy may begin in Pukh and must end

in Singha. In Purba_, Jciirthi, late urid, surguja, and til are sown.

In Hatliia gram is sown. In Chitra sarso, lotni, gram, wheat

and barley are sown.

It follows that rain towards the end of May Is good for the

broadcast rice, maize and marua. Towards the end of June it is

needed for the upland bhadai crops, and heavy rain is necessaiy

in July for transplanting mania. For transplanting rice the

limits are the middle of July and the end of August ; but in the

latter case it is necessary for the rains to continue till the middle

of October, and this will embarrass the reaping of the Ihadai

crops, and the sowing of the rabi crops. The Christmas

rains are desirable for the rape seed and other rahi crops.

Iirlgaeion, " Except in Gawan, Satgawan and Hunterganj, where the

riparian villages are irrigated from the Sakri and Lilajan rivers,

there is no irrigation in the district except from ahars and wells.

Irrio-ation from wells is confined to cultivation within the bari

lands adjacent to the village site, and to sugarcane. Irrigation

from afiars is confined to the lower rice lands which are classed

as dhankhet 1 and 2. The total area of land benefited directly

by irrigation is 13,872 acres, which represents only 1-07 per

cent of the cultivated area.'' (Settlement Report.)

Tlie soil. Geologically the district is almost entirely Archaean, with

isolated areas, chiefly in the Damodar valley, of Gondwana

rocks, and the surface soil is the debris which has resulted from

the decomposition of these rocks accompanied by most severe

denudation. Where a stream has cut a deep bed in the soil

this is usually seen to contain layers of boulders or bands of

heavy gravel, showing how the lower-placed rocks after denu-

dation have been covered afresh by materials washed down from

higher ground. Only in the valleys of the Lilajan and Sakr

is the gradient so low as to allow of the regular deposit of lighter

sediment ; for the greater part of the district the soil is
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composed of Infertile debris, mucli of whicli is still in process of

disintegration. The local classification of natural unimproved

soils is given by Babu Bisbeslivar I\iukharji as follows :

—

1. Kewal. These are lands of dark grey colour, and are

naturally the most fertile in the district.

2. Lalki mdti, or red soil, is a ferruginous loam and is most

common in the district.

3. Ludhia mati is a white soil, the colour of which is due

to excess of lime ; by the addition of cow-dung and leaf mould

it can be made fit for cultivation.

4. Kankraili mati Is gravel or calcareous soil.

5. Kdri mdti is black cotton soil, not uncommon in Gola,

Karanpura and Ahuri. It his to be distinguished by the cul-

tivator from another black soil which is gritty and worthless.

6. Nagra and re^ra^ are names for the most inferior kinds

of soil which cannot be improved by aeration or manuring.

When soils have been exposed to artificial improvement by

cultivation they are locally known as

—

1. Kewal as above.

2. Gori mati\^\}aQ name given both to lalki and dndJiia

which have been aerated and heavily manured. The colour is

changed to a greyish shade,

3. Pondri or hhusri is the final stago in the improvement

of gori. It is sufTieiently adhesive to be used for plastering

walls.

4. Magahi/a Is used generally for good Improved soil. It

means as good as in Magaha (Gaya), from which* country

many of the Hindus originally came.

In most places wood is sufTieiently abundant to allow of the Mi
use of cow-dung for manure. It is not ordinarily burnt, as is

the practice in Rfmchi. The common sweepings and ashes of

the house are thrown on the bdri lands, and the house drainage
usually finds its way there or to the neighbouring chira fields.

Sometimes the terraced lands Intended for rice nurseries are

covered with cow-dung or sal branches, which are set on fire

when dry. But the general impression left on the observer is

that there is far too much waste of possible manures. For
example, an abundance of leaves is usually obtainable, but the

* m
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same use is not made of this source of fertility as elsewtere*.

Artificial and mineral manures are unknown.

J^ftl. So far there has been no attempt to imj)rove seed by artificlaj

selection ; and there is no doubt that the higher price of seed

so improved would prove a great obstacle to its general use.

Im ilemcnls.
^^^ implements now in use appear to be exactly the same

as they were forty years ago when the Statistical Account was

prepared, and it is scarcely necessary to repeat the list then

.given. The sir. all size of the unit of cultivation is all against

the economic employment of western implements, even if the

first cost were not prohibitive, and the ordinary pair ol oxen

bad the requisite sirength to ufe them. The typical holding is

the reverse of compact. Each raiyat usually has some portion

of every class of land, and even that portion is not usually

compact in the 'ckak.' This fact is apparent from the number

of separate plots; whicb in one season averaged 1,117 for every

640 acres, and that too after taking into account the large

plots of jungle. For the district as a whole they averaged 786

per square mile. The plot often consists of more than one

'Atari, ' which is the unit of rice cultivation ; and these latter

c- are sometimes so small that the oxen can scarcely find room to

turn within them.

Cattle. Then the oxen are generally very feeble. Babu Bisheshvar

Mukharji complains that the cultivator begins by buying the

cheapest cattle obtainable, and these he feeds on grass so long

as grazing is possible, and on leaves in the jungle during the hot

weather. Straw lasts barely six months, and the raiyat will not

trouble to chop it up for them. The milk cattle are similarly

neglected, and it is a common practice among the Goalas to

allow female calves to die for want of nourishment, and this

great source of food is practically lost to the district. After

struggling through the hot weather as best they may, the plough

cattle are naturally unequal to the strain of anything but the

merest scratching of the surface by a light plough, often ^ided

by the feeble hands of a boy. Another result of the dispersal

of the lands which make up the holding, and the excessive cost

of fencing all but the haris, is the in.practicability of independ-

ent action. The universal custom is that, when a crop has been

cleared from a field, pasturage is open to all : and so each cultiv-

ator is compelled to grow the same crops as his neighbours, and at
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the same time. IC they are left on the ground after those of his

fieighbourB have been removed they are at the mercy of the cattle

which by then are turned loose in the village. Only the Koirls

have met the difficulty successfully. They build a high wall of

earth round their land^ dig one or more shallow wells, and grow

irrigated garden crops till late into the hot weather.

The agricultural calendar of the year is as follows, according

to Babu liisheshvar Mukharji :
—

Agricultural

calendar.

Month.

Chait 2nd
(March
April).

half
and

Baisakh (April
and May),

Jeth (M.iy and
June).

Asarh (Juna and
July).

Sawan (July
iind August).

Bhado (AuguBt
and Septem-
ber).

Asin (Septem-
ber and Octo-
ber).

Field work.

Ploughing bari lands
in case of rain.

Ditto

Sowing seeds in the
Roll an asturism for
seedlings, and brond-
cast sowings in tlic

terraces.

Sowing paddy seeds,
gondii, ghanyra, early
urid. rahar, innrtta
seedlings, m-.iize, barai,
beans to grow on
fences, and pumpkins
ou the roofs.

Transplantation of rice
and inarua seedlings.

Transplantation of
paddy, scjwing til,

beans, kurthi, lotc
vrid, snrguja, harvest-
iug maize, barai,
goi^li and early
urid.

Sowing surguja, har-
vesting gondii, sowing
gram, rape and colza.

Subsidiary tasks

Collcctirig tlie mahita
flowers. Tlie ground
must be kept clear
beneath the trees.

Drying the mahua in
the sun, collecting
edible roots, repairing
houses, burning
manure on the rice

nurseries, cutting
wood for fencing the
baris.

Ecpai ring roofs

Eepairing rice-fields

and weeding maize.

Repairing rice-fields

and weeding maize.

Weeding paddy-fields

,

Extending the terraced
fields and making new
terraces.

Social occupa-
tions.

Marriages.

Ditto.

Jlnnnar (dances
antl songs at
night).

Quarrels fol-

lowed by pan-
cliayats and
liti^jation, con-
sulting deo-
klis (witch-
fiudcra).
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Month.
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7 to 8 p.m Bidri, or night meal, consisting of boiled rice if

there is a stock of paddy. Otherwise cAt/ias is eaten,

i.e., mama and maize flour. After the ^o«(^^» is cut

it is boiled and served with vegetables, such as beans.

8 to 9 p.m.—Recreation—ordinarily repoating the events of

the day or resuming the quarrels which through

pressure of work could not be finished earlier in the day.

After 9 p. m.—Sleep. But in good seasons with a full bhadai

crop, and a promising crop of paddy, jhnmar (songs

and group dancing) is indulged in. Though the

party usually consists of Bhuiyas, Dusadhs and

Chamars all castes encourage it, especially employers

of kamias (serfs)

.

B. Other seasons—
5 to G a.m.—Taking out cattle to graze.

7 to 10 a.m.—Ploughing, if there has been rain.

10 a.m.

—

Bhunja (breakfast).

12—Midday meal.

12 to G a.m.—Intriguing, quarrelling, seeing landlords and

landlords' agents.

7 to 8 p.m.—Evening meal.

8 to 9 p.m,— Quarrels and intrigues.

This daily programme is of course varied by frequently recur-

ring festivals, by a weekly visit to the nearest market, and by

domestic occurrences which usually involve at least the compen-

sation of a meal above the average in quantity and quality.

Regarding the better class of cultivators, such as Koiris, Character of

Sokiars, Suuris and Babhans, Babu Bisheshvar Mukharji colisiders
Jjjp/^"^''''^""

that they hav>3 an instinctive knowledge of things best suited for

their purposes. They are skilful to Bolect the best places for

their ahars and pains (reservoirs and irrigation channels).

"They are ignorant of scientific discoveries, but the knowledge

handed down by the practical experience of centuries does not

leave them far behind in the art of agriculture. If Ihey are not

aware of the fact that ghangro, has root nodules which carry

nitrogen from the atmosphere to the soil, that does not affect

their practice, as they know all the same that ghangra fertilizes

the soil. They do not know that pulses of all kinds should be

sown on newly-reclaimed lands, but they begin fertilizing by

sowing kurthi seeds. They are not aware of the virtues of

• m
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Improvement
of agricultiu-e.

District sta-
tistics.

aeration, but tliey recognize the value of early ploughino-- and
exposing the ploughed fields during the hot weather/'

This is not, on the whole, a very pleasing picture of

the condition of agriculture in the district. But it has

to be remembered that hitherto the peasant has had no

real Becurity, either in respect of his tenancy or in the matter

of rent. The sheep grows its fleece again heedless of the future

shearing, and the bees collect their honey without taking thought

of the spoiler; but the peasant has in the past been sufficiently

intelligent to doubt the wisdom of improving his lands solely

for another's benefit. In Ranchi the settlement has created a

new desire for improvement in the cultivators ; and the magic of

property may have the same effect in Hazaribagh.

It is difficult to see where any fundamental alterations in

the agricultural methods of the district are likely to be made.

That better results can be obtained even in present conditions is

demonstrated by the Koiri cultivators ; but the ordinary peasant

is more ready to supplement his income by temporary emigra-

tion to the collieries, or Calcutta, where every one else is kej^t

hard at work, than by voluntary persistence in similar toil in his

own villao'e. The physical peculiarities make grandiose schemes

of irrigation impracticable, and without a reliable supply of water

large areas which at first sight appear to be suitable for reclama-

tion are by the texture of their soil so arid that they have been

left aside. For example, from Pitij to Gidhaur, as a bass, with

Chatra as the apex, the enclosed triangle is fairly level but to a

large extent waste in consequence of this aridity. Moreover, even

if the higher reaches of the larger rivers could be dammed, the

broken nature of the lower lands would make the work of distri-

bution expensive, and the labour of levelling excessive. The

area which even the largest ahars can command is small, and they

are unreliable because they depend for their store of water on the

current season's rainfall. Altogether the prospects of any serious

addition to the cultivated area by works of irrigation are not

brio'ht.

Total area in acres... ...

Forests

Not available for cultivation (1)

Cultivable waste (otber tban fallow)

Current fallow (2)...

J^et cropped area ... ..#

4,471,132 = 6,986 sq. miles.

2,524,590 = 3,945

365,298 = 571 „

20 5,263 = 416 „

343,497 = 599

931,542 = 1,455
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(1) 'lliis area is exclusive of forest lands unfit for cula>,...un. If ll e^e

be aided, the total area permanently unfit for cultivation is 3,004 square miles.

(2) Current fallow includes—

(a) Land ordinarily cultivated each year but left uncultivated in the

year of record.

(b) " It is 11,e custom of the district to leave tany lards fallow

from time to time. The cj'cle of ^-ears according to which il o

lands are ciopred Las been recoided in the case of ench field,

and reckoning made accordingly. Thus a fielJ of three acres

only cropped once in three years, will appear as throe acres in

the gross cohiiun and ns one acre iu the net column." Tl.e

balance of two acres is shown above as current falLw.
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CHAPTER VII.

NATURAL CALAMITIES.

Income of
ihb disteict,

liahnii.

Lac.

It lias been calculated in Chapter VI that in an average year

the outturn of food-grains is made up of I'l maunds per head

from the autumn terraced rice, 1'3 maunds per head from the

winter terraced rice and from 1'2 to \6 maunds from the rest of

the food-crops, according as the average outturn is taken to be

three or four maunds. A large but indefinite income is derived

from non-foad-crops. The other serious income of the district is

obtained from the following sources :—Mahua, lac, hides, jungle

produce, service abroad and local mining and manufactures.

No reliable e&timate can be made of the quantity of mahua

which is collected in an ordinary year. In the record-of-rights

such trees as grow in the cultivated lands and in the smaller

wastes are recorded, though no total is made ; but such as are in

the jungle are not entered. There is no accurate knowledge of the

amount of dried flowers or of fruit which an ordinary tree will

produce in an average year ; the crop is, however, very irregular.

The btcds begin to swell from the beginning of March, and from

that time till the end of April, when the fall^eases, rain is undesir-

able, as it prevents the ripening of the buds and sometimes com-

pletely stops their development. With ordinary fortune, how-

ever, the mahua flower contributes very materially to the income

of the people ; and it has been conjectured that it makes an addi-

tion of two months^ food, an estimate which must be far too high

for any but specially-favoured tracts. Whatever it may be, it

is as liable to fail as any ordinary field crop.

There is equal uncertainty regarding the outturn and value of

lac. In the first place, it is grown only in the Damodar valley,

east of Ramgarh, and in the west of the Chatra subdivision,

the principal markets being at Chatra and Gola, Secondly, an

\
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exaggerated idei appears to prevail r.>g.irding the profits of lac

cultivation. The fact that hundreds of thousands of parHs trees

are annually left vacant is in itself sufficient to indicate that there

are grave drawbacks. The insect is very susceptible to disease,

and sometimes the crop over an extensive tract is an almost com-

plete failure. Moreover, prices flucluite within very wide

iimitSj and the dealers someiiracs can afford to pay only a price

which discourages the cultivators. Again, the cultivation is very

irksome, owing to the necessity of watching the trees constantly

in order to prevent theft. These objections go far to explain

the lukewarm attitude of the people to the trade even in the

tracts where lac is freely grown.

Most cattle die of disease or old age and owners rarely cause Hidos and

Ihem to be killed : the price of the bile is therefore not so much

a source of profit as a slight alleviation of misfortune. Goals

are in a different position in this respect, and owners can make

some sort of calculation of their jirofits in advance. The agri-

cultural stock statement of the district as compiled during the

Settlement operations (190S—1915) was as follows :—

Cows .,. ... ... 212,277

Bullocks ... ... ... 213,881

Calves ... ... ... 171,903

IWls ... ... ... 9,187

Tolal ... (507,2.18

Euffalo Cows ... ... ... 31,088.

„ bullocks ... ... ... 71,681

„ C.ilvcs .. ... ... 20,887

„ Hulls ... ... ... 12,895

Total ... 112,551

•

Shoep ... ... ,., 34,009

Goats ... ... ... 217 r43

Total .TT 251,G51

The average duration of life of a goat must be very small;

but sheep are rarely killed for food.
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Jungle pro- It is entirely impossible to estimate the food supplies and

other products of value obtained from the jungles hi an ordinary

year, and still more so in a year of distress. There appears to

be a general consensus that it is considerable ; but the estimate

of Mr. Ball, made in 18G7, that throughout Hazf.ribjigh a

considerable number of the poorer classes depend solely upon

the jungle to supply them with the means of "subsistence,

for from two to three months of every year is probably not appli-

cable to present conditions. Even in 1867 the jungles of Hazari-

bagh did not extend into the north Barakar basin, and there

are now large areas where what remains is of a character likely

to yield very little of value. The domett'c economy of the

poor is not easy to learn even in ordinary times ; but still it

appears to be safe to say that where the jungle is abundant the

supplement to ordinary food e.in be considerable in case of

need.

Sow ce rpj^g income of the district which is derived from servica
auioaa.

abroad is difficult to ascertain because most emigrants are absent

only for about six months in the year, and prefer to bring back

their savings on their persons. The post cfficcs of the district

in the year 1915-16 paid money orders for Bs. 13,93,148 and

issued money orders for Rs. 13j91',062. If these figures correctly

include all transactions with other districts, wages earned abroad

are not ordinarily remitted home by money order.

Loc;\l minps Mica provides work for a small number of under ground
aid in.imi- -i i i i , r
factures. workeis and a consiaerably larger number of women and

children^ who are employed to split the mineral. Altogether about

9,000^ people are believed to obtain woik. The mines are

mostly in Kodarma end Gawan thanas, bi.t much of the split-

ting is done elsewhere, whtre labour is more easily obtainable,

as at Giridih and Arkhango. The coal mines at Giridih employ

about 9,000 workers, with a large body of dependants; but the

employes in the Bokaro field are mainly immigrants without

children. There are no other industries of importance.

Importance This Survey of the resources of the cultivating and landles-s

toiraced lice.
c]ass:s diccloses an exccssive dependence in all but a few areas

on the outturn of the crop of rice grown on the terraced

land?. In the oompaTatlvely small valleys of the Lilf.jan and

S;ikri rivers the ralji crops are perhaps of more importance

than the rice; and the mica industry afCords protection to
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the rcmaiiicler of Gawanand to Rortli Kolarma ; l)ut the vest of

the district must have recourse to temporary emigration in case

the rice crop fails, and this step is practically restricted to male

adultp. Irrigation is confined to about 14-,000 acres, and the outturn

of the terraced lands is annually dependent on the amount and

distribution of the rains. These lands are either sown broadcast,

or are planted from seed grown in nurseries. The former lands

should, if possible, be ploughed in January cr February; but the

latter can wait until they are wet or even submerged, immediately

before transplantation. ^Vith the rising of llohan towards the

end of May the broadcast rice must be sown in the terraces and "^''^ idea) pm-iiii-i?i''i pr'ininipof tho
the nurseries must be planted ; and ir there is ram the maize and rains.

mama are also sown. Ligbt rains and an early and light mon-

soon favour these latter and other hliadai crops, and a heavy

downpour is not needed till the middle of July or even the end

of that month. "When it arrives transplantation of the marua and

rice secdh'ngs is pushed on ; and as tho plants are weak from that

operation they are in special need of good rain for a few days

after. Right through September rain should fall at such intervals

and in such quantities that the terraces will remain submerged,

ytt not so heavily and continuously as to break the ails or pre-

vent the pollination of the bhaihii crops and, later on, their

harvesting. If, after th's, the Hathiya rains fall in the first

wetk in October and then ccaso, the muize and T/iarua and yther

hhadai crops will be good, the rice crop will hi full, and the soil

will be fit to cultivate for the sowing of the rahi crops.

From this perfect programme the departure which causes f I'l^i^'of.r^^p

most serious loss is the postponement of transj lantatiop till the

end of Augutt and the ccssition of tho rains early in Scptendier.

A break at that precise stage cannot be remedied for the third-

class rice by subsequent rainfall. The bhadai crops, on the other

hand, require light but fairly frecpiont rain till the beginning of

August. If there is no ra'n in Rohan sowings are delayed and

heavy rain in July will cause very great loss. A poor bhadai

harvest is usually due to excessive rain in July.

The rchi crops are sown in Qetober or early Novembir ; and

rain continued till the end of October jrevents the proper culti-

vation of the soil, and sowings cannot be made in sodden ground.

They rcqtiire one or two showers in the interval between the

blade and the ear_, but r.iiu during llowcring is very injurious.

k«
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The mahua crop dislikes rain in Man^li, wlii';h often lias tlio

effect on a tree of com2)lctely stopping the development of the

flower buds.

Pamino (iiul The rainfall in 1908 was a.s follows :
—

Scarcity.

April. May. June. July. August. &^cp*t'inl»er. October.

•00 -co 14-lt 6-55 18'30 0-16 Nil.

^^^^- It will be obvious that trjnsplantation was very late, and as

the rains stopped abruptly after the first week of September the

plants in their new soil never had a chance of thriving except

in the lowest fields. The hkadai crops were drowned by the

excessive rain of June and the rabi crops could not be sown for

hick of moisture. The mahua crop did badly ; and whilst the

local outturn of lac was poor prices were very low. The worst

tracts were thanas Barkagaon, Simaria, Chatra and Hazaribagh.

The maximum number on test-works was about 1,000 and on

gratuitous relief .5,000. Expenditure from public funds was,

works, Rs. 10,400, food, Rs. 39,800, and tuJcavi loans, Rs. 3,.53,800.

That in spite of these figures, there was very real distress, is

proved by the vKal statistics. The average death-rate is 32 per

1,000, and the average birth-rate is 47 per 1,000. In 1908 these

rates were 53-8 and 37" 1 respectively ; or, in other words, an aver-

age gain of 15 per thousand became a loss of IG'7 per thousuid,

and that calculated on the population not merely of the affected

tracts, but of the entire district. The diminution in the birth-rate

niturally continued into 1909, whin it was 39-1 per thousand.

Six people per thousand died of cholera.

1897. The next preceding year of distress was 1837. The rain-

fall at t^he sadr station in 1S96-7 was as follows :
—

April. May. Jane. July. August, Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb, Mar.

0-4o 1-80 11-00 13-12 9-30 S'lO 0'25 O'SO 0-23 2'16 2-01

The exc?ssive rain in June was harmful to the hhadai crops,

aii;l the rather haavy rain in July increased the damage. The
rice crop was injured by the insuffijie.it fall in August, and the

cessation of the monsoon by the middle of September made a

poor outturn inevitable; and as it followed on a 10-anna crop

in the previous year, local stock j of rice ware very deficient.

The absence of rain in October preventjd the sowing of the

rabi crop, and storms in March severely damaged tha mahua.
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Filially tho lac crop was jjoor and prices unduly low. The

tracts most seriously afEected were Chaupfiran, Barhi, Bagodar,

Kodirma, Guinia, Mandu and Haziribagh. The price of rico

rose to six sejrs a rupee ai-ninst a normal price of 17 sjers. The

maxim im number of workers was 2,15 J and of gratuitous

recipients 7,815; and expenditure was Rs 73,000 from Govern-

ment funds and Rs. 39,000 from charitable funds, lis. 51,000

were advanced as ta/cavi loans. The birth and death-rates

were both adversely affected to a serious extent.

The information about the distress of 1871 is meagre. The 1874.

rainfall of 1873 was as follows :

—

April.
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Famine work
p.-ogrammcs.

Floods.

Other
calamities.

February is the latest opportunity, and for sacl tlio end of April.

The cattle must do mueli of their ploughing, if possible, in

FeiMuary ; and most o£ the seed must be sown in Rohan (May-

Jur.e)

.

Elaborate programmes of famine re^.iof works are in readincs?

;

but it is improbable that they will ^ver be u=!ed. Adu't male

labour will wish to soek the coal&eMs ; and private employment

on productive work of that character is obviously preferable to

state-managed employment on handhs and roads.^

The physical configuration of Ilazaribagh confers on the

district immunity from floods, but makes it a source of danger

to its neighbours. Excessive rain in Gawan in September 1896

caused a flood in the Nawada Subdivision of Gaya in which 81-

people were drowned-and 2,000 houses destroyed, while much rich

land was made permanently useless by a heavy deposit of sand.

Similarly, on the 8th of August 1913, heavy rain fell in the

Damodar basin, and the rain gauge at Ramgarh recorded G"12

inches. The flood exceeded all previous experiences and tha

design of the bridge then under construction was revised.

Beyond the district this flood caused extensive damage in the

coalfields and lower down its coarse. An arrangement has

since been made for giving timely information direct from

Bamgarh by telegram to the Collector of Bankura in ca?e five

inches are measured in one day or eight in forty-eight hours, or

if the water rises to a black band on the seventh pier 16 feet

above the bed of the river.

In lespect of other natural calamities the district is compara-

tively immune. Locusts are not unknown, but they have so far

done little damage. Earthquakes have been fcU but buildings

have not been destroyed ; and even forest fires are small and

unimportant.
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CHAPTER VIII.

RENTS, WAGES AND PRICES.

Thh Hazarlbagh settlement was practically completed in Ecnts.

1915, and exact knowledge about the rents of the district has

bow been obtained for the first time. Prior to the settlement

most cultivating tenancies were harassed, if not with dues, at

least with demands, of a character which obscured the real

burden of rent to the raiyat ; and one of the chief objects of that

settlement was to commute all praedial conditions and services,

otherwise known as abwdb and hegari, into a cash equivalent Ahwah one?

which was consolidated with the rent. The history of these

abwdb presents to the spectator, if not to the raiyat, a definitely

humorous side; and students of the local civilization may w ith;

profit grope in the landlords' jamabandis, as in a Scandinavian

kitchen-midden, for evidence of progressive culture in Chota

Kagpur. The first step in social progress^was the keeping of

a horse,, if not for riding yet to be led at weddings, and this is

duly registered by the cess of gJiora dund. "With promotion

to Hinduism and probably also to Rajputism, came the pilgri-

mage to Mathura or even further afield, and the promise of an

annual contribution, which was forthwith embodied in a new

abwdb. Usually, however, the custodians of these sacred shrines

preferred the solid certainty of a grant of villages. The pur-

chase of an elephant is indicated by the appearance of /lathi

ckdulj and though the one and only elephant died, and Was never

replaced, the abwdb remained for a proof to the incredulous

that the family hud really at some time owned an elephant.

The stu.lcnt will fix with approximate accuracy the date of the

foundation of the district hospital by the " aspatal ka chdnda "y

and the invention of the singing machine by the gravwpJiondi.

"With the passing of the Tenancy Act in 1008 the record ends

abruptly; and the district has b.cn deprived of the diat^nc\iol^-

of a motolcart'/ca chdnda .
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Casli-rcnts.

In addition to the abolition of existing praedial conditions

and services it has been illegal since 1908 to creat6 a new
tenancy to which liability of ahioitb and hegari are attached ;

and contravention of the law forbidding these services Is punish-

able by a very heavy penalty. But the initiative in such cases

must be taken by the aggrieved tenant; and this presupposes the

existence of a degree of self-confidence which, In the opinion

of the Settlement Officer, cannot yet be presumed with safety.

He would accordingly assimilate the procedure In such cases to

that which Is prescribed for failure to give receipts for lent pe^id.

There is no doubt that great care will be required to prevent

the re-establishment of hegari for purposes of cultivation, a

danger which Is intimately connected with the position of the

landless labourers discussed below.

The classification of land has been described in the chapter

on agriculture. The classes differ very considerably not only in

respect of their produetlveness but also in their reliability ; and

it may perhaps be doubted whether crop-cutting experiments

are so conducted as to give due emphasis to the latter factor, as

ihey are ordinarily made In normal years only. There has been

no continuous record of the produce of typical areas over even

a brief term of years \ and it is probable that such a record would

considerably depreciate the credit of third-class rice lands.

These are certain to fare badly in those years when the Septem-

ber rains cease at the middle of the month ; and this usually

happens two years in five. The crop-cutting experiments made

during the course of settlement, together with careful inquiries

regarding the value of upland crops, led to the adoption of the

following estimate of average outturn and comparative value ;—
Batio,,

25

18

12

25

6

2

The outturn is \n paJcka maunds of paddy, and is approximately

double the amount of clean rice which would be obtained.

With the exception of the Government estates and Dhanwar^

rents throughout the district are not based on classification, bufi

are what are known as lump rents. It is often necessary, as in
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the case of land acquisition proceedings, to aECL-rtain the vent

which should be paid for a portion only of the tenancy ; and the

method by which this is done is explained in the following extract

from the Settlement Report :

—

" In the Ramgarh area there are no recognized pargana or
^ij^tribyt^ou

thana or estate rates of rent, and no staudari rates of any sort, of lumprciUs.

Accordingly, in order to determine the first question, whether tho

rents of a village or holding are relatively high or low, the Reve-

nue Officer had first to ascertain what is the general rate of rent

in the area treated. To do this he fixed after inquiry a table

of multiple values of the various classes of land, as compared with

third class tanr. Thus in thana Ramgarh the relative values of

the classes of land are :

—

Dhaukhet.

—A

2

Tanr.

II III

10 10 8 16

The total area of cultivated raiyati lands of all clas^ies is reduced Ua'.t rato.

in accordance with this table to units] of one acre of tdnr III;

and the rent paid for the lands is divided by the total number

of units, and the existing unit rate of the village is thus ascer-

tained. Having ascert;iined the unit rates of all the villages of Thi::a rales,

the thana, the Revenue OiTicer exaaiines them to find out the

prevailing village rate, foil )\ving tho definition contiia^d in sec-

tion 31 (A) of the Bengal Tenancy Act. This prevailing rate

is called the * thana rate '

.

^

The foUowins^ are the thana rates so ascertained :
—
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With thcs9 thana rates may be compared the r.itcs adopted in

fhe khas mabal settlenieuts of Sarkari Hata (1904)), Kodarma

(1904-), Kharagdiha Ichas m^hal (1915) and Dbanwar (1915).

—
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The price paid is seven years^ purchase. The rates for uplands

were suited to the circumstances of the area concerned j but

except in the south-east of the district they are perhaps compara-

tively too low for first and second-class uplands.

Khandwat or Khaiidioat lands are rice lands wlich a raiyat (or his ances-
K or/car.

_

-^ ^

tor) has reclaimed or terraced for himself. They may be made

out of uplands already included in his holdings or out of jungle

and waste lands not so included. In the former case the land-

lord''s consent is not needed, and the Settlement Officer found

that the custom in Hazaribagh^ differing from other districts,

is that no addiiional rent is payable in respect of the improve-

ment so effected, and the landlord cannot claim an enhanced

rent, inasmuch as section 33 of the Tenancy Act is subject to

custom. In waste and jungle lands it is a matter of local

custom whether the consent of the landlord is necessary. In

most villages it is now the rule to obtain his consent beforehand
;

but the custom of every village has been specifically recorded in

a note made on each landlord's gairmazrua vialiJc khatian.

ioxiioriar. The custom about the rent to be pud for such rec'.aimed

lands in waste and jungle is not uniform. " The maker is

ordinarily allowed to hold it free of rent for three, four, 'or five

years after the field is ready for cu'tivation, after which it may

be asfessed at half the rate at which other land of the same

class is assessed. The fraction is generally one-half, but in some

places it is three-eighths, and in others five-eighths. The period

for which it is so held also varies. It is sometimes claimed by

the raivats to be privileged in perpetuity, bat this would not be

admitted by any landlord ; landlords will often admit a period

of twelve or fourteen years. The fact is that there is no definite

period recognized for the lasting of the privilege. As a practical

settlement both landlords and tenants are content that lands now

found to be hhandwat should be assessed at half rates for the

next fifteen years and should be liable to full assessment after

that period. " (Settlement Repoit.)

Produce-rents. The produce-rents which are ordinarily found in the district

are cldh-batdi or sajha, and iaika j in Satgawan, where

agricultural conditions are like those of Gaya, the danalandi

or appraisement system was in force for some years before the

settlement, but the rent has now been commuted into cash. In
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1 lie case of ^r^^-5<z^ae the actual produce of the field is divided Adh-laiai.

into equal portions, sometimes on or near the fii-M, and some-

times at the landlord's threshing floor. In the case of sai^a, Saila.

the cultivator merely pays instead of a cash-rent a fixed quantity

of some particular grain. He is at liberty to grow that or any

other kind of crop in ihe land, and the landlord has no more

interest in the caltivation of the year than he has in that of a

cash-rent holding. A half-produje-rent is very high indeed for

a country generally infertile ; but it has one advantage over a

sai/ca vctxt, that though the latter may be comparatively liglit

—

it very rarely is—it is bound to be ruinous to the ordinary hand-

to-mouth tenant in a year of scarcity, when the yield of his land

is less than the grain to be paid, and he has to make good the

deficiency by buying the grain from others at an excessive price.

In the course of the settlement proccedinffs many of the ^'^^'^^ '""^^ ""

\
"

•; producc-rcnis.

raiyats applied for commutation of their produce-rents into cash,

and a number of such cases has since been received in the

ordinary revenue courts. The area ia acres held on such

rents according to the finally-published record-of-rights was as

follows :—

Class of tenant, Eice land. Upland.

Khuntkattidars ... 29-15 ... 25-8J

Settled raiyats ... 9331-90 ... 79;U-;^0

Occupancy rah-ats ... 452-89 ... 69t-9Jj

Noa-occupancy raiyata ... 815*S7 ... 127S GO

Total ... 10G29-S1 9?33'ro

Under-raiyat3 2G4S-51 32?3-39

Non-occupancy and under-raiyats are not entitled to apply for

commutation of produce-rents.

In disposing of applications for commutation the revenue courts Commutation,

are now in a favourable position. The thana rates (which have been

given above) furnish the prevailing rates for each class of land, the

tenant's Jchatidn^&hovfS the area and class of land of his holding-,

and the crop-cutting experiments of tho settlement department

show the np[)roxiinatc quantity of d/i an or its equivalent to be

expected from each class. The mean between the thana rate and

the value of half the average produce is usually fixed as the cash-

rent in adh-batai cases, and that value is calculated from the

retail selling price in January to March over a term of ten
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years at the nearest market, with a suitable allowance in respect

of the distance from the market and the difference between

wholesale and retail transactions. In the commutation of sai/ca

rents it is a necessary precaution to compare the proposed cash-

rent with the value of the average gross outturn of the holding
;

for otherwise there is a danger of fixing an impossible proportion

of the gross outturn.

The rent paid by a settled raiyat entitles him not merely to

cultivate certain parcels of land but also to enjoy numerous

rights outside his holding;, including rights to fuel, timber and

other jungle produce for his domestic consumption (recorded

in Khatian, Part II, of the rccord-of-rights), the right to make

khandwat, the right of pasturage on jungle waste and cultivatoJ

lands, and other rights, whose extent and conditions are fixed

by local custom. The aggregate of these rights affects his real

welfare very considerably. Formerly there was no reliable in-

formation about their nature and extent and in consequence

there was a serious danger that they would be ignored, both in

executive action and in judicial decisions ; but the preparation of

the record-of-rights has done much to obviate this menace to the

contentment of the cultivating classes. There may be customary

rights which arise out of conditions which are merely transient,,

and their continued exercise after tliose conditions have changed

may be Injurious to the general welfare ; but now the onus of

proof is thrown on the innovator, and to the charge of confisca-

tion the defence of Ignorance is no longer admissible.

Since the passing of the Tenancy Act in 1908 a raiyat is for-

bidden' permanently to alienate his holding or any portion of it.

He may, however, grant a usufructuary mortgage for a period not

exceeding five years, or a bhunut bandka for a period not exceed-

ing seven. In the latter case both principal and interest are

liquidated by the mere enjoyment of the land ; but in the former

it is only the interest that is so paid, and when the period of the

mortgage has expired the borrower receives back his land, but is

still burdened by the principal debt. The lender may not legal-

ly obtain an extension of his occupation of the land either direct-

ly or by any subterfuge ; but it is open to him to recover his

dues either from the voluntary payments of the borrower or after

decree from his movable property. It has been suggested that

this prohibition against alienation is being extensively evaded.
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'either by the pretext of surrender^ or by a direct transfer. The
question, however, is purely one of fact, and must await the pre-

paration of a fresh reeord-of-rights before an answer can be given.

After the cultivating tenants the most important element in Landless

the population is that made up of labourers. These include (1) or-
l'*^°"'^^''^'

dinary day labourers known as mfiz,Uirsor majvrs, (2) agricultural ^«jw«-

labourers hired by the year and ( 5) Jcamias. The fir^t-named are

usually fully awai-e of the demand for labour which exists outside

the district, whether in the coalfields, in Calcutta, or in the agricul-

tural districts of Bengal ; and they have little reluctance to move
about freely in search of the employment Avhich is for the time
being the most attractive. In comparison with labourers from
some other districts they cannot properly be described as hard-

working, or intelligent, or frugal ; and usually they remain just

so long in their employment abroad as will sulliee to put them in

funds for a long holiday at home. So much having been saved

they will not respond to an increase iu wages, and in consequence
they are an insecure foundation for industries in which a con-
tinuous and equal production is essential. In the district, wages
for men run from two to four annas, the highest rates being paid

in urban areas, or iu thencighbourhojdof the coalfields. Women
earn from one and a half to two and a half annas and boys from
one to one and a half annas.

Agricultural labourers hired by the year are not usually
paid in cash, and the variety of their allowances makes it

difficult to express the real wages with accuracy in terms
of money. A man's wage may be four to six seers of dhCui

or gondii, or throe seers of maize or viatua, the seCT being
about three- fifths of thu standard seer. In addition he
receives the Jalpan or drinking at 10 o'clock consisting oi mar tea

Thread, or parched grain, worth half an anna. Between June and
September he also has a full meal at midday of rice or maize,
which may cost as much as six pice.

The kamiai, and the JcamiaiUi system, have attracted the Kamias.
attention of local officials for many years past. The first District
Officer of Hazfiribfigh, Dr. John Davidson, was very much
impressed with the evils of the system, which he roundly called
slavery

;
and one of his earliest letters to Captain Wilkinson, the

Governor General's Agent, was written in March 1S34 with
the object of remedying the evil, llo differentiated between
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ancestral slaves, and slaves who sold themselves or their children

into slavery ; and proposed the prohibition of the latter practice>

As regards ancestral slaves he thouglit it sufficient to await

the issue of general orders for giving effect to the thtn recent

determination of the British Parliament to abolish slavery in

India. Forty years later no improvement had bean effected, if

one may judge from the statements in the " Statistical Account " j

and the recent settlement report discloses the persistence of

some of the worst faatures in the west of the district after

the lapse of another forty years. A new factor has recently

been introduced by the abolition of compulsory labour from

tenants ; and many landlords who cultivate large areas of land

now find it specially necessary to command the services of

hired labourers, more particularly in the early rains. It Is

probable that they will attempt to obtain that command by

undesirable practices ; and legislation may be necessary to put an

end to existing abuses, and prevent the growth of new ones.

In England the regulation of agricultural labour was for many

generations one of the most important tasks of Parliament,

and it is only the industrial revolution in the last century which

has obscured the gravity of this matter in all agricultural

communities.

Pricb OB Eoads and railways have made communication with the

GBA^NS. outslda world so easy that the local price of food-grains is

now largely independent of local stocks. As the district does

not grow enough for its own consumption the price at any

bazar is usually the price on the railway together with the

cost of ' conveyance from the railway. In 1855 a maund of

common rice cost a rupee, and by 1870 it still cost only

He. 1-10-0. In 1904 it cost Rs. 2-15-0, after which the

price has fluctuated as follows :—

Eg. 3. p.

1905 ... ... ... ... 3 14

1906 ... ... ... ... 3 9

1907 ... ... ... ... 4 5

1908 ... ... ... ... 6 2

1909 ... ... ... ... 4 11

1910 ... ... ... ... 3 9

1911 ... ... ... ... 3 5

1912 ... ... ... ... 3 10

1913 ... ... ... ... 5 2

1914 ... ... ... ... 5

1915 ... ... ... ... 5

1916 .,. ... ... ... 5 5
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In 1870 the eash wage of a day labourer was one and a half Wages.

to two ana IS and his grain wage was 2 seers of rice or 5 of

marua. In 1911 the grain wage had fallen to \\ to 1|

seers, and the cash wage had failed to rise above two and a half

to three annas Since 1911 the price of rice has risen con-

siderably and the wages of labour have not kept pace with

this increase. The comparative figures of the wage census

are as follows :

—
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TVTaterialcon- Indebtedness is undoubtedly widespread among every olass

peop?e.°
^ °^ *^® population. At present there are no co-operative credit

societies in existence ; and the grant of tahavi loans is restricted to

times of scarcity; so that the private maJidjan enjoys a mono-
poly of the business of money-lending, and rates of interest of 75

l^er cent are not unusual for petty unsecured cash loans. It

is questionable whether the economical condition of a large

population can be ascertained by the method of general averages-

The extent of cultivation is known, and the average-

annual production of food-grains therefrom can be calculated

with some pretence to accuracy ; but the validity of the infer-

ences to be drawn from a mere division of the crop area by the

number of holdings, and of the population by the number of

houses is disturbed by numerous and irregular factors. Detailed

investigation of the domestic economy of all the residents

in a typical area is a method of inquiry which Las not up

till now been applied to Hazarlbagh. The general impression

that is left is of a people unambitious, intolerant of hard or

sustained labour, inefficient, and cursed with an improvidence

that is content to be separated from want by the thinnest of

partitions.
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CHAPTER IX.

OCCUPATIONS, MANUFACTURES AND TRADE.

Out of a total poiniluion of 1 •ZSSjOnO in 1911 no less tlian Occupa-
TIOVS

l.OO^.iai, or 78 per cent, were dependent wholly or mainly on
T T 1 i \

Ordinary
agriculture for their living. These were (including depcndauts) cultivation.

distributed as follows :

—

J^ent-recelvors ... ... ... 35,085

Landlords' agents ... ... ... 4,101>

Cultivators ... ... ... ... 7S-J,'l99 "

Earni labourers ... ... ... .IS0,-143

Of the cultivators about 74v,000 had subsidiary occupations.

Cattle grazing provided a living for 1G,000 people^ and Grazing,

forest produce for another 4,000.

The number of actual workers employed in coal mines was Mining,

about 9,000, and the mica mining and eplittiug industry had also

9,000 workers.

Potters and their dependants were about 7,000, oil-pressers village arts

2,500, grain-parehers ;i,000,^c?r2i5 3,000, c/iaviar5 3,000, JhoLis
^"^^^^s-

4,00U, 5a ;-/u« 4,500, masons 1,500 and silversmiths 1,300.

Carters were 1,800, palki-bearers 1,300, bullock drivers 1,300, Transport,

and railway employees 2,400.
•'

'

Bankers and inahajans with their clerks and dependants were Monry-
Icnding.

3,G00.

Dealers in piece-goods were 2,500, hides 1,400, timber 1,500 Dealers,

and liquor 1,500.

Sellers of groceries (nun tavidku) were 8,000, of milk and Tolty
" ,

^ VCuUord.

ghee 2,300, of sweetmeats 2,300, of vegetables and betel-nut

2,fi00, of grain 7,500, of fuel 1,200 and of bangles 1,000.

The police aul chaukidars with their dependants were ^"^1'°

7,100 and ether public servants 2,500.

Priests numbered 4,500, lawyers 1,000, doctors 1,800 and Profoieious.

teachers 1,300.
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Domestic service found employment for 30^000 people.

BeggarS; vagrants and prostitutes between them numbered

8,000.

This list of the principal occupations of the district discloses

the absence of any extensive manufactures. The simple require-

ments of the village, as elsewhere in the province, are met from

lo3aI industries, with two notable exceptions. The first is

clothing, which :is very largely imported. The spinning of

wool and silk is practically non-existent, for only 77 and 220

people respectively make their living by those trades ; and the

Jolahas who used to make the cotton cloth for the country-side

have now largely abandoned their ancestral occupation for

agriculture. The cloth they spin is strong and durable, and is

useful in winter for those who cannot afford woollen blankets ;.

but it is not really as economical as imported cotton cloth.

The contribution of lac to the annua] income of the district

has been referred to in Chap':or VII. The life-history of the

insect which produ2Cs lac, and the process of manufacture into

shellac, are described ia great detail in Sir George Watt's

'^Commercial Products of India ^'. lu Hazaribaga it is grown

to some extent round about Gola, aad more largely in Hunter-

ganj thana, and that portion of Siaiarii which adjoins it. In

reply to inquiries which were made regarding the produce per

tree it was stated ia the Gola area that lac was grown there on

paras trees only, and that a large tree would give five seers in the

year with a superabundant crop, or three seers in a good year ;:

but the average annual outturn was considerably less. The local

price also might vary from two annas a seer to as much as five

annas. Only one crop is reaped in that quarter, planted in Asin

and cut in Baisakh, a few twigs being left uncut from which,

in the second generation, the next year's crop is grown. In

Hunterganj no lac is grown on kusm, a little on bair, and the

bulk on /7a;'a5 trees. Here a full crop from an ordinary paras

would be a ^aZ-/(-a seer and from a ^fa> five seers, in the month

of Baisakh. If cropped in Kartik the outturn would be one-

quarter and one and a quarter seers respectively.

Chatra used to be a very important centre to which all kinds

of country produce were collected before despatch to the plains,

and it still has a large trade in lac, though even rough estimates
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cannot be obtained of the average annual amount of the imports

and exports. The following rough calculiitions relating to the

trade were made by the leading merchants of the town :
—

Firstly, the quality varies according as tlic parent tree was

Jcusm, hair, or parils, in the ratios of 8, 7 and 6. Secondly, in the

quantity that reaches the market at Chatra the ratios are pards

5, kusm 2, and lair 1. Thirdly, as regards seasonal crops, the

Baisakh (May) harvest is double that of Kartik (November).

It also exceeds it in quality in the ratio of sixteen to thirteen.

The former crop Is peculiarly liable to damage by frost in

December and January and by hail later on. The chief danger

to the latter is heavy rain in Juno and July when the broods are

s^varming over the young shoots and are then liable to be washed

away; The effect of low prices is seen at once in a great

reduction in the plantings, and the difference between a good

and a bad season is expressed by the ratio of sixteen annas to

four annas.

The grower disposes c£ the crop either in his own village or

at the local bazar, to a petty trader, Bania or Musalraan, who buys

on his own account. The trader takes it to Chatra, and is brought

into contact with the agent of a factory by a broker {dratii/a),

who receives a larger commission from the trader and a smaller

from the agent. The great bulk of the lac is exported forthwith

from the district, packed in sacks, and only a small quantity is

locally manufactured into shellac, though in view of the proportion

of refuse contained In stick lac and the choapnepsof fuel it would
at first sight appear to be profit:abIe to do so. Out of two factories

at Chatra and one at Ilazaribagh in 1916 only one was at work
and that too on only a small scale.

Cutch or Catechu is made from the wood of the Mair tree, a
kind of aeacia which grows rather freely in the dry scrub juno-lcs

of the district. The usual process of manufacture is described In

the "Commercial Products of India "; but the following account
of a very primitive method is taken from the Deputy Commis-
sioner's diary of 1915 :

" On the road, at Dlgwfir, a Mallah had
put np a little enclosure for making kat/i. He had two furnaces
of earth, each supporting six pairs of eaithen pots. In one pot of
the pair are put the chips of the heart-wood of the khair tree, and
the pot is filled up with water. As it boils it ovornows into the

Catoh.
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second pot. "When the boiling is completed thdfthips are thrown

away, and a fresh supply is put in the pot, and over them is

poured not fresh water, but the liquid in whi(;h the first set of

chips was boiled. The liquid from this second boiling-, which

contains the extract from two sets oi.' chips, is then allowed to cool,

and when cold is poured into a settling pot, where it form, a

pinky drab slime. This is collected into a wickerworlc creel,

with so close a mesh that tha watar along oozes out and leaves a

semi-solid mass behind. The Mallah employed eight men to cut

and chip the khair, and hoped to make fiftaea miands in the

season from Agahan to Chait. He pays Rs. 2-8-0 per furnace

to the Ramgarh Estate, and bargains for the wood with the

various tenure-holders. The produce is sold to a firm of Marwaris

in Hazaribagh. The man could give no estimate of his profits,

but obviously they W3re not great. The process differed from

that followed near Partabpur, where the liquid obtained from

each set of chij)S was removed and concentrated by a second

boiling in a pan.^^

Miiics. An account of the mining industries is contained in Chapter II.

Trade. In 1871 the nearest railway station to the district was at

Barakar on the Grand Trunk Road in Manbhum. Away to

the south there was no railway until Madras was reached. The

trade of western Ranchi and Palamau_, of Surguja, Jashpnr,

Gangpur and Singhbhum made its way to the Ganges and the

Early trade Outer world by Chatra. There were collected food-grains, oil-

of Chatra.
seeds, stick-lac, resin, gums, silk-coeoons and iron, which were

exchanged for English cotton, salt, toba:!CO, household utensils

and fexuries generally. Oil-seeds and ghi went to Burdwan and

Raniganj, the crude iron to Patna, the lac to Mirzapur and the

other goods to Gaya and Shahabad. Thera was a great cattle

fair in November at Chatra, and another near Kunda, and the

local trade was conducted not by means of village shops, which

practically did not exist, but by weekly bazars. Goods were

conveyed on sagars, carts of rough construction carrying about

five maunds, or on pa3k bullocks which carried two maunds and

marched from six to eight miles a day.

Communications inside the district improved with the

construction of the Grand Trunk and other provincial roads,

and small two-wheeled carts carrying twelve maunds camo

iuto use j but the import and export trades continued to be
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Present trade

routci.

carried on mainly by pack bullocks. Then came the new-

railways, the Bengal-Nigpur, Daltouganj, Grand Chord and

Lohardaga lines, which have each filched a slice of Chatra'a

commercial territory ; and with the construction of a railway

through Karanpura which is now proposed, its trade will sink

to purely local limits. As matters now stand the commerce of

Ramgarh and the eastern portion of the Dainodar valley goos to

Jhalda on the Purulia-lianchi line ; Hazarlbagh Road attracts

the trade of the whole centre of the dislrict, Pachamba-

Giridih that of the north-east, and Kodarma Ro id that of the

north-west.- The Grand Trunk road has now ceased to carry

traffic, whether of pilgrims or of goods. Weekly bazars still Weekly
bazars.

form the chief medium of local trade, though shops are

bf^ginning to increase in number ; and the two cattle fairs of Fairs,

Chatrj, and Lowalang are still held. Away from the railway

station the chief markets are at Hazaribagh, Ichak, Mirzaganj,

Tandwa, Hunterganj and Gola. The principal exports iire

coal and mica, timber, oilseeds, mahua, lac, and myrabolans
;

the chief imports are kerosene, cotton piece-goods, silt, rice,

tobacco, spices, and wrought-iron.

Except in the west of the district the currency in us^ in Currency,

the district is the standard Government coinage. From Chau.

paran to Simaria the copper coin in use is the Gorakhpuri paisa.

The use of the pakka seer of SO tolas has not made the Woi.^lits and

progress that is desirable, and much petty cheating is done over
™'^^^'^'"*^^-

the weighing of goods at the village markets. Grain is

usually sold by weight, and not by the measure of the paUa

or cup. In all inquiries regarding ))rices it is necesmffy to

ascertain clearly what is the precise weight in rupees of the

unit which the informant is using. Th) pakha seer (i.e. 20

^ffandas') weighs 80 rupees or tolas, and a jmkka maund contains

forty seers. The informant will talk about scer.j and paserig

(five seers) ; but his seer may b3 anything from twelve

pandas upward^s and his paseri may contain other than fivo

seors. Accordingly a small sum in arithmetic is necessary to

reduce the paHa miund and the kacka maund or kd^, to

common terms. In recording pro luce-rents the S 'ttleraent

Department has taken the prcciution of onfering the quant'ty

of grain not only in the village denoiuination but in pakk'i

mauuds and seers.
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CHAPTER X.

EABLX EOADg.

Renneir^
No. IX.

MEANS OF COMMUNICATION.

TiiR enrliest maps of i he district were publiolied in England

in 1779 by Major James Kennel!, the first Surveyor-General of

India. Eennell left India in 1776, and in view of the long time

then required for communication between the two countries it is

probable that the materials utilized by him in the prepr;ration of

the maps wjre obtained mainly before his departure. As Ram-

girh was reduced only in 1772, and Kbaragdiha two years later,

the time allowed for the collection of those materials mu^t have

baen very short.

The first map which concerns (h's district is a congregated

map of Bengal and Bihar. The scale is small and probably the

roads shown therein were primarily of military importance.

Accordingly in Ilazaribagh there appear only four roads, as fol-

lows :—
1. The road from Patna to Dolsanagar, where the Raja of

Chota Nagpur re.nded, passed through Gaya and Shcr^hati. It

ent:.re:l Ilazaribagh by the Lilajan valley and climbed up Jori

Ghat to Chatra, whence it proceeded through Jabra to Tori in

Palamau. From Jori to Jabra its course probably coincided with

the present Balumath-Sherghati road.

2. The road from Bihar to Nawtidaled ultimately to Bishnupur

and Calcutta. It entered Hazarlbagh by the Sakri valley, passed

through thana Gawan and reached the plateau north of Kharagdiha

whence it proceeded south-east to Sirainpur and TunJi. It

corresponds with the present roads from Satgawan to Giridih

and Giridih to Tundi, except for slight modern diversions.

3. Another road is shown as leading from !Fawada to Ram-

garh and thence south through Chutia (Rfmchi) to Dolsanagar.

There isfome reason to believe that it was little known to the

British, for the map is strikingly inaccurate between Kodarma

and Ichak, and south of the Chutupalu PaFS it traverses an

avowedly unsurveyed country. Moreover, even in 1837; it had uo
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place in the district list of roiicls. It entered Ilazru-ib'igh by the

pass between Rajauli and Kodarraa.

4. A cross road ruas from llam^arh through Gola and

Petirbar, leaving the district beyond Kasmar to join the Cal-

cutta-Bishnupur ro id through Kaghu lathpur. It coi-responds

closely with the existing road.

A map on twice the scale of th? above, inscribed to ^Ma^or
J^^v*""/',

J;^c 'b Camac, is entitled ''The conqner d provinces on the

south of Bahar, containing Rmigar, Falamau, Chuta-Nagpur

with their dcp'ndencies/'' It excludes Kharagiiha, which was

at that time more accessible to the milltry fro.n tlie siJe of

Monghyr. In this map there are shown quitj a large numb-.-r

o? routes ; but many of them can hive been only the merest

tracks. For example, no less than scv^-n radiate from Knnd i,

which even up to the present day is with ditticulty accessible to

any kiud of wheeled cart. The most efcrikiug features in the

map are a 5 follows :

—

(1) There was no road nt all along the country now served

by the Grand Trunk Road. There is a great

square of jungle country corresponding to the pre-

sent thanas of Mandu Bagodar Gumla, and police

station Nawadih of thana Dumri^ which has no

rouds at all, except one track from Ichak to

Mokamo, south of Bharkatta, and theuco to Bara-

ganda, whore the copper mines were.

(2) Hazarlbajh appears as Ocunhazari, near to Mnkiind-

ganj on the Barhi-Ramgarh road. The wescnt

road to Chatra by Damol Ichak and Katkamslnri

are represented in essentials, but Kendi was the

immediate objective of the latter.

(')) The road centre of Chaupiran was then a mile to the

sou; h-west at BIgha, from which plac;} one could

. go noitli through the Champa pass to the Gaya
plain, or w 'st through Itkhori to Kendi, or south-

west to what is n )W P vdma but finds no place in

f e map, and th 'uce to Ichak, or east through

Rarapur to Gumo. Frjm Itkhori, which has ruins of

a Hindu temple, one could go north by the ''Donoh"

pass to mce!i the other road down the Champa pass.
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(4) Gumo was another important centre. There were

roads north to Rajauli and south to Ramgarh
(described above) , and north-east to Kodarma and

Dunichunch. Another went south-east to Jainagar

and Markacho, and then entered Kharaa^diha and

passed through Birni Bharkatta andLedato Palnio

and Siranipur. P'rom Palmo a route led across the

Barakar to Palganj.

(o) From Palganj there was a short road to Madhuban,
where the Jain pilgrims now assemble to climb

Parasnath ; and another circuitous road led west-

ward to Bara.ganda, where the copper mines were

situated. It may be surmised that the road which

was continued north through AJokamo and

Saranda to Doranda owed its existence to the

mines, for now that the latter are unworked it

has disajDpeared from modern maps.

(6) Another road from Palganj passed south to Kawagarh
traversing the di(t!cult spurs of Parasnath and

went south to Jaipur in Manbhum. From
Nawagarh, the traveller could proceed first to

Palganj and thence to Nawada either by

Kharagdiha or by Kodarma and Rajauli. This

is interesting in the light of a theory of Mr. Beglar

(page 50, Vol. Ylll, Archaeological Survey of

India Reports) that in early times there was a road

across Hazaribagh from Patna to Tamluk. " It

^-s would cross . . . the Barakar close to

Palganj, the range of hills near Rajauli . . . This

road would be a great thoroughfare, and we see that

at every obstacle large cities sprang up as attested

by the remains about . , . Palganj and near

Rajauli/^ The existence of such a road would

throw a very important light on the early history

* of the district if it could be established and if any

approximate dates could be fixed. But the records

of the Archseological Departnijnt contain no

further reference to ruins of arhaeological inttresfc

at Palganj, or at any place intermediate between

Palganj and Rajauli; and what meagre mention
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of the country is found in pre-modern records does

not suggest that wayfarers would, be safe on such

a road. Until further evidence is forthcoming

along the route tlie theory, so far as it concerns

Hazaribagh, can sc ircely be entertained.

The third of Rennell's maps includes Kharagdiha. It is RennelPs

entitled " The Jungleterry District. . . .comprehending the

countries situated between Mcorshedabad and Bahar.''^ The

scale Is the same as in No. VIII. KharagJiha is shown as a

part of Monghyr, the boundary between being indicated by a

dotted line with '* Sarhaut " to the east and " Ghidore " to the

north-east. The additional roads shown in this map are :

—

(1) The coLtlnuation of the Gumo-Dorachauch road to

Khesmi and ''Taranaka'' (probably Doranda) east

of which it joined the main road norlh of Kharag-

diha to Nawada.

(2) A road from Kharagdiha which led north to

Gidhaur and threw off a branch to the east to

Chakai.

(3) From Sirampur a direct roid north to Chakai, a se-

cond to Deoghar and a third eastward to Deopur. There

is little room for doubt that thrre was at the time

when RennelPs map was made a direct pilgrim

road from Nawada through Gawan to Deoghar,

and the route wh'ch led through Kharagdiha

to Tundi and Manbhum was not the main road but

merely a branch from the pilgrim road.

From a report submitted in 1S37 it appears that the roads of ^'^!^'}^

the district were then as follows :
—

A. First class roads

—

1 . Sherghati-Hunterganj-Jori-Chatra.

2. Chatra-Jabra-Lubiirdaga.

3. Chatra-Scnduari-Katkamsanri-Hazaribagh.

4. Ilazaribagh-Chandauri-Balla-Jainagar-Kishenpur (i. e.

Ranchi).

5. Birhungarh-Jharpo-Ichak.

6. Gobindpur-Nasirganj Manjhnc-Gawan-G h o r a n j i to

Baidyanath (Deoghar).

7. From Kharagdiha to Chakai and Bhagalpur.
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8, Kliaragdiha-Sirampuv-Palganj-Manbhum district.

9, Chatro-Gumia-Cijitarpur-Gola-Kasmar-'' R u g o a h ''-

Jhalda.

B. Third class roads—
10, Chatra-Kanha-chatti-Debipur-Danua.

11, Chauparau-rathra-Padma-Ichak-Hazilribagh.

12, Hazarlbagh-Indra-Jabra-Ramg'arh-Chitai'pur-G o 1 a -

Nawadih-Silli,

13, Hazaribagh to Chatro.

14, Khavagdiha, south-west to Bishungarh and Chatro.

In the above list No, 4 is the military road through Badam

and Fithauria between Hazaribagh and Eanchi, now abandoned^

No. 6 is the Nawada-Deoghar pilgrim road, Chatro was a

police thana on the old military road, about 23 miles east of

Hazaribagh.

The old Shortly after the entry of the British into Hazaribagh a new
Benares Koad. "^

'
. . , .

road was constmcted for improving military communications

with the United Provinces along which semaphore towers were

placed at suitable intervals and in commanding positions. This

road was not metalled, and w^ith the construction of the Grand

Trunk Road it ceased to bo of military importance. As it had

been made irrespective of local needs it rapidly passed from

neglect into complete decay, and it is not now always easy to

follow its exact alignment, though the semaphore towers are

conspicuous landmarks across the district. From the west of

Chf.s in Manbhnm it passed through Angwali, Gumia, Chatro,

Ha^rlbagh, Katkamsanri and Kanhachatti near Kendi, and

down tbe Dhangain pass into Gaya. The construction of the road

was commenced in 1782 and its usefulness ended with the open-

Trlnk imd^ ^^S ©^ the Grand Trunk Road. This road enters the

district at the 193rd mile about 10 miles east of Dumri and

leaves it at the foot of the Danua Ghat by the Guari river at tha

268th milestone. It was completed in this district in 1838 and

was being bridged at Biirahkatha in 1848 when Dr. Hooker

visited Parasnath, It is metalled and planted with road-

side trees and has dak Luni^alows at Dumri and Bagodar,

with rest-houses at frequent intervals ; but its importance has

naturally decreased since the construction successively of the

East Indian Railway main (loop) line, the Chord line and finally
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the alirost parallel Grand Chord line. It is, however, still usod

in the cold weather for the passage of troops, who usually halt at

Dumri, Bagodar, Earahkatha, Barhl and Chauparan, where

spacious camping grounds are maintained for their use,

Other provincial roads ar,3 (!) Giridih-Dmnri road, 26 miles Other provhi-

long, connecting the Grand Trunk Koad with Giridih. Its

importance has heen redu ed by the construction of the Grand

Chord RaiUvay, as goods no longer cross the unlrxigcd Barakar

river, and the pilgrim trafTie to Parasnath tends ta come by

Isri station on the Grand Ch-^rd, Between Dumri and the

Barakar the lower spurs of Parasnuth are finely wooded.

(E) Hazaribilgh-llanchi, of which the first 41 miles are in

Hazaribagh district. At the ^larangi and Chutupalu Ghats the

scenery is very fine.

(3) Ha/.ciribagh-Bagodar, 33 miles long, and Bagodar-

Hazaribagh Road station 8 miles long. These together connect

the district headquarters with the railway, and

(4) Hazaribagh-Barhi 22 miles.

These provincial roads ere all frst-class metalled roads, of

a total length of 203 miles, and are exeelknt for motoring. Disfr^cfc P.oard

The District Board maintains a large number of roads of various

classes. In the Chatra subdivision the Hunterganj-Chatra-

Simaria road is badly interrupted in its northern section by the

Jori Ghat, too steep for wheeled traffic and by the sandy bed of

the Lilajan river. This historical road is unsuited to modern
conditions, and no practicable realignment has so far been dis-

covered. From Simaria its proceeds south to Taudwa, below
which it has been abandoned for the last fcur year?, as \Mxq is

no local cart-traffic, and its upkeep was very expensive.

The Chatra-Chauparan road is a metalled road, 30 miles Ion"*

giving access for the goods of Chatra to the Grand Trunk Road
and Kodarma Railway Station. It is seriously interrupted

by the Mohani river at Itkhori.

The Hazarilagh-Simaria road is a good gravelled
road but unbridgod.

In the Sadr Subdivision the main roads are :

—

(1) Ramgarh-Gola, a metalled road partially bridged.

(2) Gola to Dakagarha on the way to Jludda, a station on
the Purulia-Rauchi railway, a gravelled road par-

tially bridged.
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(3) Gol i-Manjhidih, a pjravelled road, unbridged.

(4) Pctarbar-Guraia-Bishungarh, a gravelled road badly

intersected by the Damodar, Bokaro and Kouar rivers.

(5) Slngbrawan-Kodarma-Domchanch^ a metalled and

bridged road.

(0) Hazaribagh Road-Dhanwar_, a metalled road intersect-

ed by tbe Barakar, Baretto and Arga rivers.

(7) KoJarma-Markacbo-Kowar, a partly gravelled road,

unbridged and intersected by several large rivers.

In tbe Giridih Subdivision are :
—

(1) Giridih-Kowarj metalled and bridged.

(2) Kowar-Kbaragdiha, gravelled and bridged.

(3) Kharagdiha-Dhanwar, an earth road and unbridged.

(4) Kbaragdiha-Gawan, gravelled and partially bridged,

with one large unbridged river.

(5) Gawan-Satgawan; an earth road badly intersected by

large rivers.

Urgent needs. The maintenance of the existing roads is almost beyond the

financial ability of the District Board, and the construction of

new roads is under present conditions impossible. The most

important of the immediate needs of tbe district are the bridging

of the Mohani and Earakar, the construction of practicable

roads to Hunterganj, Partabpur, Kunda, and Lowalang in the

Chatra Subdivision and the construction of a good road in the

mica country from Domchanch round to Tisri. The development

of the Bokaro and Karanpura coalfields will create new and

heavy demands of which the precise character cannot yet be

foreseen.

The total length of roads maintained by the District Board

is as follows :

—

Metalled, bridged and drained

Unmetalled, bridged and drained

Metalled, partially bridged and drained ...

Unmetalled, partially bridged and

drained ... ... ...

Banked and gravelled, but not drained ...

Banked, partially bridged, and drained ...

Cleared, partially bridged and drained

Total

45
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There are at present (1910) three railway Urns in the EAiLrAtf.

district, of which the oldest is the branch from Madhupur on the

Chord line to Oiridih. This was made in 1871, simultaneously

with the Chord line, for Ihe sake of the railway's colliery at

Oiridih. Prior to 1871 the rail-head since 1856 bad been at

Barakar on the Grand Trunk Road- Giridih remained the

railway station for Haza)iba,gh for no less than J3G years ;
and

it was not till February 1907 that the Grand Chord Line was

opened for traffic. As the headquarters station is 72 miles from

Giridih, the journey, which Mas ordinarily made in push-pushes

was very trying", in spite of two excellent prcvincial roads, oi

which the first connected that station with the Grand Trunk

Eoad at Bagodar, and the second connected Dumri on the Grand

Trunk Road with Giridih. The latter road was without a

foridge at the Barakar river, and the crossing is dangerous when

the river is in flood.

The Grand Chord Railway enters the district near Nlmia

Ghat (station, close by Parasnath, and leaves it west of Gajhandi

by a rather severe pass from the lower plateau to the Gaya plains.

The total length in the district is about 60 miles.

There are two important stations, at Hazaribngh Road and

Kodarma, each of which is connected with Ilaziiribagh by

metalled roads and they are about equally distant from the

district headquarters. Hazaribngh Road is, however, the station

ordinarily used, as it is considerably nearer Calcutta, whither

both goods and passengers ordinarily proceed, Kodarma is the

station for Chatra, from which town a considerable traffic is

received.

The third railway runs from ]\rahuda in Manbhum to Bermo,
at the Bokaro Colliery of the joint E. I. and B. N. Railways.

Its future extension will depend ou the precise determination of

the position and value of the coal beds in the Bokiiro and Karan-
pura fields. A rconnaisance survey was made some 20 years ao-o

as far as the Dafltonganj line in Palamau.

The question of connecting the town of Hazaribagh with the

Grand Chord Railway has received attention, and the routes to

Kodarma and Hazaribagh Road have been surveyed, but for

financial reasons the project has been temporarily shelved.

-The Lilajan river is used for [iloating down bamboos River

to the Gaya plain
; but with this exception no use is made of £!ur"'""
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the rivers for transport or communioatiorij for which purposes

they are entirely unsuited.

One ferry is maintained on the Barakar river between

Giridih and Parasnath. Formerly there was considerable traffic

to and fro^ but the opening of the Grand Chord Railway

has reduced it to unimportance.

A detailed list of staging and inspection bungalows is

contained in table XXX of Part II. Tood and lodging for

Europeans and Indians are procurable at Dumri and Bagodar on

the Grand Trunk Road, at Eamgarh on the Hazaribagh-Ranchi

road, at Giridih dak bungalow and at H a zaribagh staging

bungalow. There is a staging bungalow for Indians at Hazari-

bagh Road; and there are numerous inspection bungalows on all

the principal roads, where however no meals are supplied.

In 1916 there were 40 post offices in the district, and 5SS

miles of postal communication. The average weekly number of

postal articles was delivered 17,467. The value of mcney orders

paid is reported to have been Rs. 1.3,93,148 in the year in5-16,

and the value of those issued Rs. 13,94,062. The difference is less

than Rs. 1,000, and it is not easy to understand, in view of the

laroe volume of temporary emigration from the district, why

there was a practical equality between issues and payments.

In Ranchi and the Santal Parganas, the other two emigrant

districts the value of the money orders issued very largely

exceeds that of money orders paid, There were 3,568 savings

Bank ajccounts open on the 31st March 1916 ; and the amount

of deposits during the year was Rs. 1,28,148. There were 13

postal telegraph offices and 53,827 messages were issued.
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CHAPTER XI.

Amount
rcvciiue.

of

Kuuila.

LAND REVENUE ADMINISTRATION.

If the mukarraris of Kbaraffdiba be f?iveii brevet rank there Krvr-ER op

. ., ESTATES.
were in 1915-10 seventy revenue-payhig estates, one tcmporar.ly

settled estate (Karharbari Colliery), four Government estates

and 272 revenue-free estates. The land revenue payable is

Rs. 17,260 in respect of the first class, Rs. 50,7-29 in respect

of the second, and Rs. 37,538 in respect of the tbird.

When the British took over the diwdni of the three provinces Original

in 1765, the area of the district was distributed between three estates.

estates, Ramgarh, Kendi and Kharagdiba^ and one " l/u'indddri

jdgir" of Kunda, on which no revenue was assessed. The

early liistory of these four divisions has been given in

Chapter IIL

Trom the settlement report it appears that the question of

resuming the Kunda service y^^/r was raised in 1797, but it was

considered that there was a probability of causing thereby such

disturbances as would cost more to quiet than the revenue

would bo worth. In IS 23, when Mr. Cuthbcrt, Collector of

Ramgarh, reported that the Chief was not guarding the ghats

or securing the roads, and therefore should be deprived of his

jdgir, the proposal was rejected on the same grounds, ^^ that

time Mr. Cuthbcrt found that it cost the jdffirdar only Rs. 370

a year to keep up the police. The proprietor now pays Rs. 600

a year as contrilulion to the cost of the police, and digicdri

dues of Rs. 213-5-6 a year.

The land revenue of Kendi was fixed at Rs. 2,030-9-0, and Kciuli.

no liability was imposed in respect of either police or digicdri.

This anomaly is explained as due to the fact that the estate

was traversed by the military road which had been made in

1782, and was guarded by Government police, stationed at

Kanha Chatti, As a consequence of successive ! alienations,

first by the transfer of full proprietary right in portitms of the

estate and later on by means of similar transfers disguised as
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miikarrari tenures at low rates of rent; and by jdfjiry Mairai ami

hhorpo&li grants, the family of the original proprietor is rejHDrtett

to have for its support at the present time practically the

produce of only one thika village.

Sauigarh. After the death in 1772 o£ Tej Singh, Chief of Ramgarh^

who removed the headquarters to Ichak, he was succeeded by
Later family his son Maninath Singh, who was the first ehicf to repudiate

the supremacy of the Maharaja of Chota Nagpur by refusing to

receive investiture from him. This used to be given by the

Maharaja smearing his own big toe with sandal wood and

placing it on the forehead of the recipient.

Maninath was succeeded in 1812 by his son Sidhnath,

after whose death in 182:Z three sons in succession in-

herited the property, viz., Lachhminath (died in 1842), Sambhu-

nath (died in 1862) and Ramnath (died in 1866). The succes-

sion was then disputed, for a posthumous son Tilaknath, who was

born in 1867, died in the following year. A decree of the Privy

Council awarded the estate to a younger branch of the family,

the maintenance-holder of Padma, of whom the head (Barm

Narayan Singh) was fourth in descent from Tej Singh by a-

second wife ; but before the decision Barm Narayan had died, and

his son Nam Narayan Singh (later Maharaja) took possession of

the estate. He died in 1899, and his son Ram Narayan Singh

(later Raja) died in 1911. The present owner is his only son

Lachmi Narayan Singh, at present a minor under the Court of

Wards.

In f7yO the revenue stood at Rs. 27,000; but out of this^

Rs. 4,000 were paid in respect of the Maharaja of Chota Nag-

pur (as explained in Chapter III) . In addition Rs. 9,001 were

paid under a separate '^atta whieh gave the following details

(which, however, total Rs. 9,503) :
—

Assessment
of land re-

venue, 1770
A. D.

Jagodili
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Parwaria.

Of these Jagodih^ Rfimpnv, Parwaria and Itkhori, with Pitij, Sliamllat or

httd made up pargana Chhai, which was reduced to subjection,

shortly before the arrival of the British, by Mukund Singh of Eampur.

Ramgarh. The chiefs bad previously been paying a tribute to

Raja Lai Khan, who appears to have been one of themselves

(chief of Jagodib) ; but in what way if at all Raja Lai Khan Jagodib.

had been included in the Muhammadan revenue system does
, Itkhori.

not appear. Mukund Singh, it is said, gave Raja Lai Khan a

nanlcaf of Rs. 1,200, and took for himself the tributes of the

Chhai chieftains. As this arrangement was quite recent, the

latter tried to make settlements directly with tbe British and

not tbrough Ramgarh, but they were unsuccessful ; the tributes

were converted into fixed rents, and they were ordered to pay

them to Ramgarh. One of them, the owner of Pitij, who was

a resident of Gaya, refused, and made over his property to the

proprietor of Kendi, in whose estate it merged. Of the

remaining four, three made over a number of villages to

Ramgarh, of which the profits were to pay the rent of their

respective ifduks, so that they should hold the remainder rent-

free.

In a similar way the Chief of Barsot succeeded in saving his Barsct.

property from being merged into Ramgarh and it was made a

&/idmilaf taluk' Kodarma was at first treated in similar fashion, Kodarma.

but the proprietor Braja Mohan Sahi obtained a decree from the

Sadr Diwani Adalat in 1804-, in execution of which his pargaua

was assessed separately from Ramgarh at Rs. 313-0-10 land

revenue, with the liability to maintain the police establish pa«nt of

Kodarma, and eight digwdrs to guard the passes of the estate and

eight barkanddzes for escort duty between thana Kodarma and

the sadr station. This estate later on passed into the direct

ownership of Government, as explained below.

The immediate consequence of the submission of the Maha-

raja of Chota N/igpur to Captain Camac in Palamau was the

discontinuance of the an'angement whereby the tribute of

Rs, 4,000 had been paid through Ramgarh ; and upon the instal-

lation of Tej Singh at Ramgarh the revenue was fixed at

Rs. 80,000, to which iu 1777 a nazardna of Rs. 10,000 was added.

Preliminary to the decennial settlement a jamahandi was sub-

mitted by the proprietor (uf which particulars arc given in

1772.
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paragraph CG of the Settlement Report); but it was apparectly

disreg-arded, and the sum actually assessed was as follows :

—

Rs. a. p.

Annual amouat^ as in the past ... 40,001 13 4
Deduct 6 per cent. ... ... 2,300 9

37,701 n 7

Deduct for sayer ... ,.. 9,500

28,201 12 7

The six per cent . deduction is explained as due to conversion

into sicca rupees.

1790. The '•' Statistical Account " states that the revenue was fixed

at sicca Rs. 28,100-15-3, and that in 1791 further reduc-

1791. tions were made in respect of saf/er, viz., ahkari or excise

Es. 800-5-6 and hats or markets Rs. 377-11-6. Again in 1792 a

further reduction was granted of Rs. 347-11- J-, being the rent

1792
°^ certain lands taken up for the formation of cantonments.

Since then lands have from time to time been taken up by

Government (especially for the new cantonments at Hazaribagh),

and the land revenue now payable for this estate of 4,425 square

miles is Rs. 22,988-6-7. In addition Rs. 11,396 are paid as dig-

wdri contribution, and Rs. 2,593 as Police cantribution. The

Bayer question of '' &ayer " will be found discussed in paragraphs 68 to

70 of the Settlement Report.

Kharagdiba. The history of the Kharagdiha estate has been given in Chap-

ter II . The following is the account of the subsequent revenue

settlement contained in the '' Statistical Account ".

*' The portion of the zamincUri of which Mod Narayan Deo

was deprived which lay in Hazaribagh consisted of thirty-eight

ghdtwdli tenures. Each of these tenures was held by a head

gltdhodl called tikdit, who, on succeeding to the tenure, received

the iilaJc of Ukdit from the Maharaja (of Kharagdiha), and

agreed to pay rent for the holding. These tikdits appear to

have been semi-independent. All that was required of them

then was, on succession to the gdcU, to acknowledge the supre-

macy of the Maharaja, and annually to pay him a small sum of

money as' rent. Mod Narayan Deo and his son died in exile

and when the English entered Ramgarh the grandson, by name

Girwar Narayan Deo, represented the family. After the conquest
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of Raragarh was secured attention was turned to that of

Kharagdiha. Girwar Narayan Deo assisted the English heartily,

and his influence was of immense importance. Of the thirty-

eight gludwaU twenty-six were induced to take up his cause,

and itw remained neutral, while only two, Satgiiwiln and

Kargali, showed themselves entirely hostile. Akbar Ali Khan
was in his turn driven out of Kharagdiha. It was found that

during his government he had held direct possession of seventeen

villages, the assets of which he had expended on his household

expenses under the name of nankdr. These seventeen villages

were at once made over to Girwar Narayan Deo rent-free in

perpetuity, as some acknowledgment of his services, and they

now form the nucleus of the present Dhanwar estate. The

twenty-six gadis held by the tikdits, who took the side of the

British Government, were settled with the holders as jnuJcarraris,

in accordance with the orders of the Governor-General in

Council in 1780. The (jhdkodU of Satgawan and Kargali, who

had resisted the English forces, were dispossessed, and their

gddis settled in the same year (1780) in mukarra<^i, vi'iih. two

newly-installed iiJcdiis. Twelve farmers or ijdraddrs of Akhar

Ali Khan, who had also rendered assistance to the British, had

their holdings converted into ^nukararis under the Governor-

GcneraPs ordiTs in 1783. After these forty mukarraris had been

settled, an offer was made to Girwar Narayan Deo to settle with

him the remainder of Kharagdiha, consisting of ten gddis and

fifty-four villages
J
but he refused to accept this arrangement,

maintaining that he was entitled to a settlement of the whole of

Kharagdiha—a request with which it was impossible to comply,

seeing that Government had already entered Into direct agree-

ments with so many other persons. The ten tikdits .\\h.o had

remained neutral were permitted to hold their gddis as farmers

;

while the rest of Kharagdiha, consisting of fifty-four villages,

was let in farm on tempor.iry leases to different parties. In the

year 1800 the .ten gddis hitherto held on temporary leases were

given In miikdrrari to their respective tikdits; and the fifty-four

villages termed Jchdha were again resettled for a term of years,

yielding a revenue of Rs. 5,'22G per annum to Government. In

1808 Girwar Narayan Deo offered to take a permanent settle-

ment of these fifty-four villageg on an annual rent of Rs. G,33i

;

and his application was sanctioned in 1S09. This completed

2\anl-a)'

or revenue-

frco estate of

Argtlli.

Tho muharra'
ris.

Tho pcnna-
nently-settlci

estate of

Dbauwar.
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Status of the

mukanaridars.

The Kharag-
diha Khas ma-
hal.

(1) Gadi
Bagridih.

(2) Gadi
Kargali.

(3) The tmfir
villages.

the settlement of Kharag-diha by creating fifty muharrari

tenures, one 2)ermanently-settlcd estate paying revenue to

Government, and one rent-free {ndn/cdr) es'ate. It will bo

noticed that the ffddis never came under the purview of the Per-

manent Settlement. The iihdits have been called ghatwdls, but

there is no mention of this title In their sanads, nor in the ^abu-

liyats given by them ''.

The permanently-settled estate is called Bangaro Dhanwar

and extends over 69 square miles in thanas Dhanwar, Kharag-

diha and Giridih. Its present land revenue is Ks. 6,7 5G. It pays

no police contribution, but is liable for a digiodri contribution of

Rs. 288. The revenue-free estate is called Argali and has an area

of 108 square miles. It pays neither police nor digwar i contri-

bution.

The question of the precise status of these Kharagdiha mu-

hzrraris is discussed at length in paragraphs 81 to 94 of the Set-

tlement Report. For the purposes of land revenue accounts the

rent payable is treated as land revenue.

''Since the settlement of 1809 various changes have taken

place. Gadi Bagridih was purchased by the Raja of Kodarma;

and was in his possession when in 1841-45i, on his being con-

victed of harbouring dacoits the whole of his estate was escheated

to Government. This gddi is now the property of Government;

it consists of only three villages. The holder of Gadi Kargali

sold the entire estate to eleven persons. This sale was

held to be a contravention of the conditions of the original

settlement, and Government took possession of the estate in

1848'.' « The purchasers sued Government for possession, but

as they did not bring this suit till more than twelve years

had elapsed since the resumption of the estate, their claim was

held to be barred by limitation. In 1860 the ^a^/« was settled

for twenty' years, and was then found to contain forty-two

villages, which were leased out in seventeen lots In

1847-48 resumption proceedings under Regulation II of 1819

were commenced in this district and continued up to the year

1856, when they were summarily stopped, and orders were pass-

ed that all the villages of which the proceedings had not finally

closed should at once be made over to the parties in whose pos-

session they had been found. During the above period, however.

Government obtained possession of 151 villages, viz., 149 in
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pargana Kharagdiha, one in pargana Chhai and one in pargana

Kendi. In 1860 all the villages resumed as tanfir in Kharagdiha

were settled in fifty-two lots Thus in 1 8G1 there were

seventy revenue-paying estates in pargana Kharagdiha over and

above the fifty-one estates of 1809/'

In the recent fair rent settlement of the government villages

of Kharagdiha which are now tr.-ated as a single estate, the total

rent has been fixed at Rs. ll,o7S. The unit which constitutes Present

a village has been changed since the Statistical Ac20unt of lo75

was written, and the number of villages is now 150, of which a

detailed list is given in Appendix L of the Settlement Eeport.

The new settlement has b3cn made as far as possible raiyatioari.

The Kodarma Government estate extends over about 108 Kodama
Ciovcrnment

square miles, of which about 50 square miles are Reserved or Estate.

Protected Forest. It is situated in the north of the thana of

the same name. Its early revenue history has been given above,

in connection with the shamildt tahiks. In 1811 the proprietor,

Tej Narayan Sahi was implicated ip a dacoity, and in the

following year Government ordered the confiscation of his

property, which consisted of twelve villages in Gaya known

now as the Dabaur estate, and in Hazaribagh of the remainder

of gcidi Kodarma as well as the contiguous fjadi of Bagrldih,

The last settlement of the estate was made with effect from

1904, when a rent of Rs. 15,217 was fixed. The settlement

was originally for twelve years, but it has been extended and

will expire in 1918. The re.?ervcd forest is rich in mi( a^ and the

mining and splitting of mica provide employment for the surplus

workers of the estate.

The establishment of a cantonment at what is now the town

of Hazaribagh made it necessary to acquire lands for military

purposes from the proprietor, the owner of the Riimgarh estate,

and to these lands known as the Sarkari Hata Government Estate,

additions were from time to time made, of which the details

Rs.

revenue abatement ... 371

rcntoE ... ... 203

rent of ... ... 879

In 1812 the cantonment was abolished, only to be restored in

1359, when the total area held by Government was 1,100_ bighas

Sarkari buta.

were :

—
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and the rent Rs. 1;357; besides the original abatement of

Us. 371 allowed in 1790.

In 1865 4,4-62 bighas were taken up to improve the sanitary

condition of the Cantonment^ for which a rent of Ks. 2,600 was

fixed; and in 1871 all the rent payable was converted into a

reduction of revenue. The total reduction so allowed in respect

of the entire cantonment is Rs. 4,328, and the area as measured

in 1904 was 7;273 acres. The rent then settled was Rs. 9,157^

and the settlement will expire in 1918. The establishment of

the cantonment and later on of the public offices, at Hazaribagh

has led to a great increase in the value of land for building

purposes, of which the advantage will for the first time accrue in

the approaching settlement. It is fortunate that practically the

whole of the increment due to these state activities will go into

the public treasury.

In 1875 the boundarits of the revenue jurisdiction of

Hazaribagh and Gaya were re-arranged in the west of

Hunterganj thana, and an area of six square miles was transferred

to the former district, divided between sixteen revenue-paying'

estates, and assessed at Rs. 754-3-0. (These bear tauzi numbers

35, and 52 to 66 inclusive.) They were originally apart of the

Kunda )'dgir, and were resumed in 1847 in the Gaya district,

probably because they had been improperly alienated by the

Jdgirdar. At first they were included in the district of Gaya

for revenue puipotes, though in respect of criminal jurisdiction

they belonged to Hazaribagh, and this anomaly was removed

in 1875.

The estate bearing tauzi number 339 and the name of Nimadih

is half a village in Kharagdiha which was resumed as tauf.r in

1836 and included in the Kharagdiha Government estate until

1895, when it was sold with a revenue fixed in perpetuity of

Rs, 10-3-8. The other half of the village is included in the

gddi of Bairia.

Rarhi Chatti was the site of the jail building at Barhi, and

was sold like Nimadih in 1895. It is now permanently settled

on a revenue of Rs, 3-2-8.

There are in all 274 revenue-free estates, of which Argali

has been described above in connection with the history

of Kharagdiha. Kunda is really a revenue-free service jdqir
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Amnari was created in 1772 by a sanad granted by Tej Singh Amnari.

in favour of Lai Bahadur Singh, who had been the inter-

mediary in the communications with Major Camac which led to

the expulsion from Ramgavh of ^Makund Singh. The grantee is

said to have been a chaprasi. The grant was oonfiimed in favour

of his son by the Governor-General in 1780. The Kodarmaand

Khurchuta reserved forests are entered in the register of re-

venue-free estates, though they are in the direct possession of

Government in the Forest Department. The former was a part

of the confiscated estate of Kodarma and th? latter was a portion

of the ninety-two villages which were resumed from Rohan

Narayan Singh, tikait of Khurchuta in 1817, on the ground

that they had not been included in the sarsircan lists filed by his

predecessors. The remaining estates are petty charitable and

religious endowments which es 'aped resumption by the produc-

tion of valid sauads about 1795 and 1796. It is curious that

none are within the sphere of the Ramgarh estate.

The origin of the three lar^e estates of Ramgarh, Kunda, PrimogeDitare
° ... in estates.

and Kharagdiha explains the existing custom whereby the next

male succeeds to the entire estate, and youngar members o£ the

family are entitled to maintenance only. Kunda is now a ser-

vice tenure, but originally the holder wis a Kharwar chief who

established his power by force of arms and maintained it by a

vigorous personal rule. He is nov^ de faeio a Rajput; but the

conditions of his tenure were obviously not of a kind to admit of

siibdivision. The origin of thj Ramgarh estate is analogous. The

founder of theKharagdiha estate was an armed invader from out-

side the district, who established a direct ownership over aTcompar-

atlvely small area, and a loose authority over the far-spread tikditSy

which ho could enforce only so long as his resources enabled him

to maintain an adequate force. The subdivision of the khas

property would have impaired these, and the allegiance of the

gludioouU was obviously a personal relation incapable of sub-

division. •

The corollary of the custom of primogeniture is the grant Khorposh

of tenures adequate to the respectable maintenance of junior fs'tates.*"

membjrs of the family. In the case of Rui'.igarh these are not

resumable in whole or part so long as a le<rltimatc male descen-
Kcsumabihty,

dant of the or'ginal grantee survives; but in default of such heirs

they are rc-t^umcd free of all encumbrances.
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The magnitude of such a grant appears to depend on the
benevolence of the head of the family ; and in theory the only
legitimate consideration to which he need have regard is the
honour of his house. There is, however, a tendency to increase
the grants to an extent which might impair the principle of primo-
geniture, and this is probably due to the influence of Hindu
ideas of inheritance.

Among these maintenance -holders (or Miorj)os7idars) of the

Eamgarh estate the influence of these Hindu ideas has even gone
so far as to lead in some cases to claims to partition. Thus

recently in the case of Kapka upon the death of tbe head of the

family and the Buccession of his second brother, the younger

brothers sued for jDartition. Their claim was dismissed.

In Chapter III is reproduced a passage from the ' Statistical

Account ' in which are described the evils which after the

British occupation resulted from disregard of local peculiarities,

amono" which one of the most considerable was the extensive

transfer of immovable property by the action of the Courts from

the possession of the old landlords to undesirable new-comers.

One of the immsdiate results of the great insurrection of 1831

was the modification of the civil law so as to provide a remedy

against this evil. This was effected by a set of rules for the

guidance of his subordinates which Captain Wilkinson, the wise

and sympathetic peace-maker of Chota Nagpur, issued after

he had suppressed the disorders. These rules, though they

never received the explicit confirmation of Government, were

generally followed throughout the province. That portion

which relates to the sale of landed properties is quoted by

Mr. Reid In his Settlement Report of Ranchi in paragraph

57 and in succeeding paragraphs the later developments

are explained. The general effect was to make it necessary

to obtain the sanction of the Commissioner prior to any

Bale ; and such sanction was given very rarely. Jn consequence

the old families were preserved from ruin, at a period when their

disappearance would have provoked grave discontent among

their tenants. A special side of the general question was develop-

ed in the Encumbered Estates Act (VI of 1876), regarding

which reference is again desirable to Mr. Reid's report (para;

85). The latest alteration in the Act was made by Bengal Act
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IV of 1911, which empowered '"-he Commispioner, after the re-

ceipt of an application for protection under the Act, to prohibit

the sale of the applicant's immovable property, or any portion of

it, in execution of a decree or order of a Civil or Kevenue Court,

until the passing of final orders on the application. If the

prayer isgrantei the property is vested in a manager and sale is

prevented.

The question whether the retention of the Act is necessary

lias rccentlv been agitated. Mr. Reid considered that as reo-ards

Ranchi there were two new factors which were of very great

importance. The first was the preparation of a record-of-rights

for the entire district, and the second the presence throughout

the district of Christian missionaries. The first showed to all

concerned what their rights were, and left little room for honest

dispute : the second constituted an effective if unofficial body of

advisers and guides to the peasantry. For both these reasons he

considered that there would be little danger to the interests of

the cultivators by the abolition of the Act. In Hazaribagh Mr.

Sifton, the Settlement Officer, considered that it is premature to

hold that the mere existence of a record-of-rights will in itself

serve to protect the cultivators, whose history discloses a much
lower degree of self-reliance than is possessed by their neighbours

in Ranchi ; and he thought that the Act should be retained for the

present. There appears to be no objection to its retention on the

statute book ; for that in itself acts as a deterrent to alien

exploiters. But its application in any particular case, except

where the estate is of genuine historical importance and .hich

local prestige, should be carefully scrutinized with reference to

the probable e ffect on the tenantry ; and protection should be

afforded only when their interests are likely to be seriously

prejudiced by alienation. In any case there is little to be

said for bolstering up under the provisions of this Act alien land-

lords whose ancestors acquired their property by the exercise of

those same arts irom which they now seek to be protected.

The number of properties enjoying protection under the Act

has been as follows; in ISSl eleven, in 1S91 eleven, in 1901

seventeen, in 1911 twenty-two, and at the end of 1916 fifteen.

Detailed information regarding the various kinds of subordi- erroKDiKAii

nate tenures ia the district is contained in C haptor VII of
^^^'^^^^-
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the Settlement Report, and the following remarks are in the

nature of an epitome of much of what is there explained at

length.

Shamilat The shamUdt tdhih have already been described.
i<iluJcs.

^

Khorposh A/iorposh grants are tenures intended for the maintenance of
grants, members of a landlord's family. They have been referred to

above in connection with the Ramgarh estate ; and in addition

to the ordinary type described there the Settlement Officer refers

to two special kinds, of which one is known as hin hayati and

the other as sindurtari. The former is given for the life of the

grantee. Sindurtari is given on marriage, as a dowry, or

provision for pin money. In the case of the Ramgarh estate it

is known as deorhi. Sometimes such a grant is for life, but

others are only during the continuance of the status, the death

of the husband having the effect of transferring the tenure to

the wife of his successor. As regards succession to Ichorposh

tenures generally the Settlement Officer found that in about

half the X7^or^o«i^ villages primogeniture is not the rule; and

that family custom, and not any well-defined local law governs

succession.

Digii-g,ii Digwdri tenures were originally service tenures of which

the services have now been commuted into cash. In

origin some of these properties were without doubt created for

the specific purpose of watch and ward ; but others, in the

opinion of the Settlement Officer, were in existence prior to the

attachment of such obligations, and in fact j^rior to the extension

to the locality of ths authority of the Ramgarh estate. " As

the minor chiefs of the jungle tracts submitted to the Ramgarh

chief and were absorbed into his estate they were allowed to

retain some portion of their old property, and had assigned to

them the duty of guarding the roads and jungly passes ; and for

this purpose they had to support a number of retainers as road

patrols.'^ The instances given by him are the Kharwar chiefs

of north Chatra, and the Mundari khuntkattidars oi'Koxkxnhe,

on whom digwar duties were foisted. With the commutation

of personal service into a cash rent these ; tenures came to be

treated as transferable properties, and in consequence they have

to a large extent passed into the hands of aliens.

Jagin. " The term jagir, originally applied to the assignment of

villages made to military retainers for the upkeep of a military
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force, came to be used almost as loosely as the term UiM, and

covers any land given by a zamindar ?s a reward or a present.

The purchaser of a tenure consisting of a large blcck of villages

is called the Ja/7m/ar of those villages, the khuntkatti tenure of

a Goala, who obtained a reclaiming lease of jungle, is called a

jagir ; even the petty service holdings of the Pahdn and Kumhdr

are called jagirs j and all the service lands assigned by landlords

to their servants, whether permanently or temporarily are called

jdgir lands. Jdgirs proper are of various descriptions :

—

Masruti, which is said to mean 'conditional'' upon the

continued rendering of services.

KhairJchahi Tchidmati, for good-will and services.

Baiswan, which apparently means " assigned for a particular

service ^\

Balsh pikhddn, a gift confirmed by the grantor spitting on

the sanad.

Maurusi murkatti, given to a retainer who killed the Chief's

enemies.

Sirkatti, given to the family of a retainer who had been

killed in the Chief's service.

The question whether such grants are resumable, and if so, in

what circumstances, or are non-resumable and transferabb;, has

been greatly disputed, and is not yet finally decided.

It appears from the record-of-rights that in seventeen jdgirs Pavtibility of

ihe younger members of the family of ihejdgirdar have main-

tenance grants {khorposh) ; in 279 cases there is a single holder,

and in 613 shares have been recorded. '' Kayasths, Babhans,

Rajputs and Muhammadans coming from Bihar seem to have

brought with them into the district the Hindu and ^lubammadan
ideas of partition, and the rights of younger brothers to a share in

the family property; and most of the older autochthonous /JyiVf^rtr*

have now broken with the ancient custom and adopted partition.^'

The incidents oS a tenure cannot, however, be modified on tho

grantee's side so as to affect the rights of the grantor ; and in

the case of fhoie jdgirs which came into existence by the creation

of the superior landlord (and were not confirmations of pre-

existing rights) the absence of recognition of the practice by the

grantor or his successors would appear to be fatal to a claicQ of

partibility as against him.
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Khairats. Khdirats are grants made to Brahmans either with or with-

out conditions of service attached. Kusbrit is such a grant made
on condition that the receiver maintains the worship at a particu-

lar temple ; and is resumable if the condition is not fulfilled.

Dehotar is a gift to an idol to be held by the sehait for the

time being : it is not in any way his property and cannot be

alienated by him.

Brahmotar and Gurutar are lands made over as gifts to a

Brahman or a Guru (spiritual guide).

. Khairdts in general are not ordinarily resumable ; but it has

been held by the High Court that there is a local custom in

Kunda whereby the grantor resumes when there are no male

heirs of the grantee. In Ramgarh these grants are assessed to

a rent of two annas in the rupee of the original assets, but no

rent is collected, and the demand is shown as temporarily excused.

Mul-arrari JRamnath Singh was the holder of the Ramgarh estate between

1862 and 1866. He had succeeded late in life^ and had no child

at the time of his death, though his widow bore a posthumous

son later, who died in infancy. In the short period of four years

he created no less than 644 tenures^ in which" the words istlmrdri

mukarrari occurred, without mention of heirs and successors.

This was the beginning of great evils to his sucjessors, to the

grantees, and above all to the peasants of the villages which were

so granted. For the real character of these grants lias been the

subject of litigation ever since his death, in which fortune has

favoured first one side, and then the other ; and the history of

the dispute is of considerable interest to the student of the

administration of the civil justice. The costs of tenure-holders

have been reimbursed as far as possible at the expense of the

cultivators in the affected villages. In 1875 the author of the

' Statistical Account " wrote that the grand father of the present

proprietor had instituted a suit as a 'crucial test ' which was then

pending in the Civil Court. After the lapse of forty years a

similar ' crucial test ' is before the Privy Council.

Temporary In this district, as elsewhere in OhotaNagpur, it is a common

practice to use the word tliTca to express not only leases of a

purely temporary character, but also any other kind of tenancy

in which one special incident, namely, the amount or rent payable,

is liable to alteration ; and the Settlement Officer, who has dis-

cussed the question at considerable length (paragraphs 193 to
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201), adverts to the risk of misunderstanding which has in the

pasfc^attached to this ambiguity. As regards existing tenancies,

which find entry in the recoixl«of-rights, there is no room for

mistake, for their true character has been duly recorded : but in

thecise of future tenancies it will be n;ccssary equally as in the

past to seek the nature of the contract beneath its verbal

covering.

The delegation for a term of years, upon payment of a

premium and the undertaking to pay an annual rent, of the land-

loixi's right to collect the rents payable by the tenants, and to

cultivate such lands as are at the landlord's disposal during

that term, is a form of lease which a landlord in ibis province

adopts usually for one of three reasons. He may be in urgent

need of money, in which casj the initial premium is the induc3-

ment j or he may be unable for some reason or other to provide

the ordinary machinery for collection or cultivation, which, in

the case of large estates, is an adioi?sion of incompetence ; or he

may, as sometimes happens, wish to pursue an aggressive policy

agaiiibt the pretensions, or even the rights, of other parties, not

by recour.e to the Courts but by other means which may in-

volve personal responsibility to the Criminal Couit, and this the

thikdddr undertakes. 'I'he economical unsoundness of temporary

leases is obvious ; but the real gravamen of the ease a<'-ainst

them is based on the experience that the cultivators are even

greater sufferers than the landlord. Such farming has been

completely discarded in Government estates ; and in the manage-

ment of wards and encumbered estatts every op|>oitunity is

taken to abolish it. In the last few ye.. rs some progress in

this direction has been made in Ramgarh and Palganj ; but the

proprietor of Kunda, on the contrary, has recently had rec mrsc

to this means of anticipating future income in order to meet

pressing demands.

Of cultivating as opposed to rent-collecting tenancies there cuLTivAxiva

are three main' divisions,—tenure-holding cultivators, raivats
'^^-'*'^^""K3.

and uuder-raiyafs. This suhj(Ct is treated in Chapter VI of the

Settlement Report, with historical propriety, before that of

tenures, where a full account is given of each class Tenure-

holding cultivators are cither /c/iuvliaUida .? cr dodwi (htkaddrs

with the exception of one Mnnddri khuntkalli tenure-holder in

Gola.
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KTiuntTcatii ijije characfcr of the khuntkatti tenancies is explained by the

circuir stances in which villages are even now coming to hirth.

In the case of the khuntkatti tenures the deseendcnts of the

original founders still remain, and by a natural development have

to the fanction of cultivating the lanls which they originally

added cleared in tlie jungle that of collecting the rents of relatives,

or of the outsider.^ who from time to time have been admitted to

their villdlgpp, Tl:e business oP collecting these rents may have

been retained in the handi of a single member, or divided with

others and all such are technically tenure-holders by virtue of

their function of receiving rent. Those who no longer discharge

that function are technically not tenure-holders and are recorded

as khuntkalti raiyats. Ther3 were 307 khuntkatti tenure-

holders, and 2,956 khuntkatti raiyats recorded at the settlement.

Doami tUku' Doami tJiikdddrs are of two kinds. The first is distinguished

from khuntkatti tenure-holdtrs by the accident that the area in

which he settled had been once before occupied by cultivators,

but had been completely and finally abandoned by them, and to

all intents and purposes his equitable claims are precisely the

sam3 as those oF a khnntkattidar. The second class is fouai

where the khuntkatti family has died out or abandoned the

village, or its development has been taken over by a new head, not

a member of the original founder's family. The character

of the services which are requisite to establish such a

title will appear from the following extract from a decision of

the Judicial Commissioner in a suit brought by the superior

landlorfl for resumption.

'' The defendant's ancestor Uday Earn came into possession

fifty or sixty years ago ; and that fact shows that Uday had

remained in posses-ion for twenty years before the first kahuliyat

was executed. Moreover at that very time Tday Ram was

admitted by the plaintiff to have been in possession of khandwat

lands. He had therefore exercised a right to reclaim land and

possessed an occupancy right in that land. He and the other

defendants have continued to reclaim and to cultivate lands and

to settle raiyats, and they have planted orchards, erected hiindhs,

and effected such other improvements as go to indicate the per-

manency of their interest.'' He concluded that the defendants

could not, as claimed by the landlord be ejected from their

tenure upon notice.
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Munddri
khuutkatti.

Settled

rai^ats.

The Settlement Officer records that among the incidents of

these dodmi thikds are non-transferability, and resamability upon

a decree for arrears of rent.

There are thirty tenants recorded as Munddri Jclm/atkattidan

in Tihe district. The origin and incidents of this class of tenancy

are described in Charter V of the Settlement Report of Ranchi,

in which district they are numerous and important.

The great body of ordinary cultivators was recorded with

the status of settled raiyats, the number of holdings with that

status being 207,599. Occupancy rights which had not yet Oc'^up^ncy

ripened into the higher status were held in 26,752 holdings.

JNou-occupancy raiyats held 5,335 t&nancies, and there were ^^'^'

T /, rt . p 1
occupancy

4>1,693 tenancies of under- raiyats. In the last ten years the raiyats.

land-owners and the tenants have received two great boons. The Under-raiyats.

rights and obligations of every class of tenant have been codi-

fied in the Chota Nagpur Tenancy Act of 1908 ; and the con-

crete material in which the individual enjoys his rights and

discharges his obligations has been clearly defmed in the record-

of-rights. The two great trades of land-owning and cultivation

can now demand from the State that its officers shall bear

constantly in mind the supreme importance of maintaining the

equilibrium in their relations which has now at length been won

after so arduous and costly a quest.
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CHAPTER XII.

The nor-

regulation

District.

Subdivisions.

GENERAL ADMINISTRATION.

The districts of the Chota Nagpur Division are known aaf

non-rogulation districts since 1834', when they were formed out

of the old Ramg-arh district, and tlie ordinary rej^ulations were

declared to be without force in them. Very little is left now
of the difference then established. A clause in the Encum-

bered Estates Act is the last survival of the old policy of

preventing the sale of land for debt ; and in the sphere of cri-

minal justice the District Officer has certain extended powers of

original jurisdiction; An agrarian law co-extensive with the'

Division imposes on his subordinate Deputy Collectors the duty

of trying rent suits j and he decides the appeals where the va'uo

is less than Ks. 100. In Hazaribagh his part In the adminis-

tration of civil justice is confined to the execution of decrees of

the Subordinate Judges, the grant of succession certificates, audi

the relief of insolvents. His official designation is Deputy

Commissioner, instead of Collector- Magistrate.

The district is at present divided into three subdivisions. The'

sadr f?ubdivision has an area of about 3^435 square miles, with

6 12,544 people. The staff usually consists- of a Deputy Commis-

sioner and four Deputy Collector-Magistrates, of whom one acts as

Sadr Subdivisional Officer. There is also a Speeial^ExcIse Deputy

Collector for the entire district and a jManager for the encumbered

estates. Occasionally a Joint or Assistant Magistrate or a Sub-

Deputy CoUeitor is attached to headquarters. There are also a Civil

Surgeon, Executive Engineer, and District Engineer at head-

quarters. Giridih subdivision was formed in 1S70, when it-

was centred at Karharbari, about four miles west of Giridih.

In 1871 it was moved two miles north to Pachamba, and the

final transfer was made to Giridih in 183 1. The staff at Giridih

consists of a covenanted civilian as Subdivisional Officer, a

Deputy CoUeetor-Maglstrate and a Sub-Deputy Collector. The
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Rent suits.

EBTBXUE.

aroa is 2,006 square miles and population 452,656. Chatra sub-

division was opened in 1914., with its head quarters at the town

which had been the ea;>ital of Chota Nagpur from 1780 to 1834-.

The staff consists of a Deputy Collector-Magistrate as Sub-

divisional Officer, and a Sub-Deputy Collector. The area is

1^54-5 square miles, and the population 223,409. In 1870 there

•was a subdivision at Barhi, but it was abolished in 1872.

Land registration, partition, excise, and the collection of land Revenue
work,

revenue and cess are done solely at the district headquarters, but

the two Subdivisional Officers continue to do the minor Laud

Acquisition work of their subdivisions, the collection of all

arrears under the Public Demands Recovery Act, and all

Tenancy Act cases, including the trial of rent suits.

llent suits are tried at the sadr station by two Deputy

Collectors, at Giridih by the Subdivisional Officer and the

Munsif, who has been specially empowered, and at Chatra by

the Subdivisional Officer.

The revenue of the district in 3 015-lG totalled Rs. 9,80,709,

exclusive of a sum of R?. 33,856 obtained from petty miscella-

neous sources. In 1901 the respective amounts were Rs. 5,50,363

and Rs. 8,706.

The collections from land revenue necessarily fluctuate very land

little. The demand from the Government estates expands very

slowly, for re-settlements occur only after long intervals, and

meantime additions to the rent due to the extension of cultiva-

tion are small. The demand from the perinanently-settled estates

is very light and defaults are rare. The total demand of

Rs. 1,35,527 in 1015-16 was made up of Rs 47,260 'due in

respect of seventy permanently-settled estates, Rs. 50,729

from the Karharbari colliery temporarily settled estate, and

Rs. 37,538 from the ihxQQ kkds mahals and the camping grounds.

Collections totalled Rs. 1,35,444. The demand of Rs. 47,260

represents about seven rupees a square mile ; and the cash rents

alone which fendlords receive are over twelve lakhs, on which

sum the Government revenue is less than four per cent.

Over and above the cash rent the landlords have extensive areas

in their own cultivation, and also collect a considerable produce

rent.

The revenue from excise has undergone an extraordinary sxass.

expansion, fspecially in the last few years, In 1835 saycr and
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ahiari, a.B it was termed^ brought in Ks, 23,471; and In 1850

Rs. 37,485. In 1870 the excise revenue was Ks. 48,770. By
1900 it had risen to Rs. ],77,669, and in 1913, when the

highest point was reached, it amounted to Rs. 6,2J',381.

When the war broke out in 1914 the trade in lac, mica and hides

was temporarily dislocated, and the rjvenue fell to Rs. 5,15,019.

The continued rise in the income from country spirits had,

however, already led to the issue of orders to reduce facilities for

drinking, and eighteen shops were closed in the last three years,

mainly in areas where the aboriginal population is strongest.

The average income of Government from excise per head of

population rose from 2*4 annas in 1901 to 7'S annas in 1913,

and now stands at 6'4 annas. Ihough the real consumption

at outstills is difficult to ascertain it is probable that the increase

in ,the income of Government has corresponded with an in-

crease in the consumption of spirits ; and that emigrants to the

coal-fields and elsewhere have brought back the drink habit.

Spirits^
There are two classes of shops in the district for the sale of

country spirits. In the neighbourhood of Giridih the contract

supply system is in force. The manufacturers deliver the con-

centrated spirits to Government at Giridih warehouse, whence

it is issued to the vendors on payment of excise. The consump-

tion from this source is exactly known; but such is not the case

in respect of the rest of the district, where the outstill system is

in force. The lessee of an outstill pays a fixed monthly fee,

and Government is not financially interested in the quantity of

spirit which he distills or sells, and he falsifies his figures in order

that reliable information of his profits may not reach either the In -

come Tax Department or possible competitors at the next

auction. The spirit is distilled from dried makua flowers, with

a small quantity oigiir, and three strengths of spirits are manu-

factured, of which the cheapest is usually about 88 under-proof

and sells at an anna for a quart bottle. The outturn per maund

of mahua of spirit of this strength is entered in 'the accounts at

the lowest quantity which the lessee hopes will pass scrutiny,

and one man will put down sixteen gallons per maund every

day of the year, while another puts down twenty-two gallons.

One of the most common offences is exchanging liquor for grain,

and this is specially heinous in the case of the Kamias, who may
be seen In the Kunda outstills after the day's work is over
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buying- a temporary oblivion with their children's food. The ex-

tension of the contract supply system to the entire district has

been sanctioned, but the war has necessitated a postponement.

0«t of the total revenue of Rs. 4,32, 682 from country spirits

outstills contributed Rs. 3,75,567.

Hemp drugs brought in lis. 38,3:'.9, of which gavja produced

Es. 36,121 and hJiang Rs. 2,208. The number of ganja

shops has been reduced considerably in the last few years, but

the habit of taking hemp drugs is widespread among the lower

classes of Muhammadans in the towns. The revenue from opium

is growing steadily since the abolition of jioppy cultivation in

1911, and amounted to Rs. 33,091. This increase is probably

due to the gradual exhaustion of the stocks which used to bu held

back illicitly. The fermented juice of the ^t/rand H^ywr palms

is sold under license by the name of tari and brought in

Rs. 8,733.

The income from stamps in 1S35 was Rs. 13,01.8, in 1850

Rs. 12,131 andia 1870 Rs. 3 ',775. Between 1901 and 1911

the average was Rs. l;-24.,G4-9, and in the five years ending

1915-1(5 this increased to Rs. 1,76, 24-0. Judicial stamps in

1915-16 brought in Rs. 1,39,260 and non-judiciil stamps

Rs. 31,533. The costly litigation indie it d by the increase in the

last five years has been miinly in connexion with the mineral

and muKiirrari resumption suMs of the Ramgarh estate and

disputes about Para?nath Hill.

The receipts from the tax on incomes have risen very little in

the last sixteen years. In 1900-!>1 they were Rs. 27,105 and in

1915-16 they were Rs. 31,'^77. The gre test sum collected was

Rs. 35,296 in 1902-03, after which the minimum asscssible

income was raised from Rs. 500 to R^^. l^OOO.

The demand for cess amounted in 1915-16 to Rs. 1,33,172,

and collections were Rs. 1,21,4.40. It is levied at the rate of an

anna in the rupee on the rent of agricultural lands, in accordance

with an assessment made at comparatively long intervals ; and

on the profits from mines and forests, Tiiis last cess is calcula-

ted annually on the profits of the three years immediately preced-

ing, and in 1915-16 collections amounted to Rs. 8,093. A gene-

ral revaluation for cess purposes is being delayed by the necessity

of awaiting the completion of fair rent settlements in connexion

with the district record-of-risrhts.

PBUGS.

STAMPS.

ISCOMB
TAX.
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31EGISTUA-
TION.
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There are five ofBces for the registration of assurances under

Act XVI of 1908. At Hazaribagh there is a District Sub-Re-

gistrar, who deals with the documents presented there, and assists

the Deputy Commissioner, who is ex officio District Registrar, in

supervising the proceedings of the Sub-Registrars who are in

charge of the outlying oflSces. The average number of documents

registered annually during the quinquennium ending in 1910

was 6,521 as compared with 4,847 in the succeeding five years.

The marginal statement shows the number of documents regis-

tered as well

as the receipts

and expendi-

ture of each

ofTce for the

year 1915.

Since the pass-

ing of the

amending a-

grarlan act in

1903 the trans-

fer of rai-

yati lands has

been greatly

restricted, and

great care

is exercised

to prevent the registration of deeds in contravention of the present

law. Similar care is taken to ensure that all lands are duly de-

scribed by their survey area plot numbers, village and thana.

The registration of l-amiaiiti bonds has also been forbiddeu by

executive order.

The Judicial staff entertained for the purposes of civil justice

consists of the Judicial Commissioner of Chota Nagpur, whose

head-quarters are at Ranch), the Deputy Commissioner Sub-Judge,

who naw deals only with the execution of decrees, and certain in-

solvency and succession cases, a special Subordinate Judge whose

headquarters are at Ranchi, and Additional Sub-Judges sanctioned

from time to time to cope with extra work. There are three

Munsifs at Hazaribagh, Chatra and Giridih, respectively, but the

Munsif of Chatra is also the Subdivisional Otficer : and the

Name.
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Munsif of GIridih assists in the disposal of rent, suits in

his special character of Deputy Collector. The three

munsifs originated in 1834, immediately after the creation

of the district. The first officer to be placed in charge of the

new district was Dr. John Davidson, who afterwards did

most valuable work in different parts of what was then called

the Sonth-West Frontier Agency in association with the Governor

General's Agent, Captain (later Sir Thomas) Wilkinson. In

a letter to Captain Wilkinson, dated the 2-ith January 1834, he

reported that there were five munsifs at IMayfipur, Chatra, Chhfii,

Bishungarh and Kliaragdiha, who were paid by the price of the

stamp paper filed in their courts, and occasionally received fees

for the attachment and sale of property in execution of decrees

from the superior courts. With the exception of the munsif of

Chatra they had a very indiffereut character, and Dr. Davidson

proposed their immediate dismissal, and the creation of tbree

munsifs at Chatra, Hazaribagh and Kharagdiha, of which the

last was ultimately transferred to Giridih.

Statistics of civil justice for 1915 were as follows :

—

Suits disposed of.
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the Deputy Magistrates is Subdivisional Officer, and be triejl

all cases from certain specified thanas, the rest of the sadr

Buhdivision being distributed between two other magistrates with

first class powers. There is one honorary magistrate with first

class powers, and a stipendiary magistrate with third class powers

who assist in ease a file is overcrowded. In Giridih there is a

Deputy Magistrate with first class powers, and a Sub-Deputy

Magistrate with second class powers, and an honorary magistrate

with the same powers. In Chatra there is a Sub-Deputy Magis-

trate with second class powers. Two honorary magistrates with

second class powers are being appointed for the Bokaro and

Kargali collieries, as they are at present very inaccessible from

Giridih and Hazaribagh. They will take cognizance of certain

classes of cases both on complaint and on police report.

Statistics -^^ 1915 the number of persons convicted or bound o\er was
of Criminal as follows :—
Justice.

Offences against public tranquillity... ... 42

Murder ... ... ... ... 4

Culpable homicide ... ... ... 2

Eape ... ... ... ... I^il

Grievous hurt ... ... ... 9

Hurt, criminal, by force and assault ... 119

Dacolty ... ... ... ... 26

Kobbery ... ... ... ... 5

Theft with aggravating circumstances "^ ... 6

Other thefts ... ... ... 336

Other offences under the Indian Penal Code ... 40i

Bad-livelihood ... ... ... 51

Keeping the peace ... ... ».. ii

Salt law ... ... ... ... -A'tV

Excise law ... ••• ••« •• 41

Forest law ... ... ... ••• 25

Stamp law ... ... ... ••• 1

Municipal law ... ... ... 33

Other offences ... ... ... 371

The dacolts were Ghatwars of Kharagdiha, who had been driven

by poverty to revert to their old habits. Cattle thefts reported

in 1915 numbered 128.

Crime. Mr. O'Malley, in his Gazetteer of Gaya, quotes as follows

from a " Description of Hindustan; by Walter Hamilton,
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1820, '' regarding crime In Ramgarh. The destruction of many

old forts had to be " recommended by the Magistrate at an early

period of the British domination, as they afforded protection to the

refractory zaraindars, and hordes of irregular banditti. Theft

is common throughout Ramgarh, but murder is more prevalent

among a particular class, which are the slaves possessed by

persons inhabiting the mountainous and inccessible interior, and

of savage and ferocious habits. When petty disputes occur,

these slaves are compelled by their masters to perpetrate any

enormity, and are more especially employed for the purposes

of assassination. Any hesitation or repugnance on the part

of the slave is attended with immediate death, which Is equally

his fate should he fail in the attempt. On the other hand, if he

succeed he is sought out by the officers of Government and executed

as a murderer. The usual police have hitherto been unable to

seize the cowardly instigator, and if recourse be had to a military

force he retires into the jungle. On the occurrence of such,

an event the whole country is thrown into confusion and rebel-

liouj, during which many unoffending persons lose their lives ;

and the troops, after many ineffectual attempts to execute the

Magistrate's orders, return to their stailons worn out with fa-

tigue, and their numbers thinned by the pestilential atmosphere of

the jungles. '* In 1872 Colonel Dalton wrote " Hazaribagh

was always notorious for its dacoities. Formerly, In the Mughal

days, the Kharagdiha jurisdiction was the worst part of the dis-

trict for this crime ; afterwards the Grand Trunk Road attracted

attention, but a strong road police was established, and great

efforts made, not always with success, to render it safo" fOr tra-

vellers. Yet I have before me police reports which show that in

1832 eighty-seven dacoities and In 1833 fifty-eight were reported

in Hazaribagh district.
"

The glory of the Grand Trunk Road has departed, and

travellers pass through the district by train. The annual crop

of pilgrims oa which first the Kharagdlhi robbers and later the

dacoits of Bagodar and Dumri depended for their support has

now completely and permanently failed, but the ' Chakai '

Dusadhs still pilfer the carts that pass between GIrldlU and

Mirzaganj. .Even they, however, have fallen on evil time.^, for

they are now being registered as a criminal tribe. The Ghat-

wara o£ the old Kharagdiha pargana still O-Caslonally kill
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POLICE.

Liability

Zamindars,

of

Original

tLanas,

a Babhau or Maburi mahajan, who squeezes them beyond endu-

rance, and in times of scarcity they pUmder the liquor shops.

Witchcraft yields its annual crop of offences, rang-ing from

murder to criminal house-trespass. But crime is now moderate

in quantity and usually hum-drum in character. Occasionally

an irruption down the railway of Karwals, or poisoners from the

west, reduces a little the balance of past injuries.

When the revenue settlement was made the duty of repress-

ing crime and maintaining order was imposed explicitly and

unambiguously on the parties who received settlement, as will

appear from the following passages quoted in the Settlement

Report.

{a) At thii time of the decennial settlement the Board of

Revenue wrote to the Collector of Ramgarh as follows :
—

" We shall hold the Raja of Ramgarh responsible for keep-

ing up the establishment of ghdfwdrs and cictioals for the protec-

tion of the country and for defraying their allowances, amount-

ing to Benares Rs. 2,6-20-5'5.'-'

In the habuliyats which were taken from the gkdtwdls af

Kharagdiha, from the Chief of Kunda and from the proprietor of

Ramgarh the obligation was expressed quite clearly as follows :

—

" I will guard and watch over the highways within my
boundaries so carefully as to enable travellers to journey over

them peacefully and safely. I will not harbour thieves within

my jurisdiction. If peradventure, which God forbid, any body^s

property be robbed, 1 will conformably with criminal regulations

search ^for and produce the robber with the property.
'"'

When the proprietor of Kodarma obtained the decree declar-

ing him independent of Ramgarh he was charged with the duty

of maintaining the polica establishment of Kodarma, and likewise

eight digwars to guard the passes on his estate and eight

barkandazes for escort duty between Kodarma and the Sadr

station. It was only the Kendi zamindar who was not required

to undertake any responsibilities of this character. Apparently

^Qghdtwdl tiJcdit of Gawan kept up a thana at Gawan, and

the Ramgarh proprietor maintained six, of whieh those at

Ramgarh, Pagar (in thana Barkagaon), Huaterganj and

Itkhori probably were never moved. There was another at

Chafcro, on the military road from Calcutta to Benares made

in 1782 and abandoned in 1S38; about twenty-five miles eas
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by south of Hazaribagh, and perhaps one at Ichak. The Hazarl-

bagh thana establishment was paid for half by him and half by
Government, who appointed and controlled the staff. There
was no thana at all in the south-east of the district. Probably
the thana at Chatra was always kept up by Government. lu
the north-east besides Gawan there were thanas at Khara^diha
and Sirampur, which also were probably maintained by Govern-
ment. The insurrection in Ranchi in 1831, which was partly

due to the abuse of police powers by landholders in that district, AUeratiom in

led, among many other administrative changes, to the partial

introduction of Government control; and in 1837 it is stated

that the district was divided into twelve thanas, in four of which
the police were appointed and paid by Government ; in seven

the landholders appointed and paid them ; and in Hazf.ribagh

the cost was divided as explained above. Possibly the four

Government thanas in 1837 were Chatra, Kanha Chatti (opened

in 1835), Sirampurand Kharagdiha, and the remainder consisted

of Gawan, Kodarma, Hazaribagh, Ramgarh, Pagar, Hunterganj,

Itkhori, and Chatro. In 1838 the new Grand Trunk Koad rt,L nangcs m
was opened, and the old 13enares Koad was closed down. The i«38 on

Chatro thana was moved south-east to Gumia, and Kanha Chatti cSd Trunk

was closed, new thanas being opened at Barhi and Bagodar on
^^"*^'

the new road. In 18G1 the police powers of the landholders

were abolished, and by 1864 the established thanas were at Abolition of

Hazaribagh, Itkhori, Pagar, Eamgarh, Kasmar, Gumia, pXe!'^"'
Hunterganj, Barhi, Bagodar, Sirampur, Kharagdiha, Gawan
and Kodarma.
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Thana juris-

diction.
The distribution of the police thanas Bince 1872 has been as

follows, the areas being approximate only. The information is

derived from the census reports :

—

1872.
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PresentThe present distribution of the police force of the distridt is ^. .^^ .^

in thirty-two police-stations, of which the names and areas are as

follows :—

Name of thaua.
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The area has been obtained from the acreage shown in

column 88, Appendix G, of the Hazaribagh Settlement Report.

Proposals have been sanctioned for the redistribution of thana

Kodarma between the police-etations of Kodarma and Jalnagar,

of thana Gawan between Gawan and Satgawan^ of thana

Giridih between three police-stations and of thana Kharagdiha

between two police-stations. The principle has been laid down

that all changes of police jurisdiction must Ic made within the

external boundaries (as surveyed in the recent settlement) of the

eighteen thanas specified above.

The sanctioned strength of the police in 1915 was one Super-

intendent, one Assistant Supcriutendent, two Deputy Superinten-

dents, seven Inspectors, sixty-three Sub-Insj cctors, one sergeant,

seventy-six head constables and 499 constables. The total cost

of the force in 1915 was Rs. 1,90,537. The annual payments

made by the zamindars of the district in liquidation of their

thana obligations are, by Ramgarh Rs. 2,592-1-2-0, and by

Kunda Rs. 600.

In addition to the thana establishments the settlement-holders Digwai-s,

had to guard the roads and passes against invaders and dacoits,

and for this purpose they maintained patrols known as digwdrs,

Avho were usually remunerated by giants of service lands, and

less frequently by wages inidequ.ite in amount, ar.d paid at

irregular intervals. There were somewhat frequent changes in

the main lines of communication, and these were embarrasnng

to the service-holders, who were liable to be called on to guard

new lines remote from their grants. Finally in 1S78 the liability

of the settlement holders was commuted into a cash payment of

Rs. 25,7G0 a year, part of which was imposed on certain consider-

able jagirdurs of the Ramgarh estate. From this income, which is

collected by the Deputy Commissioner, a local fund is maintained

from which the digwan and tirdar digtodrs are paid monthly cash

wages of rupees four and five respectively. They are appointed

and dismissed By the Superintendent of Police ; and are station-

ed in units of three or four men at digwdri posts which are

from time to time altered according to the varying needs of the

roads. When road robberies begin to be numerous the digwdrt

escort the carts from their own iilianri to the next ; but in nor-

mal times they pass a lazy if ill-paid existence.
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- I^ I^IC ^lie village cliaulddars were 2,320 in number, of

wbom 251 were ' Regulation ' chaukidars, appointed by the land-

lord and paid by him or by the villagers, in cash or by cJidJcran

lands. The remainder were appointed by the Superintendent

of Police under the Chota Nagpur Rural Police Act, and

paid from the Chaukidari Fund. A general re-assessment is

being made in which the unit area is no longer the village but

Ihe entire police station, whereby the incidence of the tax is

equalized. All sources of income, including agriculture, are re-

duced to the common denominator of an acre of first class rice-

land, and the requirements of the police station, divided by this

denominator, have so far been satisBed by a rate of from 2

to 2 1 annas. The minimum tax is six annas a year, and the

maximum twelve rupees . Simultaneously the 'Regulation^ chau-

kidars are being brought under the Act, as the conditions of

their appointment and pay were against their efficiency. Th^

rate stated above is sufficient to permit of a wage of Rs. 4 (four)

a month for each chaukidar with the exception of the towns of

Giridih, Pachamba and Kodarma, where higher rates are neces-

sary. There are no dafadars. The current demand of chau-

kidari cess in 1916 was Rs. 1,02,541.

jj^ns. The jail at Hazaribagh is what is known as a Central Jail,

and receives long-term prisoners from other districts. It has

accommodation for 1,156 male and 33 female prisoners. Attach-

ed to it is a plantation of aloes from which fibre is extracted

by the prisoners, and an extensive garden contributes largely

to the diet. The water-supply is obtained from the lowest of

three- lakes,, and for some time it was suspected of being

the cause of an outbreak of dysentery : but large sums have

been spent in reducing the danger of contamination from

surface drainage, and the health of the prisoners is now satis-

factory. The sub-jails at Giridih and Chatra are new, and

were used for the first time in 1916. The Giridih building is

specially capacious. Prisoners convicted at Giridih are usually

sent not to the Sadr jail but to Gaya, as it is accessible by

rail. These sub-jails have accommodation for forty and eighteen

male, and five and two female prisoners, respectively.
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CHAPTER XIII.

DiUics of
tbo Board,

LOCAL SELF-GOVERNMENT.

The District Board was established in 1900, when the provi- DigiiiicT

Bions of the Local Self-Governmeat Act III (B. C. ) of 1SS5

were extended to the district. It now consists of seventeen

members, of whom six are officials and members by virtue of their

office. Eight are non-officials appointed by Government, and

three are elected by the members of the Girldih Local Board out

of their own number. The Deputy Commissioner is ex officio

Chairman, and the V ice-Chairman is one of the members, elected

by his colleagues. The Board is appointed for a period of three

years.

The duties of the Board consist mainly in the repair of public

roads and the construction of new roads, with subsidiary bridges,

rest houses and other buildings^ the promotion and supervision

of elementary education, the supply of medical relief to human
beings and cattle, the improvement of the water-supply and the

custody of stray cattle. It is in respect of the first of these

duties connected with communications that the Board enjovs

the greatest freedom and shoulders the greatest responsibilities.

The main source of income is derived from the cess oij land,

and the profits of mines and forests. In a normal year
these aggregate Rs. 1,30,000, but in years of scarcity delay occurs

in the payment of cesses by the landlords. Government contri-

butions amount to about Es. 40,000 and income from cattle

pounds to about Ks. 5,000. In addition to this ag«n-eoate of

Rs. 1,75,000 special grants may be received from Government
for specific objects, such as bridges or schools. ^.

The income from coal mines, which is so important an addi-
tion to the resources of the neighbouring district of Manbhum
is almost negligible here, amounting in 1015-1(3 to Rs. 4 167
only. So much of the Ciridih field as belongs to private own-
ers is beiug rapidly cj^hausted ; and the profits of the small

Income;
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Expenditure.

Expenditure.

area in the south-east corner of Dumri thana, sometimes tnown
as the Bokaro-Jherria field appear to be very small. The large

and important mines at Giridih which belong to the East

Indian llailway Company do not pay cess ; for it has been held

that for this purpose the company is de facto a state railway.

Similarly no cess is paid for the colliery at Bokai'o. which is

managed by the East Indian Railway for itself and the Bengal-

Nagpur Railway jointly. These collieries will shortly be produc-

ing annually about a million tons of first class coal. So far,

however, they have not necessitated any special expenditure

from the funds of the District Board for roads or medical and

sanitary services. On the other hand, the Board receives a large

though indirect subvention from provincial funds in the shape

of the many miles of provincial roads which are maintained

without expense to the distrlefc.

In framing its budget estimate the Board has to begin with

those items on which expenditure is beyond its powers of controL

These are firstly education, for which the minimum expenditure

stipulated in 1915-16 was Rs. 55,0-26 and secondly medical and

sanitary charges and water-supply for which at least Rs. 25,000

must be provided. This ordioarily leaves about Rs. 95,000 for

all other charges. In 1915-16 the actual expenses were as

follows :

—

Es.

Veterinary charges ... ... 4,012

AdministratioH ... ..* 8,787

Allowances and Contributions .« 840

Stationery and Printing ... ... 1,830

Arboriculture ... ... 1,874

l5stablisbment for public works ... 17,529

Maintenance of existing public works ... 51,751

!New works ... •«• 19,615

Education, as a matter of fact, received Rs. 61,33i and Medi-

cal, etc., Rs. 25,796. When the Board is in funds the last two

items of communications—maintenance and new works—do not

fare badly ; but if the collection of cess has been poor rigid

economy is unavoidable. The practical effect is that new works

are possible only in case of a windfall in the shape of a grant

from Government.

Tae Board maintains three middle vernacular schools—at Gola,

Jori and Kharagdiha—one upper primary school, and three lower

primary schools. Aid is given to three middle English schools-.
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allifd

expenditure.

BIX industrial schools, six other schools, thirty-one upper primary

and 503 lower primary schools. The inspecting staff is paid

by Government, except ten pandits, who are gradually

being replaced by Sub-Inspectors, Primary schools required

Rs. 41,517 besides scholarships Rs, 1,005 and wages of pandits

amounting to Re. 3,055. Middle English schools cost the

Roard Rs. 1^933 and middle vernacular Rs. 3,176 besides

Rs. 10,453 on new buildings. Further expenditure is contem-

plated in providing hostels for the middle vernacular schools,

in A\hich in recent times the number of pupils has decreased.

The Eoard maintained one dispensary (at Tandwa) at a cost Medical and

of Rs. 1,729 and contributed Rs. 13^503 to other medical insti-

tutions^ out of which the Sadr Hospital received Rs. 6,845,

Chatra Rs. 2,119 and the Giridlh Hospital Rs. 3-25. A Sani-

tary Inspector is maintained mainly at the expense of the Board

to advise the villagers in matters of sanitation and assist upon

the outbreak of epidemics. New wells are made and old ones

are kept in order at a considerable annual expense.

Two Veterinary Assistants are employed at the joint expense Veterinary,

of the Board and Government, one at Giridih and the other at

Hazarib;'gh, who tour freely in the iaterior. Large sums are

spent annually on serum for inoculation against rinderpest.

The Local Board at Giridih was created in lOOG, The Sub-

divisional Officer is ex officio Chairman, and in addition there are

eight nominated non-offic'al members, The Board pi-epares a

budget for the repair and original works of communication in

the Giridih Subdivision, the Veterinary Assistant, pounds, ferry

and wells ; and this is usually adopted by the District IJoard so

far as funds permit. In addition it exercises a local control

over the execution of all works included in the budget.

The Municipality of IIa7riribagh was established on the l&t

of April 1869. By 1911 it had a population of 17,000, and the

rate-payers numbered 2,540 or 15 per cent. Tie area include! in

municipal lunlts is 7*13 sqiiare miles. The Commissioners

consist of the Deputy Commissioner who Is ex officio Chairman

and fifteen members, of whom two are nominated, ten elected

and three are ex officio. T^e hitherto system of taxation consisted

of a personal tax of one per cent, on the circumstances and

property of the assesses withiu the municipality, practically an

Giridih Local
Board.

Municipalities.

Ilazilribagb.
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income-tax^ and a latrine tax at 6j per cent, on the annual value

of holdings. In the case of buildings the property of Govern'

ment, the occupier pays 7^ per cent, on the annual value. A pro-

posal has, however, been adopted to substitute a holding rate for

the personal tax. Taxes are also levied on animals and vehicles

and certain trades. Other important sources of income are ob-

tained from the markets and pounds^ and also from some landed

property belonging to the municipality. The real income and

expenditure are obscured by the responsibility which the muni-

cipality undertakes for the maintenance of the local hospital,

which is, however, largely supported from extra-municipal funds.

In 1915-16 the income from municipal sources was Rs. 26,798

and Rs. 3,921 were received in grants from Government, mak-
ing a total income of Rs. 30,719 for all pvirposes other than the

hospital. Receipts for the hospital amounted to Rs, 11,S10. Ex-

penditure aggregated Rs. 27,951 (including Rs. 1,64-2 on repay-

ment of loan) and Rs. 15,4i2 on the hosj^ital. The net cost

of the hospital to the municipality in the year was Rs. 3,639.

The municipality still owed Rs. 17,876 out of a loan of Rs. 20,000

taken from Government for making a new system of surface

drains.

Cliatra. The town of Chatra was for fifty- four years the headquarters

of British administration in the province of Chota Nagpur,

but it has for the last thirty years been declining in prosperity

and in 1911 the population had decreased to 9,222, the tax-

payers numbering about 15 per cent. The area of the munici-

pality is 3*78 square miles. The sy.^tem of taxation is a personal

tax on '.' circumstances and property within the municipality ^'

at 1^ per cent. No latrine tax is levied. Like Hazarlbfigh

Chatra takes the responsibility for the local hospital ; and in the

year 1915-16 Rs. 2,383 were received from outside sources for

its support. Excluding this sum from both receipts and expen-

diture they aggregated Rs. 8,95S and Rs. 6,502 respectively.

The Commissioners are saving as much as possi};)le to meet the

cost of the new hospital which they are about to build. The
constitution of the Council is an ex oftcio Chairman, who is the

Subdivlsional Officer, two ex officio members, two nominated

members and eight elected members.

Giridib. The municipality of GIridih was created in 1902. In 1911
the population had grown to 10,668 and the tax-payers formed
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1'4S per rent, of that number. The area at present is 1'35 square

miles, but proposals have been made for an important extension

to include Pachamba. The income in 1915-16, which included

Ks. 10,987 from rates and (axes, Rs. 1,007 from other municipal

sources and Ks. 1,675 from outside sources, aggregated Rs.

14,428 and the expenditure Rs. 15,804. The system of taxation

now in force is a holding rate of 6 per cent, on the annual value,

and a latrine tax at Rs. 3-6 per cent. The council consists

of the Subdivisional Officer as ex officio chairman, four nominat-

ed and eight elected commissioners.

Additional information about these municipalities is given

in the chapter on Public Health and in the GazL'tteer.

There are no Union Committees in the district. ?°'°°-i.
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CHAPTER XIV.

EDUCATION.

An interesting account of the state of education in the district

shortly after its creation is given in the following letter from

Captain Louis Bird, the officer in charge of Hazaribagh, to

Captain Wilkinson, the Governor GeneraFs Agent, It is dated

the 12th August 1837:—

Education ia
" ^ have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your letter

X837. j^Q^ 732^ dated the 7th instant, forwarding for my information

and guidance the Sadr Board of Kevenue^s Circular No. 65,

dated the 1st idem and requesting me to state where I would

recommend a school should be established within my Division,

and instructing me to avail myself of every proper opportunity to

carry into effect the wishes of the Board as expressed in the 6th

paragraph. A Government Seminary is a desideratum, and

should the funds at the disposal of Government be sufficient, I

would recommend that one be established at the Sadr Station of

my Division, as it would then be under my immediate eye and

superintendence. As an experiment it might be introduced on a

small scale, as I do not anticipate the admission of many pupils

here. This, you are aware, is an isolated situation, and the resi-

dents are confined to the camp followers and others attached to the

European Regiment here, and the Amlah of my court and their

dependants, with the addition of a few Mahajans, The respect-

able part of the Native community do not look upon this station

as their home, having their families at Gaya and Patna, and if

inclined to send their children to a Seminary avail themselves of

the one established at the latter station. I have a small

school in which the instruction is confined to the vernacular

language, and which is attended by about eighteen or twenty

boys. These would perhaps attend at the Seminary, and perhaps

we might expect an addition of eight or ten more. The hope ex-

pressed by the Board in their letter that the opulent aatiyes in
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ite mufassil would employ their wealth and their influeuce in

the promotion o£ the contemplated object^ I see uo prospect of

being realized ; for this district can boast of little wealth as tho

iseveral zamindars, with one or two exceptions, are involved in

pecuniary difficulties, and some of the Tikaits and Thakurs can

hardly command a meal for the morrow, The little wealth in

the district is in the hands of mahajaus and they are too mxich

intirester) in keeping the severaMaiadars in that state of ignor-

ance of which they have already taken advantage to enrich

themselves, consequently no aid can be expecti'd from them to

further the object in view.

''The observation of the Government on the question brought

before the Board on the 12th August ISuU as tothe zamindars

in tbe interior being remaikable for their general want of in-

ftruction, their ignorance and their prejudices, is still applicable to

this district, and any plan for supplying them with useful know-

ledge, liberalizing their feelings and enlarging their minds appears

to me to be hopeless and visionary. During my approaching

annual tour I shall avail raystlf of every proper opportunity

to carry into effect the wishes of the Board as expressed In tbe

6th paragraph, although I am prepared to find every sugges-

tion on this score met universally with pleas of poverty, embar-

rassment and ruin. To enter into any lengthened detail would

be useless, as it would contiin nothing- new to you, aware as

you arc of the general poverty and distress which pervades this

district.'-'

Trom the ' Statistical Account' It appears tbat there was Eaucatlou io

no government s.hool of any kind until 1865 ; and five
^'*^^'

years later government support was confined to one 'district

Bchool, which taught English, four vernacular schools, and three

aided English schools. Altogether these schools had 403 pupils.

There was a number of pathsiilas (-r indigenous village schools

but these were ordinarily reserved for boys of the Brahman
and Kaya^th classes. About 1871 Sir George Campbeirs schenie

for iniprovlrfg primary education was drawing attention

to the subject, and three old jjathsfilas and forty-three new
ones received aid. In 1872 when the scheme was introduced
the number increased to seventy-slx, and a training school for

ffurus was opened. There was, however, in the ] ubilc a general
indifference about education, ascribed to iuuute conservatism
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and the absence of any ImmGdiate and tangible return in tbe

sbap( of employment.

1015-16.
'" ^^ 1915-16 tbere were in all 765 institntions recognized

by the Education Department, in which the number of pupils

Was 21,323 ; and. there were twenty-five schools which did not

conform with the departmental standard. About twenty per

cent, of the boys of school-going age were receiving instruc-

tion, the proportion for Muhammadans being eighteen. The
change in the minimum qualification for literacy which was

made in the Census of 1911 had the effect of vitiating com-

parison with 1901, and the decrease in the ten years is more

apparent than real. Excluding Christians there were in 1911

2,484^ people literate in English, and the total number of all

classes literate in any language was 29,097 or less than t\\'enty-

three per thousand of the total population. Malea were forty-

three and females three per thousand,

Beisons for There is no room for doubt that the progress of primary
the slowness

-t ,- , , , t • n , -, , .

of growth. education has been very slow, and m 1911 the proportion

of literates in Hazaribagh was the lowest in the province with

the exception of Palamau. For this result there are several

causes. In the first place the population contains a large ab-

orlg'nal element, whicli has to a great extent been absorbed

into Hinduism, with the loss of its distinctive language and

religion. As such it makes no direct appeal to the proselytizing

agencies which have done so much for education in Kanchi

and the Santal Parganas. Secondly, the immigrant Hindus
from Bihar who made their permanent homes in the district

gradually became isolated from their kindred. Living in a

remote and unknown land they were suspected of all kinds of

ceremonial neglect, and the natural affection of parents com-

bined with religious scruples', resulted in their refusing to give

their daughters in marriage to residents in Hazaribagh.

Thrown on their own resources these latter failed to maintain

the same standard of culture as their relatives in Gaya or

Patna; and of this failure their lukewarm attitude to education

is one of many symptoms. Thirdly, the gocial leaders of the

district, the Tikaits and Thakurs to whom Captain Bird refers,

are for the most part still uneducated and poor, and naturally

do little to promote the education of others. Added to all these

fredispobing causes is the general state of poverty arising out
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of indolence which makes the contributions to the family

income o£ even s;aall children a matter of importance, and the

complete absence of ambition in all but a few castes. Mahu-
t'cS and Banias are anxious to have their childnn tauy;ht to

cypher and write, for the purposes of their trade, and the

Kayasth who cannot use a pen is without a means of liveli-

hood. All parents who make their living- by their literacy

are anxious to educate their children, and as English is the

key to the most profitable employment, they make extraordinary

sacrifices to obtain for them a knowledge of that language.

The supervision of the primary and middle schools rested Inspooting

in 1915 with a Deputy Inspector of Schools, assisted by

six Sub-Inspectors, one Assistant Sub-Inspector and ten Inspect-

ing" Pandits, the whole of this staff being subordinate to the

Inspector of Schools, Chota Nagpur Division.

The College of St. Columba at Ilazaribagh, which belong's Collcf?o of Sf^

to the Dublin University Mission, had 164 students in the C^lumbiu

year 1915-lG, a large proportion of whom live in the College.

A notable feature of this institution, which makes a special

appeal to many parents, is the assImUation as far as possible

of the conditions of residence to those which are found in

colleges of the United Kingdom.

In the town of Hazaribagh, the Zila School and St. Co- High English

lumba's Collegiate School teach up to the Entrance Examin-
'-^'"^"'^•

atlon of the Calcutta U niversity, but t'.ieir united acoommodation

is unequal to the demand for snoh teaching. There is an-

other high school at Giridih, and a fourth \^as opened in

1915-lG. The number of pupils at these four instltulious

was 883.

There were s:'ven schools with 595 pupils teaching up to Mi<l<llo Enp-

the middle scholarship examination, in which English forms '* ''

°"''*

jart of' the recognized course of studies. Two are aided by

Government and three by the District Board.

There were four schools which read up to the middle MidaioVom";

scholarship, wln'reln the vernacular is the only recognized

course of stulies. Of these three were maintained by the

District Board and one by Government, and in order to add

to their usefulness it is proposed to build hi^stols f( r tlie re-

sidence of piplls from a distance. The?e schoo's nrj not

popular with parents ; but there appears to be a need for ti.ein
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for the education of boys who intend to adopt t3aching in the

primary schools as their career. The three schools had 2G3

pupils.

There were forty-seven upper primary and 623 lower

primary schools, with 2,531 and 14,710 pupils respectively. Of

the former five were maintained by Government and the re-

mainder aided by the District Board. Of the latter three are

managed by the District Board and 4S1 recsive aid. The

remainder of 139 are unassisted. The tendency in recent years

has been to improve the quality of primary education at so:iie

sacrifice of numbers. The largest total of pujils in lower pri-

mary ecbools was 15,032, as long ago as 1902, when there were

only 1,408 pupils in the upper primary schools. The gurus

are trained for their duties in special schools of which there

are now four, at Mlrzagarj, Bagodar, Chitarpnr and Simaria;

and when a sufficient supply of more or less trained teach-

ers is forthcoming the multiplication of primary schools

can be resumed. The District Board has recently spent large

sums placed at its disposal by Government in building and

equipping school houses; but mxny of ihe schools continue

to be held in verandas and sheds which are badly lighted

and ventilated, and fail to keep out the rain. The r/uru's

fees are paid very irregularly by th'3 parents of the pupils,

and many of the more amateur teachers look to other sources

for additions to their income, such as keeping accounts, writ-

ing letters, etc. ; and they are inclined to neglect their

schools in the quest of such windfalls. Less than twenty per

cent, of the gurtis have received professional training, but

the number is increasing steadily.

Four blacksmiths, one carpenter and one potter receive

subsidies for teaching their trades to a limited number of boys,

and the Baniadih Industrial School, with a Government grant

of Es. 50 a month, had thirty-seven apprentices.

There were seven upper primary schools for girls with

804 pupils, twenty-nine aided and twenty-one unaided lower

primary schools, with a total of 898 pupils, and seven maktabs

with 147 pupils. The total expenditure from public funds was

Ks. 5,678.

There is a high school for girls at Giridih with seventy-

two pupils, of whom thirty-five were in the advanced stage.
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The year's expenditure was Rs. 7,607, of which Government paid

Rs. 4,950, This institution, however, is scarcely a distrit-t in-

stitution as its pupils are obtained not merely from the whole

province but also from Bengal. The reformatory school, which

also serves the two provinces, had 461 convict-pupils, and the

expenditure in the year was Rs. 1,22,918. It occupies the old

jail for European troops at the town of TIazaribagh, which

has now been remodelled and equippd with every eanitary

precaution for the welfare of the pupils and staff.

There were thirteen ioh with 302 pupils, but none has

won any marked position in Sanskrit education.

The education of the Santals is largely looked after by

the Pachamba and Tisri JMissions, of which an account has been

given in Chapter IV.

The East Indian Railway owns extensive collieries at Glri-

dih and provides for the education of the children of the set-

tled mining population. There are thirty-one primary schools

with 2,225 pupils ; education is free, and the Company as

employer is able to compel the attendance of the children.

The total expenditure on education in the district, after

excluding the Giridih Girls' high school and the reformatory

school, was Rb. 2,23,845, of which Government contributed

Rs. 64,582, the District Board Rs. 00,582, Municipalities

Rs. 4,455, fees Rs. 53,478, subscriptions and other sources

Rs. 40,748.

There are no public libraries nor are any newspapers published

in the district.

Hazaribagh
Reformatory
School.

Sanskrit tola.

Santal eda-
catiun.

East ImVian
Railway
scbuola.

Exponditnre
oa education.

Librsrics and
neffspapera.
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CHAPTER XV.

caves.

Bidam

GAZETTEER.

Badam is situated towards the eastern end of the Karan-

ptira valley in thana Barkagaon. It was for a long time the

residence of the family which now owns the greater part of the

district; and in A. D, 16i-l a fine fort was constructed for

Hemat Singh by a builder from Patna of which extensive

ruins still remain. The place was, bowever, abandoned about

1670, and the family removed to Ramgarh probably in order to

free itself from tha undue proximity of the Muhammadans.

Mahudi hill About five miles to the south-west is Mahudi Hill, where

there are caves, carved in the sandstone rocks, the earliest dat-

ing from about 1660, with an inscription in which reference is

made to the Rajas of Badam.

After the British occupation a military road was made from

military road. Hazaribagh to Ranchi which passed through Badam. It went

to Khapriaon south of Hazaribagh, and down Motra Ghat

into the Karanpura valley, of which it crossed the eastern

corner by Badam and Doka Tanr. Instead of seeking the

valley of the Haharo it climbed over the Aswa range to Jarjara,

and crossing the Damodar to Jalnagar Patratu, it made its way

up the Ranchi plateau to Pithaurla. It is now completely aban-

doned for the route by Ramgarh bridge.

Chatra is the headquarters of the western of the three

subdivisions, and is about thirty-eight miles north-west of the

sadr station at a height of 1,400 feet. It is connected with

the railway at Kodarma Road Station by a metalled road of

which the stages are as follows :—

1. Chatra to Itkhorl, twenty miles, with the wide and

unbridged Mohani river at the 19th mi'e from Chatra. There

is an inspection bungalow at Pitij, about fifteen miles from

Chatra furnished, but with no arrangements for food.
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2. Itkhorl to Chauparan, tea milep. Chauparan is ou the

Grand Trunk Road and has an in pr ction bungalow but no

arrangements for food.

3. Chauparan to Barakar Bridge, nine miles. The road

to Kodarma is on the north side, just west of the bridge.

4. Barakar Bridge to Kodarma Eoad Station, fourteen

wiles. There is no_bungalow nor arrangements for food at the

station.

There is a choice of routes from Hazaribagh to Chalra.

In the rains it is best to go to Barhi on the Grand Trunk Koad,

and the Barakar Bridge, and then revtrse a portion of the

jouruey described above. The only trouble is given by the

Mohani river at Itkhori, which is unbridged. At other seasons

t'le best way is via Lepo and Simaria ; there are several small

unbridged streams, but they do not give trouble to a motor car.

There are streams with heavy sand on the Damol Ichak

and Katkamganri routes. Formeily Chatra was connected with

the outside world by a road which led down Jori Ghat to Hun-

terganj and Sherghxti ; but the ghat is too steep for wheeled

carriages, and cannot be realigned, and the fandy bed of the

Lilajan has to be crossed. Southward there were roads to

Balumath in Palamau and thence to Doisanagar in Ranchi and

the Tributary Mahals, and by Tandwa to Ix)hardaga ; but these

are now of no importance.

There is an inspection bungalow at Chatra, but there is no

arrangement for the supply of food.

"When the district of Ramgarh was created in 1780 Sher-

ghati and Chatra were alternate headquarter j, and this ifrrange-

meut continued till 18'34. With the constitution of the present

district in that year the headquarters were fixed at Hazaribagh

;

but Chatra, where a munsifi was created, remained for many

years the trading capital of the province. It lies on a C(im-

paratively level tract between the upper plateau of Hazaribagh

and the tanglpd mass of rock and ravine which form the western

limits of the district, and was the op^^n highway from Gaya

and the Ganges valley to the south and west of Chota Nf>g]iur.

As such it was the natural recipient of the country produce of

Palamau, cud the Tributary ;Mahal>, and the centre from which

the luxuries of the north were distributed in payment therefor.

The coustructiou of railways diverted this trade^ and Chatra
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has now been left with a comparatively limited fi Id for its com-

merce, which has dwindled with its population till the latter

numbered only 9,2'Z'Z in 1911. There is, however, a considerable

trade still left. At the Dasahnra festival a large business is

done in cattle.

In November 1914 a subdivision was opened with an area

of 1,545 square miles, made up of tbauas Simaria, Chatra, Hunter-

ganj and Chauparan, of which the population is 223,40'3.

The Subdivislonal Officer is also the Munsif, and he is ordin-

arily assisted by a Sub -Deputy Magistrate. There is a sub-

registration o9P.ce ; and arrangements are being made for a

new hospital, in the charge of the Assistant Surgeon who looks

aftir the jail. Particulars of the municipal administration

are given in Chapter XlII ; the area in municipal limits is

8 '78 square miles.

In the course of the Mutiny Chatra wns the scene of a

email but locally important engagement between the rebels

and the British troops. The Ramgarh Battalion had mutinied

at Hazaribagh and Ranchi ; and though the sepoys received

very little lop-al support they were strong enough to compel

the retirement of the government oflBeials, and for two months

they were masters of the situation. They then decided to leave

the province by way of Chatra, and join Kuar Singh at Bhoj-

pur. At Chatra they were attacked by a mixed force con-

sisting of a portion of the 53rd Regiment of British troops, and

a detachment of Rattray's Sikhs, numbering in all 320 men.

Apparently they were to some extent surprised ; but they took

lip a strong position on the brow of a hill, and resisted stub-

bornly ; for in the orders conferring on them the Victoria

Cross Lieutenant J. C. C. Daunt of the 70th Bengal Native

Infantry and Sergeant Dyuon of the 53rd Foot are stated to

have acted with *' conspicuous gallantry in capturing two

guns by pistolling the gunners, who were mowing down the

detachment with grape. " The rebels lost 150 men killed,

and all their guns and ammunition ; and those who scattered

and escaped ceased to be a military force. There is a grave-

yard in Chatra where are buried the Europeans who were killed

in this fight.

Dharwar is a large village, about thirty-five miles north-

west of Giridih, and nineteen miles north-east of Hazaiibagh
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E oad Station with whiL-h it is connected by a road metalled

but intersected by tbree unbridgcd rivers. It is the residence

oi the proprietor of the Dhauwar estate, of whose family

jun account has been given above in Chapter III. It is the

centre of a small trade and has a few brass and bell-metal Bhops.

The proprietor maintains a small but useful dispensary.

Giridih is the headquarters since l{^81 of the north-eastern

subdivision which has an area of 2,006 square miles, and had in

1911 a population of 452,G5G. The town owes its existence to

the neig-hbouring Karharbari coal-field ; for in 1871 a branch line

of railway was made, simultaneously with the construction of

the line from Barakar to Luckecsarai, from the station of

JMadhupur to the neighbourhood of the coalfield. The rail-

lead was about three mile.s from and very welcome to the busy

commercial town of Pachamba on the old road from Nawada
to Sirampur and Tundi ; but the upstart village which slowly

grew up there has gradually superseded its older rival. In

1581 Pachamba ceased to be the subdivisional headquarters,

and in 1902 it saw its rival attain to the dignity of a muni-

cipality ; and now finally Giridih is proposing to inflict on its

former patron the indignity of inclusion within its boundaries.

Unfortunately the town was allowed to grow up with in-

sufficient regard to future needsj and the area east and south

of the railway bridge is at present rather congested. The

roads in this quarter require careful attention to prevent excessive

scouring of the drains ; and as a result of unchecked encroach-

ments in the past they arc inadequate to the presen.t comfort

of traffie. The new quarter to the north of the public offices

is occupied by bungalows, many of which are owned by

Bengalis who find the dry climate very beneficial after the

humidity of the lower province. Further to the north the exten-

sion of the town is restricted by the Usri river, which is

ordinarily so dry that carts and foot passengers find no difficulty

in passing through its bed, and yet occasionally stays in flood

sufficiently long to interrupt seriously communications between

the two banks. The construction of a bridge for carts would

make the land on the nortliern bank very valuable for build •

ing purposes ; but as it is not the property of the municipality

.the tax-payers on the southern bank can scarcely be expected

to bear the expense of an improvement of which they would
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not reap the profit. Meantime the extension of tlie tot^n is

proceeding north-westwards towards Pachamba. The town

had a population of 10,668 in 1911, and covers an area of

I'38 square mil?s, which will be largely increased if the proposed

inclusion of Pachamba is sanctioned.

In spite of the coal dust, which is never entirely absent,

the town is extraordinarily healthy, and the death-rate is ordi-

narily far below that of Hazaribagh and Chatra. There is a

good high school for boys, and in the last few years a high,

school for girls has been opened, which is frequented by pupils

from Bengal and Bihar. There are a number of private medical

practitioners, but the Rattray Charitable Hospital, which depends

mainly on charitable subscriptions, is inadequately supported, and

in consequence is not maintained as efficiently as the importaiace

©f the town requires.

Giridih is seventy-two miles distant from Hazaribagh, with

"wrhich it is connected by provincial roads, in which the only

interruption is at the crossing of the Barakar river, eight miles

from Giridih. After rain the water is often so high that carts

cannot pass through its bed ; and though a boat is kept there the

ciarrent is so strong that it is hazardous to take a motor-car

across. By rail a very circuitous route from Hazaribagh Road

leads to Sitarampur and Madhupur, Thera is a d^k bungalow

with rooms and food at Giridih, but it is inconveniently situ-

ated in the middle of the town.

Oola is situated in the south of the district about fifteen

miles east of Ramgarh on the road which leads to Jhalda, a

station on the Parulia-Ranchi line in Manbhum. It serves as:

a centre for the receipt of country produce from the Damodar

valley, and the distribution of goods imported by rail. It pos-

Ecsses a sub-registration oSBce, and a middle vernacular school.

In 1854 a road was made from Gobindpur on the Grand Trunk

Road in Manbhum to Ranchi by Mahoar (four miles north-west

of Chas) and Gola, but it is no longer of any commercial import-

ance. It passes close to Hundrughag Falls on the Subarna-

rekha river, which are just outside the district. For a short

time there was a Subordinate Judge stationed at Gola, with

jurisdiction over Hazaribagh and Ranchi, but this arrangement

was satisfactory to neither district and was soon terminated.
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The Grand Trunk Road was comijleteJ in the district of Ha-

zarlbagh about the year 1838, replacing as thn military route to

the north-west the road made about 1780 from the neighbour-

hood of Chas in Miinbhum through Gumia, Chatro,

Hazaribagh and Kanha Chatti to the Dhan^aiu Pass and

thence to Sherghati. It was not, however, till ten years later

that much progress was made with the bridging of the new road

;

for when Doctor Hooker visited the Suruj Kuud hot springs he

found in progress the building of the bridge over the Barabkatha

river near by. The road eaters the district at the 193rd

mile from Calcutta, near Munia Ghat and enters Gaya at

Guari bridge at the 2G8th mile. Till 185S the rail-

head from Calcutta was at Raniganj ; and the Grand Trunk

Road had been the most important means of military communi-

cation between the Ijwer provinces and the north of India during

the preceding twenty years. Since 1858 it has dwindled in

importance with the construction in suocession of the Loop Line,

the Chord Line and the Grand Chord Line. Th- latter runs

roughly parallel to the roal ; anl since its opening in February

1907 the road possess merely a local importance.

The opening of the road led to a great change in the distri-

bution of the police ; and in a short time thanas were opened at

Dumri, Bagodar and Bar hi, and the intervening portions of the

roads were protected by p jsts of digiodrs and patrolled by mounted

police. Colonel Dalton, writing in 1872, stated that "Hazaribagh

was always notorious for its dakdiiis- Formerly in the Moghal

days, the Kharagdiha jurisdiction was the worst part of the

district for this crime ; afterwards the Grand Trunk Road

attracted attention, but a strong road police wsls established, and

great efforts made, not always with success, to render it safe for

travellers. The transfer of traffic to the railway reduced the at-

traction, and though the police were also reduced, the road is still

fairly patrolled, and the few sawars allowed are of great value. "

In the great tlays of the road it must have presentel a scene of

extraordinary interest, with the regiments pressing to the Afghan

AVar, and the pilgrims crowding to Jagannath : and the chattis

or i^ermanent bazars which were attached to the camping grounds

of the troops doubtless drove a busy trade. Now only those

shops remain whose owners have lacked the enterprise or means

to move to new centres of trade, and for customers they have
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penniless emigrants to the coalfields, and a few mendicant

fakirs. The regiments still use the road cccasionally in thef

cold weather, but the chatt'is no longer suffice for their needs j

and the proprietors of the Ramgarh Estate^ by whom ihe mattsr

is regarded as closely tou3hing their izzit, make due prov'sion

for the comfort of ihe King^s troops. The U5ual stages are at

Dumri, Bagodar, Barhkatha, Barhi and Chaupai*an^ where there

are extensive reserve,! campino- grounds, each with a well which

is carefully disinfected before the marching season begins in

December. Tliroughout the district the road is metalled, with

a good surface, and ordinarily sd straight and open that there is

a long clear view ahead. The villages are few, and the prudent

driver of a motor car can enjoy long stretches when a rapid pice-

can be maintained with safety ; but in the chattis a moderate

speed is necessary.

The road enters the district six miles west of Topcbanchi

and is overhung for miles by the great and imposing miss of

Parasnath Hill. After Nimla Ghat (198) the Grand Chord

line is crossed at mile 300 and at Isri (20-2), the railway station

for the pilgrims is passed on the north side. At Dumri (203)

the dak bungalow is rcE^ched where rooms and food can be ob-

tained, and Para=;nath Hill or Madhubau visited. The metalled

road running north by the bungalow goes to Giridih, 26 miles

awaj^, of which the first 18 down to the banks of the Barakar,

pass through the beautifully-wooded lower spurs of Parasnath.

The river is unbridged, and after heavy rain is often unfordable

for several days, and the ferry boat is too small for the safe

carriafe' of a motor car. The scenery north of the river to

Giridih is devoid of interest. There is a military camping

ground at Dumri.

Bagodar (216) is reached after thirteen rather uninteresting

miles ; and a road branches off to Ilazaribagh Road Station on

the north (eight miles) . There is a convenient dak buugalow

with food. The next isfcage is t3 Atkadih '(222), where

there is an inspection bungalow (without food), from which

place to Uarahkatha (231) the road approaches the north-east cor-

ner of the higher plateau, which desC3nds by steep and well-

wooded cliffs. At mile 229 Suruj KunJ is reached, where there

are hot springs impregnated with sulphur, which lie about half

a mile south of the road. These spjings were examined by Dr-.
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Hooker (Himalayan Journals, Vol. i-^ Cli. ii) in 1S4S. There

are four hot springs, with temperatures of from 169 to 190

degrees, and between two of them a cold spring arises two

paces away. A mela is held each year ia January which is

much frequented, but for the rest of the twelve months the

place is almost deserted. The inspection bungalow makes no

provision of food. Between Barahkatha and Barsot there are

a number of striking well-wooded hills on the south, but from

Barsot to Barhi (248) the road is rather dull.

At Barhi there is an inspection bungalow, ])ut food is not

obtainable. The bungalows belong to the period when opium

was widely grown along the Grand Trunk lload ; but since the

closing of the agency in 1911, the jilace has lost much of its

importance. There arc also the ruins of a jail, a relic of the

subdivision which was closed in 1873. There are a camp-

ing ground, police-station, sub-registration office and dispensary ;

and oi)posite the last is a small walled cemetery by the side of the

road, in which the most interesting grave is that of Colonel

Knyvett, the officer in charge of the Grand Trunk Road at the

beginning of the Mutiny in 1857, a post which must have been full

of anxiety in those eventful days. He died at Barhi before the

crisis of the mutiny had been reached. From Barhi a provincial

road leads to Ilazaribagh (22 miles), and with the similar road

from Bagodar completes a triangle, with sides of thirty-two,

thirty-two, and twenty-two miles, which makes an excellent

tour for a motor car. Two miles beyond Barhi the Barakar

river is crossed by an iron bridge which has been built

near the site of a stone bridge, a hundred yards to the

north. In June 1913, the rains burst with unusual

strength, and at the headquarters station twenty inches of rain

were measured in nineteen days. Then came a great fall of ten

inches in twenty-four hoars, and the news came in that the old

Barhi bridge had collapsed. Just beyond, a metalled road leads

north-east to Kodarma station, fourteen miles away through im-

interesting country. The next stage on the Grand Trunk Road

is reached at Chauparan (259), where there is an inspection

bungalow, but food Is not obtainable. A metalled road leads to

Chatra (30 miles) on the south-east, passing through Itkhori

and Pitij. The road is quite good, and after the crossing of the

broad and sandy Mohani river, which Is uubridged^ the scenery-
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is pleasant right on Chatra ; but that small town has

little of interest and no food can be obtained. Chauj)aran has

the usual police-station and military camping ground, and

immediately to the west begins the descent to the Gaya plans,

by the Danua Ghat. In seven-and-a-half miles the drop is 737

feet ; the hills are well covered with woods and the scenery is

beautiful. The hill which overlooks the pass from the north is

Lohabar, 1,788 feet high. Not far beyond the foot of the pass

the road leaves the district at Guari bridge, 268 miles from

Calcutta.

Hazaribagh town is situated in 23° 59^ east longitude

near the centre of the higher plateau at a general elevation of

two thousand feet. In the immediate neighbourhood a few

rocky hills break the landscape, of which Chendwar or

Seotagarha Hill is 2,815 feet high. The population in 1911 was

17,009, residing in a municipal area of 7"13 square miles. The

town is the meeting-place of three first-class roads, of which

one connects it with Ranchi, fifty-eight miles away, and the

others with Bagodar (thirty-two miles) and Barhi (twenty-three

miles), respectively, on the Grand Trunk Road ; as a centre for

motoring it is unsurpassed in the two provinces. The nearest

railway station is at Hazaribagh Road on the Grand Chord Line,

which is reached by means of a public service of motor cxrs in

about three hours, and the journey to Calcutta occupies about

seven hours more. The accommodation provided for travellers

consists of a dak bungalow at the railway station for Indians,

and another at Bagodar, eight miles on the road to Hazaribagh,

where rooms and food can be obtained by Europeans. At

Hazaribagh itself there is a staging bungalow near the church

which also provides rooms and food : while for officials travel-

ling on duty there are the Circuit House and a Public "Works

inspection bungalow. The comparative coolness of the climate

and the pleasing scanery of the surroundings make the town

popular with visitors both European and Indian,^^, especially in

the Tiins and autumn. From time to time the subject of railway

connection has been mooted, and plans and estimates have been

prepared for a narrow-gauge line to Hazaribagh Road; bat so

far nothing has been done.

The town owes its existence to the raising of the Ramgarh

Battalion about 1780, and the decision to station it permanently
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near the villages of Okni and Hazari, on the read from Chatra

to Ichak^ which had become an important place after the

zamindar of Ramgarh had made it his residence in 1772.

Rennell's map published in 1779 shows the road, and the

present town appears therein as Ocunhazari. In 183i it was

made the headquarters of one of the new districts which were then

carved out of the old * conquered provinces ' of Ramgarh. For

a long time it was intensely unpopular with the Biharis whose

official employment compelled them to live there ; and they

were reluctant to bring their families with them. The distance

from G aya and Patna was very great, and the roads were so

poor that sagars were the only form of wheeled carriage ; more-

over, the district was tben, and for many years later, notorious

for its dacoities. Those who brought their families to the

district quickly found that it was difficult to keep in good caste

standing with their kinsmen in Magadha ; and doubtless in

many cases this led to the abandonment of rules which are of

prime importance in Hinduism. As a glaring example of this

backsliding may be mentioned the case of certain Brahman

families near Tandwa who now permit widow-remarriage. Gra-

dually, however, better roads were made, and more securely

guarded, and the drawbacks to residence in Hazarlbagh dis-

appeared, until at the present day it is a favourite station,

especially with Bengali officials.

The history of the military cantonment has been given in

Chapter XI in connection with the Sarkari Hata government

estate. Abolished in 184;2 it was restored in 1859, and ao'ain

abolished on the 15th May 1884. In 1857 a detachment of two

companies of the 8th regiment of the Ramgarh Battalion was sent

to Hazaribagh, but it mutinied in August, and the officials had to

leave the station. They returned to Bagodar, but after receiving

a small force of Rattray's Sikhs reoccupied Hazaribagh, and

early in October the 53rd Regiment and the Sikhs destroyed

the rebels at Chatra. The most valuable legacy of the military

occupation, is the manner in which the town is laid out. After

the cantonment was re-established it was decided to improve the

sanitation ; a large additional area was acquired from the

proprietor of the Ramgarh estate, the old bazars were

uprooted. A spacious block known as the Boddam Bazar was

laid out with wide roads intersecting at right angles ; and on
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this the Indian quarters has been built, at a distance from the

barracks where the troops were placed. As a result of these

measures the town is orderly, spacious, well-drained, and practi-

cally free from those areas of congestion which disfigure so many
Indian towns.

In addition to the offices usually found at the headquarters

of a district there are a number of institutions of more than local

importance. St. Columba's College is built on a very fine site

beyond the eastern boundary of the extensive military camping

ground, which the students are permitted to use for their games.

St. Columba's Zanana Hospital is a large and well-equipped

building, at the south of the town. On the north side are the

Reformatory School for the two provinces of Bengal and Bihar

with about 500 inmates, originally used for the reception of

European military prisoners, and the Central Jail whose exten-

sive grounds are planted with aloes. Between these two

buildings and the town are three large artificial sheets of water,

slilrted by well-made roads which make a pleasant promenade

for the townspeople. The Police Training College of the

province is also now stationed at Hazarlbagh, where it occupies

a large building formerly used as a Roman Catholic convent

school. The Anglican station church is well situated in the

midst of the open spaces which were formerly uted for military

purposes. The cemetery has been laid out with taste, and is

kept in admirable order under the care of the Chaplain, and its

heavy massive tombs recall the early days of the last century.

About four miles away on the west of Seotagarha Hill the

Jains of the province have built an extensive range of sheds

and stalls for the recej)tion of old and worn-out cattle, of which

a very large number, mainly from the neighbourhood of

Calcutta, are to be found in the adjoining pastures. It is a

matter of great regret that this solicitude of the public for adult

cattle does not serve to stop the cruel practice which Is followed

by many local Goalas of causing the death of female calves by

intentional starvation. Prom the town roads lead to. the edges

of the plateau; and northward over Katkamsanri and south-

ward from MarangI extensive views are obtained over forest-clad

valleys, which are specially beautiful at the end of the rains.

The Sadr Subdivision now covers about 3,435 square miles,

with a population of 612,5M in 1911^
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Hazaribagh Road Station is on the Grand Chord Railway,

215 miles from Howrah. It was opeueJ in February 19J7

and is connected by a metalled road with the sadr station forty-

two miles away. A number of traders hive established^ them-

selves near the station, but so far th: place is in its infancy.

Ichak lies about eight miles to th^ north of Hazaribagh, two

miles to the east of the Barhi road, Tej Sing-h took up his

residence there, aTter the capture of Ramgarh by the British in

177^, anl his successors built si.garh of brick three storeys high

which fell into decay after the succession of the Padma branch

in 1867, The town has declined rapidly in population and now

CDntains only about 5,000 people. Th^'re are two largj maths

or religious foundations, presided over each by a niihanlh , and

well endowed by the llamgarh family ; but they contribute

little to the spiritual or material improvement of the dirty and

congested little town.

Itkhori is about ten miles south of Chauparan which is at

the head of the Dmua pass from Gay.i, on the Grand Trunk

Road. From Chiuparan a pucca road leads through Itkhori to

Chatra; so that it is readily aceessibb. Prior to 1770 it was the

seat of a petty chief—one of the so-called rajas of Cbhai—and ruins

of his residence are in the village, near a large banil/i on which

is an old tijmple with stone images. About a mile to the west

of the village on an upland now overgrown with jungle, and

clos3 to the bank of the Mohani river among the d($br's of old

buildings, are two temples which still survive in a half ruined

fashion, with a number of a black stone images. The ruins have

not b3en examined by an expert ; and it is very desirable that

this omission should be repaired, as their cluneter and probil)b

date may passibly throw somo light on the (question oE the datj

of the Hindu migration into the district.

Kharagdiha lies twenty-seven miles north of Girldih, on the

road whijh leads to Gawiln an 1 Nawada. Formerly it was the

centre of the oU pargana of Kharagliha, the land of the Bhuiya

Ghatwals; ^and roads raiiatel tj Sira npur, Djranda, Nawada
and Chakai. From IS'it it wis the s'.to of a munsili and later

on a great centre for poppy cultivation. Now it is derelict, and

trade has gone to Mirzilganj, two miles to the south, where are

found a number of branch firms from Pachamba, and a repeti-

tion of the insanitary conditions of that very dirty town.
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Kodarina is about four miles north-east of the station of the

8 ime name on the Grand Chord Railway and is about forty-threa

miles distant from the district headquarters, with which it i&

connected by a series of metalled and bridg.'d roads. It is

a lai'ge village in the centre of the government eslatej, of

which tl e northern portion consists oE the Kodarma Reserved

Fo 'est, famous for its mica mines. The latter have been de-

scribed at length in Chapter II, and the history of the estate will

be found in Chapter XL The village has a small A;Uglican

Church, and a cemetery; and a local committee maintains

a hospital and dispensary very effioiently. For travellers there is

a District Board bungalow, but no arrangements are made for

food. About half a mile away, inside the protected forest area,

there is a bungalow of the Forest Department from which there

is a pleasant view of Banda hill and the jungle to the west.

Kuluha H.n lies about six miles south-west of Hanterganjr

Though its height is only 1,575 feet it is very striking when seen

from the north, as it overhangs abruptly the low Lilajan valley.

It contains some ruined temples and other buildings, and as it is

now a place of pilgrimage for Hindus, these were for some time

thought to be of Hindu origin. Dr. M. A. Stein, however, visited

the hill in 1900, and was satisfied that they were built by the

Jains, who venerated it as the birth-place of the tenth Tirthan-

kara. Sitala Swamiu, and frequented it till about one hundred

and fifty years ago. It is curious that it is now entirely

unknown to the ordinary Jains, and is associated by the local

Hindus with the Pandava brothers.

Pachamba, See Giridih,

Padma is two miles west of the Barhl road, about fourteen

miles north of Hazaribagh. Upon the break in the su2cession

of the Ramgarh family in 1866 there was litigation between

various claimants which ended in favour of the Padma branch,

descended from Tej Singh faujdar by a second wife. Following

a common Hindu practice the new owner abandon,?d the residence-

of his predecessor, and stayed on at Padma, which is built on

rather low ground near the bank of a small tributary of the

Barakar tiver. There a new garJi has been commenced but is still

incomplete. The village has no features of interest of any kind.

Parasnaih. South of the Himalayas the highest mountain

for many hundred miles is Parisnath Hill. It is situated in
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Hazaribagh district, not far fromtTie boundary of :Manbhum, and

is 4,481 foot high, the effect of this elevation being accentuated

by its comparative isolation and the beauty of its form. It rises

immediately north of the Grand Trunk Road at about the 200th

mile, and has been easily accessible ever since the construction of

that road in 1838. Formerly, however, the route from the north Reads to th«

., III",

and west led from Patna and Nawfda through Kharagdiha to

Palganj ; wliilst travellers from the south and east came by the

road which led from Jaipur in Manbhum through Nawagarh to

Palganj. As both these roads led through wild Ghatwfd tracts,

which were not reduced to any semblance of order before the

arrival of the British abotit 1770 a pilgrimage to Parasnath

m^st have been costly and dangerous. It is much to be regretted

that there is no account of such a journey : and it is significant

that the oldest of the temples appears to date only from A. D,

1765. In 1780 the new military road to Benares was

made, and brought travellers within fight of Paras.iath

" from Bankura to Katkamsanri "; and an interesting account

t)f a visit paid in 1S27 is reproduced in the '' St:itistical Account/".

In 1871 the railway to Giridih was opened, and there was left

a gap of niaeteen miles only to be covered by road across the

Barakrir river to IStadhuban at the northern base of the hiil.

Finally the Grand Chord llailway brought pilgrims to the very

foot of the sacred mountain, and in the season from December

to March a motor service connects IsrI station with the tem'iles

at Madhuban. European visitors can halt at Dumri bungalow,

a mile from Isri, where food and lod-jing are obtainable. They

cm make arrangements there for climbing the hill up its steep

southern face ; or they can proceed ten miles down the provin-

cial road towards Giridih, whence another three miles of good

road (branching off at mile 10) brings them to Madhuban, and

the hill can be climbed on its easier northern side, A good path

suitable for a pony or a dandy loads to a dflk bungalow on the

summit, wherg there is ample accommodation and furniture, tut

no food, water or servants, fcr which visitors must make their
ay

own provision. The nearest spring is at a considerable distance

from the top. and a bath is a luxury. The loial residents believe

the place to be haunted, and will not voluntarily stay alone at

night ; and it is impossible to retain m Hindu or Muiiammadan

caretaker. The hill commands magnificent views, and is
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comparatively cool : but the absence of any level ground at tbe

top is a great drawback, and it is difficult to obtain supplies

cheaply. The bungaluw is in the charge of the Subdivisional

Officer of Giridih; and it is necessary to obtain his permission in

advance of occupation.

Dr. Hooker, who ascended the hill in February 1848, writes

thus of the \iQW of Parasnath from near Taldanga in IMan-

bhum :—

'

Hooker's *' As the «un rose Parasnath appeared against the clear srev
description • ii p c , c i

of the hill. m the torm of a beautiful broad cone, with a rugged peak of a

deeper grey than the sky. It is a remarkably handsome moun-
tain, sufficiently lofty to be imposing, rising out of an elevated

country, the slope of which upward to the base of the mountain,

though imperceptible, is really considerable ; and it is surround-

ed by lesser hills of just sufficient elevation to set it off. The

atmosphere, too, of these regions, is peculiarly favourable for

views ; it is very dry at this season ; but still the hills are clear-

ly defined, without the harsh outlines so characteristic of a moist

air. The !-kics are bright, the sun powerful; and there is an

almost imp3rceptlble haze that seems to soften the landscape, and

keeps every object iu true perspective.^''

The view from the hill itself he describes as follows :

—

"The view from the saddle of the crest was beautiful, but

the atmosphere too hazy. To the north were raoges of low

wooded bills, and the course of the Barakar and Aj ay rivers;

to the south lay a flatter country with lower ranges, and the

Damodar river, its all but waterless bed snowy white from the

exposed granite blocks with which its course is strewn. East

and west the several sharp rides of the mountain itself are seen
;

the western considerably the highest. Immediately below, the

mountain flanks appear clothed with impenetrable forest, here

and there interrupted by rocky eminences, while to the south

the Grand Trunk Road shoots across the plains, like a white

threr.d as straight as an arrow, spanning here and -there the beds

of the mountain torrents.^' ^

Sanitarium Portions of the hill have been variously used since the

for troops.
B^-itish occupation of the district as a sanitarium for British

troops (18G2-68), for which the confined space and absence of

water made it unsuitable ; for a tea-garden, of which a few
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ax3res still survive and grow a poor tea which is sold to pilgrims

;

and for a fruit garden.

Parasnath is the ^'Marano- Buru" or hill dcitv of the Santill
'

, _i religious bunt,
Santals of Hazaribagh, Manbhura, Bankura and the Santal

Parganas ; and each year they assemble at the period of the

full moon in Baisakh from these districts, and celebrate a reli-

gious hunt for three days ; after which a great tribal session is

held for the trial of charges against manjhis and pargandits, and

of other grave matters which affect the outcasting of individuals.

The entry of this custom In the recovd-of-rlghts which was

prepared In 1911, and of the similar right of the Ghtxtwars was

followed by the institution of a suit by the Swetambara Jains to

have it declared that no such custom exists. That suit was dis-

missed by the Judicial Commissioner, and an appeal, preferred

against his order, has b^en rejected by the Ill^h Court.

The special sanctity of Parasnath for the Jains arises from The Jains,

the tradition that the twenty-third of the Tirthankaras (the

religious saints who are the objects of their worship), Parsva or r^-^^

Parsvanath, like nine of his predecessors, attained nirvana on twenty- third
^

. ,

^ '

.
Tirthaiikara

the hill. It is siid that he was born at Benares, and died at the raisvanutb.

age of one hundred years when fasting, along with thirty

companions. He is usually depicted with a blue complexion,

and his cognizance is a hooded snake.

The foundation of Jainism Is attributed by European scholars The last

to the 24th and last Tirthankilra, Vardhamiina Mahavira, a Trthankara

contemporary of Buddha in the reign of King Bimbisara

(about 519 B.c), whose kingdom of JNIagadha then coincided

with the limits of the modern districts of Patna and Gava.

^lahabir was relited to the royal family, and spent many years

of his ministry in that kingdom, where he gathered a large

following of monks who afterwards spread his teaching over

the greater part of India. At the present time the majority of

the Jains belong to western Indii ; and a large proportion of

the MarwarHraders who are to be found in every centre of trade

belong to one or other of the Jain sects.

The fwo most prominent of these sects are the Swotambaias x- f
tj uiu sects*

and Digambaras. The word Digambara means ' sky-clad ',

a euphemism for nude j and apparently their habit of taking (i) P'ga.n-

their food naked, and refusing to decorate the images in their
^''"'**

temples with any kind of ornament, are survivals of a wider
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Paraacatb.

(ii) Swetam- practice, to which they owe their name. The SwetambatiB

or ' white-clad ' on the other hand take their meals clothed, and

adorn the images of the Tirthankaras with a profusion of golden

ornaments. They admit that women can obtain nvvdna j

and they hold that an ascetic should use a face cloth to guard

the mouth and a brush for sweeping away insects, differing in

all these matters from the Digambaras. At present they con-

trol the ceremonial at the temples and shrines on the hill ; and

Quarrel about q^qq ^\^q xrA^xlm has crossed the boundary iust above Madhuban

he must place himself in their hands, even though he be a

Digambara. This ha? excited great bitterness between the

sects, each of which is making strear.ous attempts to obtain

a more assured position on the hill. So far, the Swetambaras

have had the greater success, for they have for some years

enjoyed a lease by which they are entitled to build their shrines

wherever they choose on the hill ; but unfortunately for them

the High Court has recently declared this lease to be void.

The hill is included in the old geographical division of Kharag-

diha, aud is shown in the map prepared by Rennell in 1779 as

lying entirely within Palganj gcldi. Recently, however, the owner

of the Nawagarh gadi in Manbhum obtained a decree in a Civil

Court that he was entitkd to the southern faC3 of the hill, and

the question is now on appeal before the High Court. A further

complication in the present tangle has arisen out of a proposal

made a few years ago to build house? for Europ?ais on the

Hill. The Jains disliked this ; and offered to buy the hill

from the Encumbered Estates Department, which was at the

time in charge of the estate of the tikdit of Palganj : and the

Digambaras claim that in the subsequent negotiations they were

given a definite and enforceable promise of sab, and this claim

they are prosecuting by a civil sait. To add completeness to

this maze of litigation which is financed by the subscriptions of

the faithful throughout India the two sects have a suit pending

between themselves regarding the manner of W'^rship to be

observed at the shrines on the hill.

It has been stated above that the oldest date borne by any

building is A.D. 1765, and it is believed that none of the edifices

whether on or below the hill are of much earlier age. The

officers of the Archaeological Department who have examined

them have found nothing of special interest. The main builiing

Buildings.
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on the hill is a temple on the south-east side o£ the summit, The Temple

which was described in 1827 as follows :

—

" About three-quarters of a mile on the southern descent from

first malh at which I arrived, and snugly sheltered from the

northern and western storms, stands the principal and the most

beautiful of all the temples in this neighbourhood. The same

observation that I have made regArdiug the mixture of Mu'-alman

and Hindu architecture in the temples of iMadhuban will

apply to this wwwrfi'r, which, as I descended through the thick

jungle upon it, looked more like a ^luhammadan darrjah than

a building belonging to the original people of Ilinlu&tin. The

pediment and body of the temple were ornameutcd with arched

entrances between singb pillars, such as are common in the larger

houses of the Hindus ; but above this all was iu Muhammidan

fashion, Five handsome fluted domes, one large one in the

C3ntre, surrounded with four small ones each forming the r of

of a corresponding apartment, seemed too heavy a crown

for the edifice from which they rose. Th(se domes were well

ornamented, and were pointed with those spires compos I'd of

golden or brazen balls, and ending in arrow heads, wliich are

generally to be seen shooting out from the tops of minarets.

The four sides of the building are alike, but to mark the primipal

approach, a large chohutra lies in front of the eastern archways.

On entering the centre and holy chamber of this temple,

it is impossible to avoid being impressed with the simple beauty

of the place. The pavement is composed of fine slabs of blue

veined marble ; and on a white marble pediment opposite to the

entrance five very beautiful idols of the Jain Tirtliankaras sit

in dignity waiting for the prayers of their disciples, which are

rendered more deep-toned by the echoing inOuence of the dome

that forms the ceiling of the sanctuary. The centre figure,

which represents Parasnath as a naked figure sitting cross-legged

in an attitude of abstract meditation, is cut out of a beautiful

piece of black marble. It measures between three and four

feet high, as sitting, and is a remarkable graceful idol, iu full

preservation. The other four are each about two feet and a half

high, all of them of white marble, and one of them wearing the

same hood which adorns the head of the central imago, as the pecu-

liar ornament of Pfirsvar ath. On the pedestal of each idol the same

inscription appears that Shu^gal Chand Jagat Sclh erected it in
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A.D. 1765. The chamber which constitutes this sanctuary is aboat

twenty feet square and between thirty and forty high to the centre

of the dome. Tlaere are no ornaments beyond those I have

described, but the marble pavement, pedestal, and idols are the

handsomer for being unadorned. Of the four smaller apart-

ments at the corner two remain empty, and the other two contain

each seventeen idols of all sizes (but all of the Jain form and

postm-e) ranged along a ledge in the wall. These appear to

have been left at will by pilgrims who may have been
.

anxious to consecrate their household gods at the shrine of

Parasnath.'"

The shrines on '^ It is held to be necessarv that every qumti or ^z^/C* should
Parasuath.

_ _ ^
-^

•' '^

be visited and receive an offering at the hands of each pilgrim
;

and as many of the peaks are several kos distant from the math

of Kuntnath to which the ascending path arrives, and as

some of them can only be mounted by climbing, this is

indeed a penance of extreme labour and fatigue. The length

and tediousness of this duty is increased by their strict forbear-

ance from committing any kind of impurity whatever within the

holy precincts ; and as it is their custom to eat by daylight only

to avoid incurring the destruction of the smallest insect, several

excursions to the summit are necessary for the accomplishment

of the pilgrimage. Each gumii is a solid pile of brickwork,

varying in height and size according to the facility its station

afforded to the builders. The largest does not exceed eight feet

in height, and the same in length and breadih, while some

appeared not to be larger than one-fourth of these dimensions.

In each of these buildings is a small recess, on the flat of which

is marked the print of a foot revered as the cliaran (or last foot-

mark upon earth) of the Tirthankara whose name is engraved

beneath The visits and salutations to several charans

on the peaks are concluded by a more deliberate adoration at ths

temple of Parsvanath. After concluding the duties on the

mountain, those who desire to leave no claim to a sanctifled

character unadvanced perform a circuit round the base, starting

from Madhuban, to which they again return after traversing a

circle of at least thirty miles. From this place the greater part

of the pilgrims depart for the other temples at Pawapuri in

Bihar, and Champipuri near Bhagalpur.'-'
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The highest poak of Parasnath is covered by a ofty pointed

temple, which has replaced shrines, of which at least two had

been successively destroyed by lightning. This temple is a

conspicuous landmark for many miles.

Toe administrative headquarters of the two sects are at ^^'^'^l^u'^an.

Madhuban on the north side of the hill near the beginning of

actual ascent. It is connected by a good road about three miles

long, with one unbridged stream, with the provincial road which

runs from Giridih to Dumri on the Grand Trank Road. The

temple and rest-houses of the two sects are congregated in the

closest proximity ; and though none of the buildings appears

to be of any antiquity, yet the collection of white-washed edifices,

gay with flags and the golden balls of their cupolas, rising out of

a green bed of thick foliage, is very beautiful when seen from

the various stages of the ascent.

Ramgarh is about thirty miles south of HazarlLagh on the

road to Ranchi at the crossing of the Damodar river, which since

1914 has been spanned by a cart-bridge. The place was the resi-

dence of the Chiefs of Ramgarh for a hundred years, after

Badam had been abandoned in 1G70 ; and the ruins of their fort

remain, but they are incomplete decay. Ramgarh was attacked

and captured by the Mubammadans under liidayat Ali Khan in

1740, but the complete subjugation of the distiict was cut short

by the necessity of moving away to meet a ]\Iaratlia invasion of

Bihar. It was again captured in 1772 by a British expedition

under the command of Lieutenant Goddard, who replaced

Makund Singh by Tej Singh as Chief of Ramgarh. Makund
Singh fled, and shortly after died, as did his infant son. Tej

Singh established himself at Ichak, and the former capital

quickly fell into decay. There is a telegraph office which is

useful on occasion, and a comfortable staging bungalow near the

south bank of the Damodar, where food and shelter are obtain-

able. The view up and down the river is inten sting from the

top of the bridge, which was made of greulcr height than the

original plan as a consequence of the unprecedented floods of

1913. A black band on one of the piers marks the greatest

height which the waters then reached.

Tandwa lies on the west bank of Garhi river twenty-eight

miles west by south of Ilazaribugh, at the western end of thj
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Karanpura valley, and six miles froiTi the borders of PalamaM.

It collects whatever trade there is in the ueighbourhood, aid

forwards it to Chatra, and it now posse?se.5 a hospital and dis-

pensary. There are deposits of coal in the neighbourhood, which

may give the place an increased impoitance in the future.
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